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Ahstract

Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) provides the potential to implement large parallel systems
on a single wafer and offers advantages over other technologies in areas such as cost and perform-
ance' While WSI offers many advantages in the construction of large systems, its also poi.r many
difficulties. We must accept the constraints of WSI and implement systems which are ideally suiteâ
for this technology. Our goal is to develop techniques which will allow us to implement a large
parallel processing environment for general purpose computing utilizing WSI. This has been an ac-
tive area of research for many years, and has met with many obstacles, most notable the utilization
of a faulty environment for reliable computation. In order to exploit WSI for parallel computation,
we must develop techniques which will incorporate fault tolerance. In this paper we examine two
areas of difficulty, the reconfiguration and routing in a faulty netwoïk. We attempt to exploit the
inherent disorder in the fault environment, and develop techniques to offer reliable and àfficient
communication with it.

Traditionally fault tolerance in WSI processor ailays has been achieved by r-econfiguring
the faulty processor aÍray, and/or by utilizing adaptive routing techniques to route messages around
faulty elements in the network. Reconfiguration normally attempts to alter the connectivity of a
network so that the resulting network is a regular topology (for example a k-ary n-cube). In order
to perform such reconfiguration, either spal'e processing elements are utilized, or a subset of the
original network is utilized to cleate the desired topology. The main limitation of these reconfigu-
ration techniques is that not all functional processing elements in the network are utilized, andie-
strictions on allowing faults to only occur in processing elements limits the effectiveness of these
techniques. Although adaptive routing algorithms can be used to allow communication in a defec-
tive environment, without reconfiguration the bandwidth of these networks is not sufficient to pro-
vide reasonable performance as congestion caused by faults will dominate network latency.

In this thesis we discuss an alternative to the traditional approach of reconfiguration and
adaptive routing. We first reconfigure our faulty processor array, not with the goal of producing a
regular topology, but rather to increase the bandwidth of the network (increase the conãucfivity of
a network defined by percolation theory). This reconfiguration will provide us with a network
which is disordered and irregular but has sufficient connectivity to aiow the implementation of
message passing techniques (such as store and forward or wormhole techniques). In the second part
of our techniques we implement modified adaptive routing algorithms which can provide deadlock
free, livelock free and starvation free routing between most elements in the reõonfigured anay.
This allows regular and irregular topologies to be implemented on the processor arïay, and proviãe
reliable and effective communication between required processing elements.

lll
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CE{APTER. l: lmtnoductÍon

Wafer Scale Integration has long been an active area of research. The goal has been to uti-
lize the entire surface of a wafer for the implementation of a single system. The advantages of this
technology include potential cost and performance advantages over other technologiei. Despite
over thirty years of active research into problems associated with utilization of this technology,
very few commercial systems have been made.

There are a myriad of problems associated with WSI. One of the most difficult problems
with utilizing this environment, is developing systems which are able to operate wittr ttre trigh de-
fect rates typically associated with this technology. Unlike traditional Integrated Circuits (ICs)
which are small enough that we can fabricate fault free circuits, the enormous quantity of devices
which can be fabricated on a single wafer, make it impossible for even the best fabrications lines
to create fault free designs. Any design targeted for WSI must include fault tolerant techniques in
its design.

Our goal in this thesis is to investigate some of the problems associated with implementing
large systems in the highly defective environment of WSI. The problem we will look at will be with
implementing a large general purpose parallel processing system. We will investigate the proper-
ties and requirements of this type of system, and develop a strategy to implement it using WSt tåcn-
nology. The focus of this research will be on the problems associated with communications in large
networks in the presence of faults. We will deviate fi'om the traditional approach of attempting io
reconfigure the network into a regular topology, and will instead focus our efforts on implementìng
routing in a disordered environment created by defects.

In Chapter 2 we will present an introduction to WSI, and discuss both the advantages and
disadvantages of this technology. We will review some of the past research in this field, and ãiscuss
some of the commercial applications which have been attempted. V/e will also discuss some of the
basic concepts of parallel processing, and the trade-offs related to implementation technology.

In Chapter 3 we will introduce our model of the parallel processing system we will be stud-
ying in this thesis.

In Chapter 4 we will analyze large processors affays using techniques borrowed from the
study of large networks, specifically percolation theory. We will use the result to implement a non-
deterministic adaptive routing algorithm, which will route messages in the highly dìsordered WSI
environment.

In Chapters 5 and 6, we will attempt to improve communications in the networks, by uti-
lizing a routing technique known as wonnhole routing. This technique generally offers bettei per-
formance over the traditional routing approaches, however is highly susceptible to deadlock. In
these chapter we will try to exploit the disordered nature of the processor a*ays, and apply recon-
figuration within a disordered network. We will implement a routing algorithm which can success-
fully route in this environment.



CFXAPTER 2: Waf,er Scaåe lntegnatiore

V/afer Scale Integration (WSÐ has long been proposed as an alternative to the traditional VLSI
technology for implementing electronic circuits. Integrated Circuits (ICs) are electrical circuits
fabricated such that all components are on a common die of silicon. Typically ICs are fabricated
by diffusing and depositing materials onto a silicon wafer in such u ruy ur to produce the desired
circuit components (typically transistors) and connections. A typical *âf"r ur.d to fabricate com-
plex ICs will be approximately 15 to 20 cm in diameter, and will typically contain hundreds of
identical copies of an individual IC, each of which is usually approxima tely 1 cmz for alargevlsl
circuitfZZ]. After fabrication, each wafer will be sliced into individual àies, each of which are
placed into chip packages. Defects in the ICs will render a portion of the ICs unusable, and hence
each IC must be tested, and those with operational characteristics not within the specifications of
the original design are discarded.

The traditional IC approach has improved both the density and performance of designs over
the last 30 years by increasing the number of transistors in an IC andby improving the s'iitching
speed of devices and interconnects. Most of these improvements have come from decreasing thã
feature size of devices, and by using lalger die sizes. We are currently approaching the fundaméntal
limits for transistor sizes, in which the non ideal, parasitic, and quantum effects begin to dominate
the behaviour. As a result, it is generally accepted that not much improvement which be made in
further leducing device sizes, and most improvements will come from increasing the physical area
of an IC.

The goal of Wafer Scale Integration is to utilize the entire wafer surface for a single circuit
or system. Although this is not a new idea, many difficulties exist in attempting to fabiicate and
utilize entire wafers. Numerous gains are expected from technology which rìt"ìtr pursuit worth-
while[23].

I. Reduced manufacturing costs by reducing the number of distinct components in a large sys-
tem.

Improved performance by reducing the need for off-chip communication. Reduced noise
on interconnects both improves performance and makes more reliable circuits.

Lower power consumption by reducing the need for high power off-chip I/O drivers.

Improve reliability by reducing the need for inter-chip connectivity.

In this chapter, we will discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and applications of WSI
technology which have been researched and exploited to date. The focus of thii thesis will be on
the exploitation of WSI for parallel processing applications, and we will be primarily interested in
large processor arrays. Our goal is to produce a general purpose parallel procãssing computing sys-
tem on a wafer, by replicating an array of processors on the wafer surface.

2.
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2.1 ÐÍfficulties wÍth WSf

V/SI has been an active area of research for over thirty years, however very few commercial
products have utilized this technology. In this section we will review some of the major difficulties
which have prevented the widespread use of this technology.

2.l.lDefects and Yield

A defect in a silicon wafer may be described as a significant deviation in the physical state
of the wafer from the desired state or alternatively as a physical imperfection in the wafer suffi-
ciently large to change the characteristic of the wafer. Typically defects result from the less than
ideal conditions available during the fabrication of wafers and the circuits on them. Impurities may
be introduced into the wafer, misalignment of different processing steps may produce incorrect ge-
ometries, and damage may occur during the handling of a wafer.

Defect avoidance refsrs to techniques applied during the fabrication process in order to re-
duce the occurrence of defects. Examples of this include the reduction of impurities in chemicals
used during fabrication and close monitoring of wafers during fabrication. Defect tolerance refers
to techniques used to make wafers less susceptible to the effects of defects. A typical example of
this is the use of design rules which specify constraints on design geometries.

A fault is an incorrect behaviour of a signal within a circuit. A fault may be the manifesta-
tion of the defect in the operation of circuit, or may be caused by external influences such as radi-
ation. Many fault models have been developed to abstractly model the most common
faults[26] [80]. For example:

' Stuck-at faults assume that signals (wires) are forced to constant values.

' Stuck-open and stuck-closed faults assume that devices (transistors) are forced to permanently
off or on states.

' Bridging faults assume that signals (wires) may be shorted, forcing the same values on two
lines.

' AC-faults assume characteristics such as rise and fall times of a component are affected.

Unlike defects which are assumed to be permanent, faults may exist for different time in-
tervals. Generally faults are assume to be described by one the following three categories:

n Permanent faults: once they occur they remain in the circuit permanently or until the circuit is
repaired.

' Intermittent faults re-occur in the circuit for finite periods of time. Intermittent faults remain ac-
tive long enough that testing circuitry can determine that a fault exists.

o Transient faults remain in the circuit for a finite but brief period of time. Transient faults typi-
cally only exist for one signal transition.



Although defect avoidance and defect tolerance techniques are applied during wafer fabri-
cation and design, we must assume that defects will always be present and that if we wish to utilize
a wafer, fault tolerance techniques must be applied to the system being implemented.

2.1.2 Ar chitectural Issues

One of the major difficulties of utilizing V/SI technology, especially as device sizes de-
crease' and integration levels increase, is to decide the best method to utilize the wafer surface for
different types of systems architectures. Many conventional architectures al.g designed with differ-
ent constraints in mind than those imposed by WSI. Although much larger systemi than those pos-
sible with WSI have been developed utilizing other technologies, -uch rott hur to be done in de-
veloping systems architectures which will suit the two dimensional local connection constraints of
WSI. As the level of integration increases, we have to examine architectures which will scale with
network size. These designs have to be suitable for implementation even when the number of de-
vices increases.

A number of different topologies for parallel systems have been proposed and many have
been implemented. These topologies are often developed for systems which have different con-
straints than those of WSI. The following is a brief list of some of the more popular topologies:

1. Mesh: This is the simple two dimensional anay, with four nearest neighbour connections.
This is one of the most popular toporogies used in commercial systems.

2. Hex array: This is an extension to the mesh but allows connections to six nearest neigh-
bours. Similar networks may be constructed with eight nearcst neighbours.

3. k-ary n-cubes: This is an abstraction of meshes to higher dimensions than two. n represents
the number of dimensions in the topology, and k represents the number of nodes in each

dimension. Such a network will contain kn nodes, and nkn edges. A 10 by 10 mesh is also
considered a l}-ary 2-cube.

4. Hypercube: This is an extension of the unit cube to n-dimensions, and the binary case of
the k-ary n-cubes. This topology offers a high degree of connectivity and a small diameter
n' Unfortunately, it requires alargenumber of connections per node. The degree of the net-
work also increases with size, which makes it impractical for most applications. Hyper-
cubes also do not have a planar representation and hence require long wires for large im-
plementations. The lack of scalability prevents this topology from being used except for
small networks.

5. Cube-connected cycles: This is an extension to the hypercube where each vertex is replaced
by a cycles of n nodes, which transforms the network to a constant degree (3) network. Like
hypercubes, these networks are not planar.



Star connected networks: This network has all nodes connected to a common node. The
connectivity on the central node makes this topology unsuitable for large networks,

Bus based networks: Bus based networks are very commonly used in Local Area Networks
(LANs). Although they are the easiest to implement, they do not scale very well. Common
implementations include ethemet and token rins.

In this thesis, the mesh will be examined almost exclusively since it is the only topology
with a planar representation.

2. l.3Power Dissipation

One of the earliest problems recognized with WSI is the problem of power dissipation.
With very high densities of devices on a single wafer, a large urnouni of heat is pr-oduced. This heat
has two potentially damaging effects[14]t591. The major difficulty is when stress is placed on the
packaging of the wafer. Although not much stress will exist internally in the wafer due to the uni-
form nature of the wafer, stress will be placed on the package which holds the wafer. A second
problem is that if densities of devices increase dramatically, the heat produced from computation
may be suffîcient to melt the silicon substrate.

Two approaches have limited the harmful effects of heat dissipation in WSI. Fir.stly, good
packaging technologies have been developed which can remove heat from the wafer, a.ra sðco-rraty
heat dissipation can be reduced in circuits, by utilizing lower power circuits (such as the switch to
CMOS from NMoS and bipolar technologies). Asynchtonoor designs also offer the potential to
lower hear dissipation in circuitsl4l][7g].

2.1.4F abrication Techniques

When we refer to fabrication difficulties we are normally referring to two issues. One is
creating a fabrication process capable of implementing wafers which haveiufficiently low defect
rates, and the other is doing so with reasonable cost. Most of the problems of fabricat-ing WSI de-
vices are the same as those that are pertinent to IC fabrication. In addition however, there are ad-
ditional processing issues which must be addressed for wsl.

A common technique used in reconfiguration of WSI devices, is to use laser programmed
fuse and antifuse techniques to reconfigure wafers[2]t151. These techniques allow the pãssibility
to add connections, and also to remove connections after the main part oi the fabricatioì process.
Although these techniques have been used for a considerable timi and much progress has been
made, the additional non standard fabrication techniques make these procerr", -or" expensive. In
addition the fuses and antifuses all introduce a perfòrmance cost, as the devices are slower than
traditional connections.

One of the current trends in IC manufacturing is to fabricate larger wafers. Recently many
companies have been moving towards utilizing 8 inch wafers. This offers the potential toimple-
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ment both largel ICs and to increase the number of devices per wafer. This increase in wafer size
reflects the ability to better manufacture larger wafers.

It is possible that alternative technologies to silicon will also play a role in future. Technol-
ogies such as BiCMOS offer the potential to drive larger and longei lines which will be useful in
the design of systems requiring longer interconnects orhigher fanout. Gallium-Arsenide, may offer
the ability to integrate optical structures such as optical interconnects.

2.1.5Testing

As with almost all other parts of the design and implementation of WSI systems, most of
the problems associated with conventional VLSI design are almost always present in the design of
wafer systems' The problems are normally compounded however in WSI, b"cuus" of the increase
in size of the system. This is particularly true for problems such as testing, which are affected by
the size of problems (these problems are usually NP complete). Testing ñ 

"on."rn.d 
with deter-

mining if a produced systems meets both the functional and performun." puru.eters intended. The
problems and costs associated with testing a digital system increase exponentially with system
size.

Testing is a critical component of the design of any electronic system[25]l80ltSll. Many
techniques have been developed to help improve the testability of designs. One olthe mosi signii-
icant developments was the concept of Design for Test (DFT), and use õf guitt In Self Test 13ßT).DFT implies that testing issues are taken into consideration while the system is being designed in
order to increase the testability of a design. Testability is usually measúred as the ease in which a
fault may be found in a circuit, and is related to the controllability and observability of internal sig-
nals in a circuit. BIST utilizes test circuitry which is added to a design in order to test the design.
BIST is normally applied by dividing the circuit into combinationai logic sections, and utilizúg
modified latches in the design as test circuitry. By having the BIST circuiny generate pseudo ran-
dom patterns which are applied to the combinational logió blocks, and a signaãrre analyser to com-
press the output pattems, a signature is generated which can be used to .õrp-" actuãl outputs to
expected outputs. Although aliasing can occur in which faults go undetected, these techniquãs will
typically detect nearly all faults.

The Boundary Scan (BS) methodology, standardized in the JTAGt36l standard is a testing
methodology which is gaining commercial acceptable and is applicable to processor anays in WSI.
The idea of BS is to add latches around the extemal connections of comionents in a dêsign, and
allow these latches to be serially connected together. This allow, u .onuìoient and standardized
way to apply test vectors to components in a design, and is compatible with BIST techniques.

Testing of asynchronous systems is not as straightforward as testing of synchronous sys-
tems which is where most of the formal theory and methodologies have been developed t491. With
asynchronous systems it is much more difficult to test a design as it has more compiex data move-
ments, and parameter testing will be much more a concern.

2.1.6P ower Distribution
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The large amount of devices on a single wafer create problems of power distribu-
tion[37][39]. As was mentioned previously, it is important that the entire wafer not be totally syn-
chronized' as this would create large transient curuents during the operation of circuits, especiity
in CMOS circuits where the most power is dissipated during signal transitions. Synchronôus sys-
tems will have large power spikes at clock transitions. Even in the case of asynchronous designs,
it is still important to ensure an even distribution of power, and to insure thai the power lineJare
noise free. It is important that the power distribution be viewed as a distributed network. and not
the lumped element model usually employed for VLSI design.

An additional problem is also encountered in power distribution on wafers when reconfig-
uration is performed to isolate faulty elements. It may be necessary to isolate a faulty element nãt
only logically from the network, but also from the power and ground supplies. If a fâulty element
contains a short from power to ground, the behaviour of neighbouring ¿ôvices may alsote affect-
ed. It may be necessaly to include switches not only in the signals lines, but also the power and
ground lines.

2.2 WSI Architectural Constraints
The large area of the silicon wafer and the high packing density of VLSI circuits offers the potential
to implement large designs on a single wafer and at the same time imposes constraints on the de-
signer' In this section we will discuss the architectural issues related to WSI implementation which
will impose limits on the systems utilizing WSI technology.

As discussed in the previous section, it is highly improbable that awafer will be fabricated
with no defects. It is imperative that if a design is to utilize the entire wafer surface, that fault tol-
erant design methodologies be employed. Two of the most common fault tolerance methodologies
proposed for IVSI system include replication of hardware and information to provide redundancy
which may be used to mask errorst69lt70l. An alternative approach is to r""onfrgur" the faulty cii-
cuit to bypass faulty components.

A second constraint on V/SI systems is the length of wires. While on the relatively small
area of a typical IC it is possible to have wires running the entire length of the die, on a waier, RC
effects prohibit the use of arbitrary long lines. This is an important consideration, as it will affect
our choice of network topology, and prevent the use of long lines for global signals such as clocks.

Another constraint that we must observe is that we wish to implement scalable systems. We
wish to develop techniques of implementing and utilizing hundred, thousands, or more processors
in a single system. In order to accomplish this we must develop techniques and algorithms which
will allow us to exploit this large degree of parallelism withoit being limited by the number of
processors. These systems must work for both implementations with a small number and a large
number of processors.

Based on these observations of V/SI systems, any large design implemented using this tech-
nology will need to obey the following constraints:



1. The topology of the fabricated circuit must be planar. This is a restriction placed on the de-
sign by the two dimensional nature of the wafer.

The topology of the system architecture must have a two dimensional (planar) representa-
tion. Although higher dimensional structures are useful for many applications, we must
fabricate a circuit which does not contain any long wires, or long interconnect networ.ks. If
we attempt to put higher dimensional structures on a planar surface, we will be forced to
devote aportion of the physical area to the interconnect network which will be proportional
to the network size. This arrangement will not scale.

The basic structure of the circuit should be regular.

All network operations of the system should be based on strictly local information and al-
gorithms.

2.

3.
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2.3 WSt applÍcations

The first attempt to exploit WSI came in the early days of IC technology when Texas In-
struments (TI) attempted to fabricate small circuits on a wafer[14]. Defect rates and low yield lim-
ited IC technology in those days to circuits with approximately 10 gates. Discretionar.y wiring was
used to connect clusters of working gates together in an attempt to create larger circuits (this is an
early form of a gate anay). Water cooling was used fol heat dissipation. A 32-kilobit memory was
implemented using this technology. An expensive fabrication process, and lack of demand for the
level of integration at this time prevented this technology from catching on and becoming a com-
mercial success. Alternative technologies where more suitable for the industrial needs at that time.
and were more economicallv viable.

One of the earliest commercial attempts to utilize WSI was Trilogy's attempt to create an
IBM-compatible system 360/370 mainframetsgltl4l. After considerable work in developing WSI
products, Trilogy was able to develop apackage for WSI which was able to dissipate 50 Wcm2.
The biggest difficulty was the defect rate of the wafers. The required redundancythey had to in-
corporate into a wafer, lowered the potential cost and performance advantage of V/SI. Although
Trilogy eventually abandoned wafer scale products, it was not due to the failure of wafer scile
technology, but primarily to the cost advantage of other technologies.

A task flow architecture has been proposed and studiedt35l with WSI implementation in
mind. The goal in this project was to develop a large computer constructed from a a large number
of cells connected by a network for interrell communication. In their proposed WSI implementa-
tion, a large linear array of functional cells is constructed from the wafer, and used for computation.
No actual machine or prototype was constructed.

Another common application for WSI has been systolic arrays[51] [52]. This type of archi-
tecture is fairly well suited for V/SI environments, as the interprocessor communicati,on is fairly



simple. The difficulty in constructing these types of networks has primarily been with reconfigu-
ration so that processors have a link to an appropriate neighbour after reconfiguration. The diffi-
culty in the reconfiguration for these networks is that we usually need to t".onfigur. a 2 dimen-
sional mesh from the faulty mesh. A large number of redundant spares, or complexìeconfiguration
schemes are needed to ensure the fault tolerance required to hanãle typical defect rates.

The most successful utilization of WSI technology has been associated with memory de-
vices. The Spiral Array was proposed in 1978 to create a spiral of shift registers. In 1984, the Wafer
Scale RAM was announced in which a256KX 6 RAM was constructedusing 3um CMOS. Other
attempts include the Full'WaferMOS RAM, and Memory by Configuration Logic. Currently some
commercial memory products are available. Inova Microelectronics has available I Mbii and 8
Mbit static RAMS, and Fujitsu has a 200-Mbit memory available.

WSI technology is not limited to strictly electronic systems. Work has been done in utiliz-
ing WSI for Transducer arrays in which micromachining technology is applied to WSI to produce
three dimensional machines[15]. Many of the difficulties in building these system in WSI ãre sim-
ilar to those of digital systems. Redundancy and reconfiguration are still required to avoid defects.

Although the history of V/SI has suffered many failures, much has been leamed about uti-
lizing WSI technology, and advances in many areas are making WSI a more attractive technology
for the future. It is unlikely that WSI will be the sole implementation technology for the future, b]j1
it will almost certainly have a place for specific types of applications. Although mosr of the wsl
projects have not been commercial successes, they have not failed for technõlogical reasons. In
most cases, the products simply did not offer any significant cost or performancã improvements
over more conventional technologies.

Today there are some new alterrative technologies related to WSI. Multi Chip Modules
(MCM) are a relatively new technology where ICs are mounted onto a interconnect substrate.

2.4 Maltiprocessor Architectures

WSI offers the potential to improve performance of large systems, but we also need to in-
vestigate new architectures and techniques in the design of systems which will be able to effective-
ly utilize the available WSI environment. The large amount of resources available on a single wafer
would not be best utilized by a traditional single threaded computer architecture, and only a small
portion of the available circuitry would be utilized at any time. Parallel processing attempts to im-
prove computation speed by utilizing concurrent hardware to rcduce execution time, rather than
increasing processor speed which has been the primary source of increased computer performance
in the past. In this section we will briefly discuss some of the different upprou.fù, which are com-
monly used. More complete coverage of parallel processing architecturés can be found in [53].

2.4.LShared Memorv

The shared memory model forparallel computation assumes that we have adistinct collec-
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Figure I Shared Memory Network

tion of processors and memory, and a interconnection netwotk which allows all processors to ac-
cess all memory. This is shown in Figure L On the right side of the network we hàve a set of proc-
essol's, on the left side we have a set of memory components. This type of network allows each
processor to access any of the memory elements. This model is one of the most basic and is often
used as a programming model for parallel processing as it is one of the most conceptually simple
models' and closest to the sequential processing model which is the model most programmers are
familiar with.

One of the difficulties with this model is that it is not easy to implement, especially for large
networks. The network is usually constructed as a Multistage Interconnect Network (MIN) whiõn
is constructed by using multiple stages of interconnect elements to crcate a network which can con-
nect any input (processor) to any output (memory). The size and complexity of the network will
limit the number of simultaneous connections (access) which can be made beiween processors and
memory.

This approach is useful primarily for a model of parallel processing, and for small net-
works. Unfortunately the complexity of the network will increas" tupidly, and the performance will
degrade as the network size is increased.

An example MIN and a routing algorithm for it are discussed in Appendix B.

2.4.2 Direct networks

An alternative approach to parallel processing is the direct network. In this model each
processor has a local memory, and the interconnect network is used to provide communication be-
tween processors. If a processor wishes to access some data stored in a memory of another proces-
sor it must send a message to that processor requesting the information. The pro."rro' with the data
must accept all requests and respond with a message containing the desiied information. Each
processor in the network must be able to receive and forward mesiages which are not destined for
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them. An example of this type of network is shown in Figure 2.

2,5 WSI Frocessor Arravs

WSI offers an environment suitable for the implementation of many types of systems. In
this thesis we will only be concerned with the implementation of parallel proteisor systems, which
will be implemented using a direct network for interprocessor communication. Our system will be
constructed by fabricating a regular array of processoïs on a wafer, and implem"niing a nearest
neighbour connection scheme. These networks are referred to as processor anays. An example ap-
plication suitable for wSI processor arrays is discussed in Appendix A.

It is the structurc of the interconnect network which will charac tenze its performance. It is
also the nature of this network which will separate the direct and indirect networks. Whereas in
indirect networks a network is constructed in which the goal is to communicate between input and
output nodes, and all other nodes are used to provide connectivity between these nodes, direct nel
works make more effective use of resources by utilizing each node for both processing and com-
munication. In an indirect network, the focus of the interconnect network is to provide communi-
cation between processor and memory using the shortest available paths. In diràct networks, each
node is an input and output node, and hence must be able to communicate with each other. In this
section we will briefly examine some topologies for direct networks.

2.5.1Linear Arravs

The most simple processor array to construct is the linear array, which is essentially a one
dimensional string of processors. Although this network has the simplèst interconnect network for
direct networks, and an extremely simple routing algorithm, these nètworks have a high diameter
(the maximum distance between processors), and a low bisection width (minimum number of con-
nections to remove in order to divide network). This type of network is useful for constructing de-
vices which utilize one dimensional networks such a memory devices and simple functions (auto
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- con€lation). It is also important to realize that we can create a one dimensional network from a

Figure 3 One Dimensional Network

higher dimensional physical layout. In Figure 3 a linear amay is constructed from a two dimension-
aì layout.

2.5.2T w o Dimensional Structures

By far the most common topology for processor arîays is the two dimensional network in
which processors arc laid out along a two dimensional Cartessian coordinate system. The simplest
of these an'angements is refened to as a mesh, and is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Mesh

The mesh has the following characteristics:

1. It is regular. A design for a processor can easily be replicated in a regular pattern of the wa-
fer.

2. Simple routing algorithm. It is trivial to find the shortest paths between two processors in
this network. This is important in implementing local routing firnctions for these networks.

3. Diameter z"Ñ where N is the number of processors in the network.

t2



4. Bisection Width "Ñ.

5. The mesh is clear{y planar.

The mesh is not the only two dimensional structure which can be implemented. Some al-
ternatives are:

i. Butterfly and Shuffle Exchange. These networks are useful since they have a lower diam-
eter, but require long wires to implement.

2. Hex connected Networks. Instead of utilizing four nearest neighbour connections, six may
also be used. This creates a hex connected network which has similar properties to a mesh,
however has higher vertex degree.

3. Torus. A torus is an extension to the mesh in which the edge connections are wrapped
around the network. This has the advantage that each node will have the same degree, but
will require long wires to implement. In addition we will utilize the edge connections in a
mesh for off network communication.

2.S.3tligher Dimensional Topologies

There are of course other topologies with higher dimension than two. The 3 dimensional
mesh, and hypercubes ate examples. The k-ary n-cube is a generalization of regular high dimen-
sional topologies. k refers to radix of the network (the number of nodes along each dimension) and
n is the dimension of the network (vertex degree). These networks will have higher degree, higher
bisection width, and lower diameter, however they are not as suitable for WSI implementation as
the mesh architecture.

2.6 Reconfiguration Techniques

Reconfiguration is the process by which the interconnects in a network are restructured. In
the case of WSI processor anays, the goal is to change the connectivity of a network so that the
presence of faults can be negated. In this section we will briefly review some of the common recon-
figuration techniques which have been proposed. V/e will only look at reconfiguration techniques
for two dimensional meshes as these are the networks we will be investigating in this thesis. Many
of these techniques are applicable to other topologies; in addition other techniques exists for other
topologies.

All the reconfiguration schemes mentioned in this section attempt to create a regular topol-
ogy out of the faulty array. The targeted structure may be a one or two dimensional structure.

2.6.10ne dimensional Techniques
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Some of the simplest reconfiguration techniques, and the most successful are those in
which a two dimensional mesh with faulty processors is reconfigured into a linear (one dimension-
al) array. This technique is particularly useful when the arrays are used in memory rype structures,
and for simple systolic and pipelined processor networks.

There are three basic types of linear reconfiguration which have been proposed[62]. These
techniques are classified according to the type of algorithm used to find the linJar sequence of func-
tional processors.

The patching method is a divide and conquer technique in which the wafer is divided into
patches, which are non overlapping rectangular groups of processors. Each patch is then reconfig-
ured into a linear 

^fiay. 
Once all the patches have been reconfigured, the linear arrays in each pat;h

are then connected together to form a single linear array which spans the network. Hierarchical ver-
sions of this type of algorithm have also been proposed. These algorithms can obtain total recon-
figuration of all functional processors, but the produced linear array will not be optimally recon-
figured, as the local reconfiguration in each patch does not optimize according to distdbution of
functional processors in neighbouring patches.

The tree approaches to reconfiguration start by finding a spanning tree which covers the
functional processors in a network. From this tree, the branches are iineariiedtoproduce linear ar-
rays. In this approach not all functional processors will be utilized in the final linear affay. These
techniques may produce a slightly more optimized reconfiguration than the patch method.

A third category of reconfiguration schemes is referred to as spiral approaches. In these
techniques an initial functional processor is selected, and a neighbouritrg proC"ssor is selected to
form the next element in the linear array. If a processor is reached which ¡ár no more non selected
functional processors as neighbours, back tracking can be performed, and the algorithm continues
along another path. Simple rules have been proposed in which the next processor is selected, and
these may create structures which resemble spirals. Techniques have been proposed which can
have both ends of the linear array on border processors of the network. l-ikè the tree based ap-
proaches, these techniques will not in general utilize all functional processors in the reconfigurád
network.The advantage of these techniques is that the reconfigured anay will not be requiied to
have any long bypass connections as required by the patch method and tree methods.

2.6.2Diogenes

Diogenes reconfiguration[71] is another reconfiguration technique for producing linear ar-
rays. Reconfiguration is accomplished by utilizing bypass interconnects and switches *hich -ay
be set to bypass and isolate faulty elements. Figure 5 shows the reconfigured (horizontally) onã
dimensional array, and the corresponding logical linear array.

The Diogenes reconfiguration scheme has the advantage that a 1007o harvest rate of function proc-
essors can be achieved, and that only a simple reconfiguration scheme is required. The disadvan-
tage of this scheme is that in synchronous systems, there is an unbounded delay between adjacent
processors in the reconfigured network. We will utilize an extension of the Diogenes reconfigura-
tion scheme is later chapters when we look at reconfiguration of two dimensionãl arrays.
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(a)

Figure 5 Diogenes Reconfiguration

2.6.3lnterstitial Redundancv

Reconfiguration is more diffîcult when the desired reconfigurcd topology has a higher di-
mensional topology than the linear array.Interstitial redundancy attempts to alleviate the problem
by introducing spares processors into the network. The operation of fauity processors is transfened
to these spare processors, and the spares are reconfigured to be able to communicate with the ap-
propriate neighbouls.

Interstitial redundancy can be used to achieve fault tolerance for up to appr.oximately l0o/o
faults (90o/o yieldrate)[62]. Although this technique allows successful recónfiguration, long wires,
and complex reconfiguration circuitry are required. A less than l0Oo/o harvest rate of function proc-
essors is achieved.

Alternative reconfiguration schemes exist which also use techniques of redundant spares.
Extra columns and rows of spares can be added to a network, and these rpur"s can be reconfiþred
to replace faulty elements. These techniques all suffer the same problems as interstitial redundan-
cy. An alternative approach is to eliminate row and columns from thenetwork which contain faulty
elements. These techniques also achieve less than perfect harvest, and do not scale well to large
networks.

2.6.4 Connection Redundancy

It is also possible to perform configuration on the communication connections in anetwork
as opposed to the processors. We will examine this in chapter 6.

2.7 Routing Techniques

In direct networks, communication may be required between processors not connected by
a physical channel. Information can be sent in packets through the netwo¡k to their destination.
Routing techniques are classified into two basic categories: Circuit Switched (CS) and packet
Switched (PS).

(b)
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Figure 6 comparison of store and Forward and circuit switched Routing

Circuit switching techniques allow communication in networks by opening a channel be-
tween the source and destination nodes. A channel is a set of interprocessor connections which to-
gether form complete path. A channel is opened by reserving (allocating) all the connections re-
quired to form a channel. Once a channel is opened, a direct connection exists between source and
destination nodes, and information is transferred without any buffering between the two nodes.
Once the message has been sent, the channel may be closed, and the reserued connections which
formed û1s çþannel may be freed for other channels to use. More sophisticated circuit switched ner
works allow multiple channels to be multiplexed on single connections. This technique is quite
common in telecommunication applications where high bandwidth connections are useà, and õnly
small bandwidth signals need to be transmitted. Circuit switched techniques are used in applica-
tions where a guaranteed bandwidth must be maintained. Typically there are non constant delays
in establishing a connection, but once the channel is opened, a nearly constant delay is availabie
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for transferring information.

An altemative communication technique for networks is to use packet switched networks.
In these techniques, a message is divided into packets which are transferred between nodes in the
network. Packet switched networks offer a different type of performance characteristic than CS
ones. Whereas CS networks experience network congestion and blocking in establishing a connec-
tion, PS networks do not require any time to establish a channel, but instead experience a delay on
each packet of a message which may not be constant. Depending upon the natuie of the PS routing
algorithm, packets may be buffered at intermediate nodes. An example of a packet switched net-
work is the common TCP/IP email system, in which electronic mail messag"s at" transferred be-
tween computers as the message travels towards its destinations.

The packet switched networks were traditionally used in computer communication net-
works' in which the network latency was not a critical issue. Today however, it is becoming more
common to use these techniques even in the telecommunication industry as the routing techniques
become more advanced, and the communication links faster. ATM is an example of a telecommu-
nication protocol using packets switched techniques.

Packet switched networks have evolved over the yeals, and are now applied to many dif-
ferent types of systems. As a result there have been many different types of PS algorithms devel-
oped for the different types of networks.

2.7.lStore and Forward

Store and forward routing is traditionally one of the most common routing techniques em-
ployed in large PS networks. A message (which can be of arbitlary size) is divided into fixed sized
units called packets. Each packet contains both routing information and data. A message is trans-
ferred between two processors by transmitting the packet through the connection, Thã packet is
buffered at the receiving processor, and once the entire packet is received, it may be transmitted to
another processor on its way to its intended destination. Most networks which implement this type
of routing will utilize a fairly large buffer to hold a multitude of messages at one time.

The network latency for Store and Forward routing can be approximated (ignoring conges-
tion and blocking) by (L/B)D where L is the size of the packet, B is the channel bandwidth, *ã O
is the length of the path through which the packet will be routed. This formula is meant only to
comparatively illustrate the latency of routing algorithms and is not a precise description of nef
work latency. The effects of queuing delays which will dominate performance characteristics will
be analysed in subsequent chapters. A comparison of circuit switched and store and forward rout-
ing can be seen in Figure 6. In packet switched networks, the time required to deliver a message
(with no other traffic in the network) will be the product of the time totransfer a packet times the
length of the path. For large networks, this may create an unacceptable delay. Circuit switched
routing offers better latency in networks with no other traffic, although they wili not be able to offer
this performance in large networks with other traffic. Two processors attempting to send messages
across a network using circuit switched techniques will likely experience a contention for resouróes
and the probability of being blocked in attempting to allocate a path through a network will be re-
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lated to network size and congestion.

2 "7 "2Y irtual C ut-Through

The virtual cut-through routing technique[23] was proposed as a routing methodology
which would attempt to combine the best characteristics of packit switched and circuit switcf,iig
routing techniques. In this technique, a packet is only stored at a node if the output channel througñ
which it would leave is busy (allocated by another message).

Node

Time
Virtual Cut-Through and Wormhole

:l:i:i:ili

jtitrtrlirtrl

i:Ltiti'il

l¡;t|iïl

Time
Virtual Cut-Through with Congestion

Node

Time
Wormhole with Congestion

Figure 7 comparison of wormhole and virtual-cut rhrough Routing
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The network latency for virtual cut through routing can be approximated by (L¡IB)D + L/
B. Ln is the size of the packet header information (address destination). In most case L¡ << L so
that the L/B term will dominate the network latency. This equation illustrates that the Virtual Cut-
Through routing methodology will offer the potential for improved performance when there is no
blocking in the network. Virtual Cut-Through routing will normalþ offer better performance in
light traffic networks, and comparable performance in heavily loadeâ networks.

2.7 .3W ormhole R.outing

Wormhole routing is new routing technique which is gaining popularity, and can be viewed
as an extension to virtual cut-through routing. In this technique a packet is divided up into flits
(flow control digits) which traverse the network in a pipelined fashion. The header flit ðontain the
destination of the packet, and determines the route a message will take. Once a header flit allocates
a channel, that channel is reserved for the entire packet, and no other messages will be allowed to
allocate the channel until the entire packet has ûaversed the channel. If a ñeader flit attempts to
allocate a channel used by another packet, the flit, and the entire packet will become blocked. The
packet will stop moving and will wait until the desired channel bècomes fi-ee.

The network latency for wormhole routing is (L/B)D + LlB, where L¡ is the size of each
flit' Once again we can usually assume L>)L¡,and the L/B term will dominate. The advantage of
this routing technique over virtual cut-through is that it does not require any buffers in the routing
network. This reduces the cost of the design. The disadvantage of ttris technique is that it is moré
susceptible to deadlock.

2,8 Routing fssues

In this section we will examine some of the issues associated with
These issues are related to the trade-offs between cost and performance, and
the algorithm which must be ensured.

2.8.1Performance

routing algorithms.
to the properties of

One of the most important characteristics of a routing algorithm is its performance. The pri-
mary measure of performance for a routing algorithm is the network latency, which is defined as
the average time required for a message to be delivered to its intended destination. In general the
latency will be a sum of the times required to:

1. Perform routing calculations

2. Transmit Data

3. Allocate Channels

4. Free Channels
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5. Waiting Times in eueue

6. Length of Path Travelled

All of the factors, except 5 and 6, will be constant for a particular network and routing al-
gorithm. The time spent waiting in queues will be dependent upon the traffic in the network. The
length of the path between source and destination will also be a function of the traffic in a network.
as adaptive routing algorithms will take alternative paths when blocked. The length of the path will
also depend upon the faults which are in the network, as these will affect the pmhs between proc-
essors.

2.8.2Deadlock

Deadlock is a situation where a message in the network is blocked while waiting for a re-
soulce while will never become free. In Store and Forward and Virtual Cut Through rouiing algo-
rithms the critical lesources will be buffers in the network.In Wormhole routing algorithms, chán-
nels will be the critical resource.

In order to ensure that deadlock is prevented, it is necessary to prevent cyclic dependencies
of critical resources. It is also worthwhile to note that deadlock will o..u. when all the buffers in
the network are full.

2.8.3Livelock

Livelock is the situation where a message in the network is blocked waiting for a resource
in the network and that resource will never be made available to that message. This is different than
deadlock, where the resource is never freed. Livelock will occur when a resource is unfairlv arbi-
trated between requesting messages.

Livelock can be avoided by ensuring that each routing function is fair, i.e. that it does not
give preferential treatment to one message over another.

2.8.4Starvation

Starvation is closely related to livelock, and refers to the situation where a message is una-
ble to be injected into the routing network. Starvation exists when a routing function gives unfair
treatment in arbitrating requests between messages in the network, and thoie attempting to be in-
jected in the network. Starvation can be prevented by ensuring that all routing functions are fair
with respect to messages in the network, and those being injected. As with livelock, staruation can
also occur when all buffers in a network are full.
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CffiApTER 3: IVSI Network

Modettingl

We are interested in studying WSI processor an'ays for use in a general purpose computing envi-
ronment. In this section we will introduce our models and assumptions foi such networks. The
models presented in this section are intended to describe these rysie.s in a general way in order
to characterize the structural and behavioural problems of WSI procerro, uituy, while ignoring
specific implementation details. We do not contend that this modèt is appropriaie for all WSI im-
plementations as many specific problems use altemative networks more suite¿ for their particular
application. It is hoped that insight from studying the more general purpose network wili offer in-
sights into the selection of appropriate design methodologies for spãciRc algorithms.

3.1 ldetwork Model
The most natural network topology for implementation on a wafer is a two dimensional mesh.
Processors are alranged in a 2 dimensional anay on the wafer surface. Nearest neighbour proces-
sors are connected by bidirectional communication links used for inter-processor-communication.
The2 dimensional mesh network was selected as the focus of this reseãrch for the followins rea-
SONS:

1' T}r'e 2 dimensional nature of the wafer surface make it naturally suited for mesh networks.

2- The detrimental effects of long wires favours topologies with nearest neighbour connec-
tions in a 2 dimensional representation.

The Cartesian coordinate system associated with the mesh is the simplest for the mesh net-
work. This is important for developing efficient packet switched routing algorithms.

The characteristics we are investigating will be present in all networks regardless of topol-
ogy. The constraints of the 2 dimensional mesh are the most severe of all suitable topolo-
gies and therefore will also be suitabre for higher dimension networ.ks.

We will assume that all processors in the network are identical (in terms of design specifi-
cations), except that each processor stores its coordinate (address) in the array. Due to difficulties
in distributing global clock signals and synchronizing processors throughoui the wafer, we shall
assume that each processor is operating asynchronously and that delay insensitive circuits are used
in communication between processors. The results of this thesis will aiso apply to synchronous sys-
tems.

While our physical network is a regular 2 dimensional network, the presence of faulty proc-

l. Preliminary versions ofchaprers 3 and,4have appeared in [5ll6ltgll67l

-J.

4.
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essors leaves us with an irregular (disordered) topology. Reconfiguration techniques [62] have
been proposed which allow ¿ìrrays to the reconfîgured to embed t"g,il* topologies, however, these
techniques work best for embedding one dimensional structures. Attempts to embed two dimen-
sional structures are usually at the expense of harvest (utilization of funcäonal processors). We do
not specifically assume any sort of reconfiguration is applied to the network. We anticipate that
WSI systems will have to utilize these inegular topologiei and any reconfiguration app¡ãd to the
network will be used to increase connectivity between processors, not to embed regulai ûopologies.

Let a network be represented as a directed graph G constructed from a two dimensional arrav of p
processing elements, with m rows of n elements.

G: (P,C)

where

P is the set of processing elements P : {Pil (0 < i < mn) } . We will sometimes use the
notation p¡ to refer to processing element P(xi,yi). lPl : mn . Each processing element has
four possible connections from it. We designate each of these directions D, as from the set
{x+,x-,y+,y-}, which comespond to positive and negative x directions, and positive and
negative y directions rcspectively. For topologies other than the two dimensional mesh, we
will augment the set with additional directions as required. We will normally use p¡ (upper
case) to refer to individual processors to avoid confusion with probability (denoted by small
p), but may use p¡ (lower case) when the meaning is not ambiguous. 

-

C is the set of unidirectional connections between processors. We will assume that each
connection has the same capacity (bandwidth), although each connection may have a dif-
ferent delay.

C : {ci} . We will also use the notation c¡(Pu,P¡) to indicate that connection c; connects

from Pu to P6

In general there will be at least two connections between two adjacent processing elements
(one for each direction)' Additional connections may also be présent, ô. alternatively mul-
tiple virtual channels may be implemented on the same physiõal connection.

The delay associated with a corutection is represented by the function delay(ci).

A path between two processors P5 and Pp is represented by Q. V/e define two altemative represen-
tations for Q

Let Qp represent a path between two processing elements. We rcpresent e by the sequence
of processing elements through which the path traverses.

Qp: Pt,Pz,P3,...,P,'

Let Q. represent a path between two processing elements. lVe represent e by the sequence
of connections through which the path traverses.
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Qç : C1,C2,C3,....,Cn

The delay associated with a path is represented by the function delay(Q), which is defined
as follows:

delay(Q) : )delay (c,) for all ci e e"

We also define two metrics on the network

dmin (P1, P2) is the length of the shortest path between Pi and Pz, and

d,nin (P1, P2) : - if there is no path between P1 and P2. This is a measure of the logical
distance between two processing elements P1 and P2.

dr(P1,P2) : l*t-xrl +lfr-V2l isameasureofthephysicaldistancebetweenprocess-

ing elements P1 and P2.

we also define a distance function with lespect to a routing algorithm R

dR (Pt, Pr) is the number of hops a message must take to be delivered from processor P1

to P2

Ideally we would like to implement a routing algorithm such that d*in (Pt, P2)

dR (P1, Pr) , as this would be a minimal routing algorithm.

We also define an adjacency set to a processol-

Ad (Pl) :{Pi ldn'in (P¡, Pl) :d}, or Ao (Pt) is the set of processing elements which have

a logical distance of d from P1.

.D._ I n \A; (Pl) : {Pildmin (Pi, P,) : d,d,nin[A; (pi), pl 
) 

: d-t, D: {x+,x-,y*,y-}, where D
represents positive and negative directions in both the x and y axis. We may omit the sub-
script d, in which case it is assumed to be 1. This set is simply the subset of Ao (p, ) whose

elements are the processing elements connected in the D direction of P1.

We will also define the following functions which will be used to indicate properties of connec-
tions and channels:

output-channels(p1): is the set of all channels which are output channels of processing ele-
ment pi

input-channels(p1): is the set of all channels which are directed towards processing element
pt.

source(c1): is the processing element, p5 from which ci connects. c1 must be a unidirectional
channel.

destination(c1): is the processing elementp¡ to which ci connects. c¡ mustbe aunidirection-
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al channel.

3,2 Communication
We stated in the previous section that we are restricting ourselves to 2 dimensional mesh connected
networks, but we desire to implement a general purpose processing environment. Since we wish to
be able to utilize parallel algorithms which are not limited to 2 dimensional representations we
must offer communications between nonadjacent processors. By implementing message passing
communication protocols, and using packet switching between processors we obtain a network
suitable for general purpose computation t751. In this system, packets traverse the network by be-
ing transferred betwesn connected processors until the packets reach their destination. Adaþtive
routing techniques are employed to allow packets to be efficiently routed in the event of faulty and
congested processors and channels [17]t571[23]. Routing algorithms are typically constrained to
meet the following criteria:

l. Network latency is the delay associated with the delivery of a message. If the latency of a
network is high then communication delays will be the limiting factor in performance of
the network.

Deadlock occurs when packets become trapped due to a deadlock in the routing algorithm.
Deadlock usually occurs in packet switched networks due to the finite buffer size in each
processor. In order to ensure delivery messages, deadlock must be avoided.

Livelock occurs in a network when a packet is prevented from reaching its destination in-
definitely. Like deadlock, livelock must be avoided.

In this thesis we will be using nondeterministic routing algorithms (discussed in Chapter 4)
and wormhole routing algorithms (Chapter 5 and 6).

It is important to have athorough understanding of what is meant by a communication con-
nection between processors. Often we will draw the topology of a networkand we will draw a sin-
gle connection between processors. This single line can be viewed as a bi-directional connection,
or as a pair of unidirectional connections. Both are equivalent as two unidirectional connections
can be merged to utilize a single connection by multiplexing the opposite direction lines together.
This is shown in Figure 8. In the figure, a physical connections iJ irrown as a gray line, whereas
each logical connection is shown by a solid line. The boxes labelled B rcpresent-buffers associated
with each channel. In Figure 8(a) two unidirectional connections exists, each with its own set of
buffers. In this case there is a one to one correspondence between physical connections and chan-
nels. In Figure 8(b), two unidirectional channels are multiplexed in a single physical connection.
Each channel still maintains its own set of buffers. Finally in Figure 8(c) we show the notation we
will often use in showing connectivity between nodes. We willnot distinguish between physical
connections and logical channels unless required. It will be important to distinguish betweãn-pfr'r-
ical and logical cor¡rections when we consider faults on connections.

2.

a
J.
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Figure 8 Equivalent Connections

It is also possible to multiplex mole than two sets of unidirectional connections together
along a physical connection. We can implement virtual connections or virtual channels beiween
processing elements. This technique will be useful when we are looking at wormhole routing tech-
niques in later chapters. Unlike the case when we are considering muliiplexing two undirectional
connections together, when we multiplex channels together to implement virtual channels, we
must keep two buffers for each channel. This will be important in implementing deadlock free rout-
ing algorithms.

In order to avoid confusion between virtual connections and physical connections, we will
use the terminology that connections refers to a physical connection b"ire"n processing elements,
and channel refers to a virtual channel. We may use the terminology channel, even though there is
only one channel implemented using a physical connection.

3.3 Frocessor Model

In this section we will discuss the models that will be used for processors in the networks
that will be analysed. We will be analysing three different type of to"55ug. passing schemes each
of which will require a slightly different model. The basic model of a proãesior is shown in Figure
9.

Each processor consists of two distinct entities. The Processing Unit (pU) is the computa-
tional part of a processor. It consists of the hardware which will be doing the computation in the
network and contains a local memory. The Processing Element (PE) is the part of the processor
which performs the communication between the PU and the neighbouriog pro."rrors @Eì of other
processors). We have decided to use the terminology processing elemenf for the communication
part of the processing unit so that we can distinguish between the communication part, and process-
ing part. It still retains the processing prefix so that we associate it with the processor. It could have
been altematively called a communication element. All routing functionsãre implemented in the
processing element (communication part) of the processor. This unit acts totally inàependent of the
processor unit.
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Processing
Element

The processing unit of each processor consists of both a processor and a local memory. The
processor aruay will most likely be fairly course grained as it would not make efficient use of re-
sources to have a small fine grain processor with large processing element. Each processor would
likely be of complexity of a small microcomputer. The specific size, complexity, and characteris-
tics are not of direct importance to this resoarch, as we are primarily conCernedwith communica-
tion in these networks. The only extemal connection for the processing unit is the bidirectional link
to the communication unit.

Each of the processors in the network will be identical. A typical mesh connected network
constructed from the processor model is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 1.0 Processor Model Network

3.3.1Store and Forward Processing Element
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Each processor in the array is identical and consists of two separate units as shown in Figure
1 1. The processing unit performs all the computation and the communication unit is r.rponribl"
for interprocessor communication. The routing function circuitry (R) calculates the direction for
the packet to be routed at the processor. It may utilize information for the current state of the
processing element, local channel and queue utilization,.

The communication unit consists of five input and five output buffers, five FIFO (First In
First Out) buffers, and packet routers. Upon receipt of a packet from a neighbouring processor or
processing unit in one of the input buffers, the packet is directed to a routing circuit wtricn deter-
mines which output buffer the packet will be placed in. The packet is next transfesed through a
crossbar switch to the queue of the appropriate output buffer. Communication to and from the
processing unit is handled in a consistent manner to that of neighbouring processors.

This model of the store and forward routing processor is suitable for static and oblivious
routing algorithms only. The determination of which output buffer will be used is determined sole-
ly by the destination address of the packet. Once the output buffer appropriate for the message is
selected, there is no opportunity available by which the message carchoõse an alternative oùput
buffer.

An alternative implementation of a store and forward routing processor in shown in Figure
12.In this model, only a single queue is used to store buffered messages, and the routing funciion
is not applied until the message exists from the queue. This implementation has the advantage over
the previous model in that the routing function can more easily utilize information about the status
of the output queues, and is thus more suitable for implementing adaptive routing functions. A

Processing Element
Communication Element

Input
Buffer

Output
Buffer

Output
Buffer

Figure 11 Store and Forward Processor
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feedback path fi'om the routing function to the message queue allows an opportunity for messages
to have the routing function reapplied. This will be an important feature io ttt" non deterministic
routing algorithms which will be discussed in chapter 4. As shown this processor will only route
packets one at a time, and is hence sub-optimal. This model could easilv be extended to allow mul-
tiple packets to be routed simultaneously.

3.3.2Virtual Cut-Through Processing Element.

The communication element of the Virtual Cut Through processor is different from that of
the store and forward processor. Whereas the store and forward processor will store each message
in a queue, the virtual cut through processor will only do so when a message is blocked. If a mes-
sage is not blocked, the message can be transferred through the processor without any buffering.
A model of the virtual cut through processor is shown in Figure 13.

Once a packet is received by the input buffer, it is passed through a routing circuit which
will select an output buffer through which the message will traverse. If the selected output buffer
is not busy (allocated by another message), the packet will be sent to the selected outpuibuffer. If
the output buffer is busy, the message will be buffered into the message queue. Here the message
will remain until the entire packet is received. Once the entire packet iJreôeived, the messag" rãy
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Output
Buffer

Output
Buffer

Output
Buffer

Figure 12 Alternative Store and Forward processor
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then attempt to select an output buffer. Once an output buffer is available, the message will be
transferred to the neighbouring processor.

Although only a single buffer is shown in this model, it is possible to urilize multiple
queues, one for each output buffer, and thus the need for recalculating the routing function will be
avoided. This is similar to the model used for the store and forward processor.

['igure 13 Virtual Cut Through Processor

3.3.3Wormhole Processing Element.

A model for a wotmhole routing processor is shown in Figure 14. This model is almost
identical to that of the virtual cut through processor, except the queues for storing messages have
been eliminated. This offers the advantage of a much simpier and smaller routing unit as nõ buff"rs
are required.
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Figure 14 Wormhole Routing Processor

We will make the following assumptions based on [19] but with restrictions preventing adaptive
routing and nonconnected routing algorithms removed:

1. A message which arrives at its destination is eventually consumed. Without this assump-
tion, the network may become congested with messages which have arrived at their intend-
ed destination, but are still in the routing network. This also assumes that the processing
unit is always capable of accepting a message. We are neglecting consequences of pro-
gramming errors causing deadlock in the networ.k.

2. Each processing unit can generate messages destined for a subset of the processing units in
the network. This does not have to be a proper subset. We will naturally try to have each
processorbe able to communicate with each other, but as we will see later, with faulty proc-
essors this may not be easy.

Each processing unit can receive messages from any other processing unit

Each processing unit can generate a message of arbitrary length.

a
J.

4.
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5. Once a queue accepts the first (header) flit of a message, it can not accept any flits from
other messages until the entire message has been accepted.

6. An available queue may arbitrate between messages that request the queue space, but may
not choose among waiting messages.

7 . Nodes can produce messages at any rate subject to the constraint of available queue space
(source queued).

3.4 Fault Model
One of the hurdles in utilizing WSI processor arïays is the inherent existence of faults on the wafer.'We assume that all processing elements will be designed with fault tolerant techniques in an at-
tempt to improve yield. However, it is still unlikely that all faults may be tolerated. As a result we
assume that a ceftain percentage of processors in the network will be faulty (non operational). At
the same time we assume that no faults will occul in the interconnections between processors. This
is usually justified since the interconnects contains no active components and âre significantly
smaller in area than the processing units. Interconnect faults (assuming they are detectable) wiil
not prevent the network from operating, only degrade its perfonnance.

Unless specifically stated, we assume an independent fault model for processors. Each
processor is assumed to be functional (faulty) with probability p (1 - p), independent of the state of
neighbouring processors.

In order for WSI processor ¿u'rays to operate in the presence of faults, it is imperative that
each faulty processor's neighbours be aware of its faulty state. Identification of faulty processors
may be achieved through the use of self-test, boundary scan (JTAG)t361, or consensus tóchniques.
Once a faulty processor is identified, it must be isolated from the network, either logically ol. phyr-
ically depending upon the fault characteristics.

V/e define two subsets P¡ and Po of P such that

P¡ is the set of faulty processing elements and Po is the set of operational processing ele-
ments

P : PruPo and PrnPo : Õ

Similarly we define two subsets C¡ and Co of C such that

C¡ is the set of faulty connections and Co is the set of operationat (fault free) connections

C: CrvCo andCrnCo: q>

In order to utilize this fault model, we must be able to determine the location of the faults in the
network. This can be accomplished by using DFT and BIST methodologies in the design of the pE
and PU. We will not be looking at faults which cause shorts between po*.r and groùnd, and as-
sume that some sort of isolation circuitry exists to isolate fault elemenis from the network so that
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they do not interfere with the performance or characteristics of non faulty elements.

We will be only looking at static faults in this thesis. We will assume that testing is per-
formed on the network prior to operation of the network, and the location of faults is known. lt is
possible to attempt to provide fault tolerance to dynamic faults, but this would require a sophisti-
cated monitor and roll-back recovery system which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The algo-
rithms and analysis presented in this thesis do not necessarily preclude dynamic fault tolerance, but
simply do not attempt to handle all the problems associated with that fault model.

3.5 R.outing dlgorÍthms

Traditionally, routing algorithms have been classified as either deterministic or adaptive.
The distinction between the types is whether the path between source and destination can be ãeter-
mined uniquely fi'om the source and destination address, or whether the path depends upon static
and dynamic conditions in the network. We introduce a third category here to allow for nondeter-
ministic algorithms.

Definition 1: A routing algorithm is classified as deterministic if the path tra-
versed by a message is uniquely determined by the source and destination
addresses. This type of algorithm is often called obrivious.

Definitíon 2: A routing algorithm is classified as non deterministic if the path
traversed by a message is determined solely by the source and the destina-
tion addresses and a set of random values. The set of random values may
be bounded or unbounded.

Definition 3: A routing algorithm is classified as adaptive, if the path tra-
versed by a message is dependent upon network conditions.

An adaptive routing algorithm may be either deterministic or non deterministic.

It is also important to distinguish between routing algorithms which are independent of lo-
cation, and those which are dependent upon the location in the network. For examplã, in a routing
algorithm such as XY routing, the routing at any particular node in the network is identical, where-
as in other algorithms (which will be examined later in this thesis), the algorithm will be dependent
upon the physical location in the network.

Definition 4: A routing algorithm is said to be homogeneous on a network, if
the routing algorithm ís not dependent upon the location in the network. A
routing algorithm which is not homogeneous is called heterogeneous.

Deterministic algorithms are primarily used in networks with very little congestion, and no
faults. Almost all routing algorithms which are of interest to us will be adaptive.lo * adaptive
routing algorithm, each processing element will make a decision on which channel to route a mes-
sage. V/e define this decision as follows:

Definition 5: A routing function R is a mapping from input connections to out-
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put connections.

Since an adaptive routing function has to make decisions on how to route a message based
on network information, we define the following classifications of routing algorithms, to indicate
how much information is available to each processing element.

Definition 6: A routing function is k-local if it utilízes only information for
processing elements which are a distance of k or less from the current
processing element. A 1-local routing functions is also called a local routing
function.

Definition 7: A routing functíon is global if it utilizes global network informa-
tion in selecting a path. This can also be thought of as a d-local routíng al-
gorithm where d ís the diameter of the network_

When we are dealing with disordered arrays, it will often be impossible to implement a lo-
cal routing algorithm on the network. It is not feasible to implement a iouting table for each proc-
essor in the network, as this would require an unrealistic amount of storagð as the network size
grows. An altemative approach will be to use non-local information, but only a constant amount,
not dependent upon network size.

Definition B: A routing function is quasi-local, if it utilizes non local informa-
tion in its routing function, but the amount of information is dependent upon
the topology, and not the network size.

Recall that when a processing element was described, it was defined to contain knowledge
of its own state and the state of all connections attached to it. The state of each connection alio
reflects the state of each processing element which it connects. Thus each processing element
knows its state, the state of all its connections, and the state of all processing ålements connected
to it through operational connections.

An important property of any routing algorithm is that it must be able to route between all
possible pairs of source and destination addresses. In subsequent chapters we will be looking at
routing in networks which contain both faulty processing elements and connections. We no* d"-
fine the following terms which will be used to distinguish routing algorithms which can route be-
tween all addresses, and those which can not.

Definition g: A routing algorithm is said to be complete or connected with re-
spect to a fault set, if it can successfully route messages between any two
processors in the network.

Definition 10: A routing algorithm which is not complete is said to be not con-
nected.

We will also use the concept of a routing permutation when discussing routing algorithms.
Multistage Interconnect Networks (MINs), which are indirect networks, often establish connec-
tions between inputs and outputs of a network. Because of the limited resources of these networks
not all inputs can connect to all outputs simultaneously. Consider a MIN with m inputs and m out-
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puts. A pemutation is a set of m distinct addresses applied to the inputs of a network. A permuta-
tion can be routed if all the inputs can simultaneously connect to their designated outputs^.

Another distinction which will be significant between different routing strategies will be
when the routing function is applied to messages. In a static routing function, thãre is only oo" pr.-
determined path by which a message traverses the network. When a message is received ãt a
processing element, the routing function may be applied, and the message may wait in the appro-
priate queue for an output channel. In the case of adaptive routing functions, if u -.rsag" selè"ts
an output channel, and then waits in its queue until it is available, it may be waiting in a queue for
a channel while another channel becomes available. In cases like this it is often aãvantageous to
recalculate the function multiple times, until the message is accepted along one of the available
channels.In order to distinguish between these cases, we will define the follõwing types of routing
functions:

Definition 11: A rout¡ng function is said to be singular if the routing function
if applied only once to an incoming message.

Definition 12: A routing function is said to be repeated if the routing function
is repeatedly applied to waiting messages.

In the case of repeated routing functions, it is important to define some sort of rate at which
the routing function will be reapplied. Since we are only looking at asynchronous systems in this
thesis, it is not possible to have the network recalculate the louting function at regularsynchronized
intervals. Each processing element will be operating from an independent clock.

Definition 13: A routíng function application function is a function associated
with repeated routing functions, which indicate at which times the routing
function will be recalculated.
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CH.&PT'ER 4: Nondeterministüc

Adaptíve Routi*rgl

In this chapter we will examine the properties of a processor array in the presence of faulty
elements. We will utilize percolation theory to determine bounds on the number of functional con-
nected processors we can expect to obtain as a function of yield. We will also use percolation the-
ory to establish characteristics of message flow in these networks. Insight from this studies will be
used to develop a new routing technique for disordered processor an'ays using nondeterministic
routing techniques.

The non reconfigured, faulty mesh connected network which we will be examining in this
chapter is one of the most hostile environments in which to attempt to implement a message pass-
ing system' We will attempt to take a different approach to utilizing this environment from the
more traditional approach of reconfiguring the network to produce a regular topology. We will ar
tempt to exploit the disordered nature of the faulty processor array, and will implement a routing
algorithm which works in this environmenr.

4.1 Fercolation Theory, Anomalous Transport and wsr

Percolation theory l32l17l provides a general platform for analysing binary mixturcs.
Latge systems may be modelled using site percolation theory as a lattice withèach vertex in one
of two states. Altematively, bond percolation theory can be used by modelling each edge in one of
two states. Examination of the characteristics of clusters of connected nodes of similar-states shows
unexpected complex behaviour including singularities during phase transitions in these simple sys-
tems. Percolation theory has been used to characterize phenomena observed in physical systems
including annealing, semiconductor devices, and VLSI arrays t28lt61l. fhe appiication of perco-
lation theory to WSI processor arrays is achieved by modelling elements in the ã11uy u. eithèr in a
functional or faulty state. Bond percolation may be used to model systems with faulty interconnects
between processing elements, and similarly site percolation rnuy-b" used to charactenze systems
with faulty processors.

In analysing V/SI processor affays we are primarily interested in the size and distribution
of connected clusters of functional processors, especially the largest cluster. Typically the charac-
teristics we are concerned with may only be found through simulation, as anaìytic iolutions are
only known for 1 dimensional and simple 2 dimensional cases t73l]7l.In studying systems using
percolation theory, we look at systems at which the state of each node in one of two states. Thã
probability that a node is in one state is specified by the probability value p (the probability that the
node is in the other state is 1-p). We assume that each node's state is inãepenãent of the state of
other nodes. Two of the most interesting parameters of direct interest to us here are the percolation
threshold P,and, the percolation probability P(p). The percolation thresholdp.is the uâlu" of p (p

1. Preliminary versions of chaprers 3 and 4have appeared in [5ll6ltglt67l
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here is analogous to yield in a WSI system) at which point the system undergoes a phase transition.
In an infinite system p. is the value of p for which an infinite cluster exists for all values of p > p,.
In a finite WSI system P. refers to the fomation of a spanning cluster, a connected cluster of work-
ing processors which spans the entire wafer. The spanning cluster represents the largest connected
component of the network, and for systems above the percolation threshold, this cómponent will
span the entire network. Not all functional processors will be in the spanning cluster. The percola-
tion probability P(p) represents the probability that a randomly seleðted sitð is part of the infinite
or spanning cluster. For a WSI processor anay P(p) represents the probability that a processor site
selected at random is part of the collection of working processors available for collective compu-
tation. Figure l5 illustrates the behaviour of P(p)for aTarge 2-d square lattice. Forp < (l-p,) the
faulty processors in the anay will form a spanning cluster. At this yield level, the function prô""r-
sors will only form a very small clusters of processors. Clearly, unless we utilize some form of
reconfiguration, networks with p < p ^will not be useable.

p (Yietd)

Figure 15 Mesh percolation parameters

Also shown in Figure 15 is the parameter o denoting the conductivity. This value is calcu-
lated is an analogous manner to calculating the conductivity of a random resistor netwo rklTll.
Conductivity is used as a measure of the quality of paths through the network. Even though a spÍur-
ning cluster exists for p> Pr,the conductivity of the network is less than 1 for p < 1 and degrãdes
appreciably asp approachesp.. For WSI networks the conductivity is used a measure of the quality
of communication paths through a network. A conductivity less than 1 indicates that packets tra-
versing through the network will be hampered by the presence of faulty processors.

An example of a network above and below the percolation threshold is shown in Figure 16
and Figure 17 respectively. A 50 by 50 anay is shown with the largest clusrer of functionil pro.-
essors emphasized. This figure represents one possible configuration of the network for this value
of p. Faulty processors are not shown. Below the threshold ttre largest cluster does not span the en-
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tire array. Smaller clusters of functional processors also exists in the array but would not be acces-
sible without some form of reconfiguration. These figures also illustrat. th" degree and type of lo-
cal interconnection (e.g. nearest neighbour) that would be required to connect up all *orking p.o.-
essors for a given yield. In the array with p ) p,(Figure 17) ã spanning cluster now exists, and as
predicted from Figure 15 not all functional processors are in the spanning cluster. It is also worth-
while to exam the connectivity of nodes in the array. Clearly it mây be sJen that nodes on alterna-
tive sides of the array areconnected through a smallcommon set of nodes in the anay (e.g. removal
of two nodes can partition the array into two clusters). This derives from the observation that we
are near a phase transition where the state of a small number of processors determines whether the
spanning cluster exists. These common nodes (including the nodes which change states between
Figure i6 and Figure 17) represents places where bottienecks will form in the communication
across the anay. This is reflected in the conductivity which is only slightly greater than zero for the
case shown in Figure 17.

A node is referred to as an articulation point if its removal will cause its cluster to become
separated. Similarly any connection whose temoval will cause the cluster to be separated is re-
feffed to as a bridge. It is the existence of articulation points and bridges which wili be hot spots
during routing.
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Functional processor in Largest Cluster
fsol-ated Functional processor

Figure 16 Network with p = 0.57
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It has been noted that the infinite or spanning cluster demonstrates fractal behaviour [72].
The effects of the fractal geometry are directly manifested in transport studies [11] which indicate
that transport or message passing on a fractal network can look "aiomalous", ãnalogous to trans-
port observed in disordered semiconductors. This anomalous transport has been modelled as a non-
Gaussian, non-Markovian transport model by Scher and Montrol1741. The main result is that the
transit time taken by a message can be significantly greater than one would normally associate with
Gaussian transport phenomena. Although not thoroughly investigated, the extent this fractal char-
acteristic is evident within I0-I5To of the percolation threshold t731. The WSI consequence is that,
message passing on the array will be significantly degraded for yield values nearpc. ihis perform-
ance degradation is strictly a result of spatial disorder. At higher values of p and in fact for yield
values of I00o/o anomalous transport behaviour can still be obierved if the array has sufficient tem-
poral disorder. This is in fact the first anomalous transport model introduced by Sctrer and Montrol.
As such, for WSI message passing environments with sufficient congestion oi traffic, the message
passing performance can also appear anomalous.

Functional Processor in Largest Cl_uster
Isolated Functional processor

Figure 17 Network with p = 0.63

Parameters such as Prare directly affected by topology. Table 1 illustrates p^for various
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dimensions and latticesl7Tl .The values for the hypercube are listed as ? since the values will de-

Topology Pc (site) Pc @ond)
Vertex
Degree

2-D Mesh 0.59 0.5 4

Honevcomb 0.70 0.65 a
J

Hexagonal 0.5 0.35 6

3-D Mesh 0.31 0.25 6

Hypercube ,l
? ?

Table 1: Percolation Thresholds

pend upon vertex size (and thus network size). As the number of nodes in the system increases, the
vertex degree of each processor will increase and the percolation threshold wijl decrease.

For our discussion purposes, we are considering only nearest neighbour 2-dimensional ar-
rangements. Alternative structurcs such as binary hypercubes are not considered as they are not
conducive to WSI layout or implementation. As such, for the remainder we will be primarily con-
cemed with mesh topologies.

Figure L8 Percolation Characteristics

With the mesh-connected networks the yield must be relatively high, and in fact signifi-
cantly higher than p,. Based upon simulated transport studies the waier yìeld should ideaùy be
above 90Vo [5]161. As such, in order to achieve an acceptable yield some type of reconfiguration
may be necessary. For example, interstitial redundancy may be used withinlocal blocks in order
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to effectively improve the yield [76]. Alternatively, this may be viewed as decreasi ng p,by increas-
ing the average vertex degree of the processing elements. It should be noted that the objective of
this type of preprocessing reconfiguration is not motivated by an attempt to embed a specific ar-
chitecture or algorithm, rather it is viewed as a means of pushing the array into a realm of accept-
able yield for more general purpose computation. In this light we are more interested in reconfig-
uration to obtain a sufficient degree of connectivity as opposed to the standard definition of yield.
In the sequel we will assume that this type of reconfiguration if required would have been complet-
ed; this allows us to focus on a mesh architecture without loss of generality.

Figure 18 shows results of simulations of a routing algorithm on a disordered array with
different yield. One graph shows the conductivity of the anay, and the second graph shows the la-
tency of the network. These two graphs are inversely proportional as we would expect from per-
colation theory.

Percolation theory does not directly give us any formal methods which we will help us im-
plement routing algorithms for disoldered systems, but the theory does provide us with insight into
the characteristics and bounds on what we can reasonable expect to accomplish. The first important
observation of from these systems is that if the system is not above the percolation threshold, *e
will be unable to utilize the functional processoïs as they will be isolated. Reconfiguration will be
mandatory for these systems. For systems with yield rates above the percolation threshold, we will
have a large connected network of functional processors, but will still have low bandwidth between
connected processors.

4.2 Adaptive l\ondeterminÍstic Routing

In the previous chapter we discussed some of the characteristics of the physical environment avail-
able for use in a WSI processor array. We now direct our attention to the problem of routing algo-
rithms for this environment. In an ideal network, all packets should normally travel alongãne of
the shortest paths from source to destination to ensure the best possible performance. In WSI net-
works, or any irregular topology, the shortest path between two processors is not always known to
the processors in the network. Adaptive routing techniques are used to ensure delivery of packets
in the presence of faulty processors and connections.

Although numerous adaptive routing algorithms have been investigate d, t23ll63l most are
not designed to be used in a wafer scale environment. Based on percolation theory discussed in the
previous section, there are four possible scenarios for yield rates in a WSI processor array:

I. p >> P r.This is the case where we either assume a very high yield rate (p > 0.95) or a topology
such that P, is very small (Hypercubes of dimension greater than 1 0 have p ,< 0. 1 16 1l). Most
routing algorithms fit into this category. Two dimensional mesh routing algorithms normally as-
sume fault free processors and interconnects [34]. Routing algorithms designed for faulty envi-
ronment normally require a topology which is highly connected, such as a hypercub e Uil V7l
or other structures including k-ary n-cubes [57]. In both these cases it is usually possible to im-
plement shortest path (minimal) routing algorithms
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2. | > p > P.. Although a spanning cluster exists in this region, and most functional processors are
connected, the conductivity of the network is considerably less than 1. In this region the network
will typically consist of clusters of functional processors connected to each other through a rel-
atively small number of connections. In order to route messages in this environment a message
must be able to find a path to its destination which bypasses faulty processors. Since this route
can not be determined from local information at each point in the network, a message must be
able to explore alternative routes and back track when it encounters dead-ends.

3. p = Pr-Percolation theory tells us, and simulation confirms [5], that routing in this environment
is not practical. Although a spanning cluster exists, the conductivity is close to zero. Messages
will become congested at processors which connect functional clusters. Only networks injecting
a small number of messages will be able to utilize such a network.

4. p <Pr. Since most functional processors exists as isolated clusters unable to communicate with
each other, there is no effective way to utilize such a netwolk.

Deterministic routing algorithms in V/SI processor anays generally require either non local
processor status infomation be available or history infomation be associated with each packet in-
dicating the path which a packet has travelled to reach the current processor. Nondeterministic al-
gorÌthms offer the advantage of not requiring such information. Únfortunately, the behaviour of
these algorithms is not easily determined through analytic means; as a result, we must judge algo-
rithm performance based on expected delivery times, and use higher level protocols to handle
packet non delivery. At the routing level it is imperative that the routing algorithms arrempt to route
messages such that not only are the expected delivery times reasonable, but the number of unde-
livered (trapped) messages is minimized.

4.3 Nondeterministic Routing

In this study we shall restrict ourselves to the examination of the behaviour of these algo-
rithms on a simple 2-dimensional mesh topology. Each processor is connected to each of its nearest
neighbours. This simple architecture was chosen in an attempt to most accurately model the layout
structures of most WSI configurations. A portion of a typical anay is shown in Ëigure t9. -¡he be-
haviour reported in this study will also reflect the behaviour of oiher topologies. This topology is
also useful in the analysis of other processing systems, including distributed-computing tr"t*õitr.
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Functional processor e packet Source

Faulty Processor ¡þ Packet Destination

Figure 19 Nondeterministic Routing

Communication in the network is implemented by a message passing technique. Each mes-
sage M can be described by three parameters , ¡t1 : (P s,PD, Ð, where P" is the source processor of
the message, P, is the destination processor of the message, ,S is the size (number of packets) of
the message. We will normally assume that each message contains a single packet. Although we
do not deal explicitly with multiple packet messages, techniques such as wormhole routing näy be
adapted to these algorithms.

In the simplest nondeterministic routing algorithm, a set of probabilities associated with the
network describes the probability of a message being routed oo 

"ach 
of the processor's connections

rclative to the packet's destination. These probabilities are referred to as the routing bias values(B/ for the network, and are represented as follows:

BR: (p¡ p1, p6, pr)

such that

Pr+Pl+pu+pr:i

pf > pl, pr, pb

where pf rcpresents the probability of a message being routed towards its destination, p1 to the left
of its destination, p. to the right of its destination, or away from the destination po. The first equa-

tion asserts the criteria that a packet must be routed down one of the four connections as the four
biases equal one. The second equation asserts the criteria each packet is biased towards its desti-
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nation, as the forward bias is greater than all the other biases. This implies that the biases favour
heading toward the final destination. Without this criteria, messages would probably be routed
away from the destination.

(b)

Message pointing to destination

Functionaf processor

Faulty processor

Figure 20 Generic Problems in Routing

A packet traverses the network by propagating through a sequence of processors until it
reaches its destination. The route is determined stochastically as the pàcket progi"rr", towards the
destination based upon the global bias of the network. Figure 19 illustrates the movement of two
packets in the array. The path that each packet takes is indicated by the thick line. The packet trav-
elling right to left illushates two important aspects of the network. First, the packets do not always
choose the best path, and may have to back hack to reach their destination. Secondly, even if a
packet backtracks, it may once again take a previously taken dead end path. The secônd packet,
which traverses left to right, shows that packets may be on collision course with other packets. The
movement of a packet as it traverses the network is analogous to the biased random walker [50].

This type of routing algorithm can be shown to be deadlock free. We know that once a mes-
sage is in the routing network, it can always select any of the neighbouring processors as a desti-
nation. The routing algorithm is a repeated one, so that the destination is recalculated as a message
is stored and blocked. As a result there is always a finite probability that a message will be trani-

(a)
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ferred to each of the neighbouring processors. The case where deadlock could arise, is when all
buffers in the network are full. Deadlock can be avoided in this situation by allowing a mechanism
which allows messages to be exchanged between two processors without ráquiring aãditional buff-
er space. As we shall see when the network is saturated like this, message transport will be very
slow, and it will be sufficient to ensure message movement, and hence there exists no deadlock.

Livelock and starvation will not be possible since all arbitration among queues and requests
is done fairly, with no priority given to particular messages.
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4"4 Ãdaptive Bias

Simulations of packet switched networks revealed that the poor performance of faulty proc-
essor alrays was due primarily to two factors [5]. First, some messages were becoming traipeO at
clusters of faulty processors. In Figure 20 (a), packets would become trapped near the bottom of
the array. Once a packet encounters the faulty processors, it has to back up and traverse around the
faulty cluster. With a strong forward bias, this backtracking becomes a lóng procedure. Secondly,
the center of the processor array through which most messages travelled bécame congested as il-

)

r....'.'.. J

|:':.:.:.:.::J Conqested processor
t.::.:.:.:.:l

I I Functional processor

lEfl:tl3
lijiij:iii¡iiii:l FauÌty processor
l:i::!t:i:iiii;jl

Figure 21 Biases from Faults and Congestion
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lustrated in Figure 20 (b). The faulty processors also formed clusters in scattered locations which
created congested locations which packets must flow through. The presence of these congested lo-
cations significantly degraded performance. Based on these qualitative observations an adaptive
biasing technique was devised allowing the bias values of a netwolk to adapt to faulty p.o."rro*
and congestion. The goal is not to use a single set of biases for the entire anay,but insieãd to adapt
the biases locally at each processors in response to local conditions such as the presence of faulìs
and congestion. Figure 21 (aXb) shows how the bias values should direct a packet which is travers-
ing the network from left to right. The arrows show the favoured direction olthe local biases. Since
the biases are relative to the destination of the packets, these anows represent only the biases for
packets traversing left to right. A routing algorithm using this non locai information is refened to
as quasi-local.

In order to modify the bias of a network to reflect the faults and congestion of a network,
consider the bias as a sum of three different tuples, representing the different components of the
bias. The bias ni($ which is the bias values at time t for processor i is defined as follows:

Bt(Ð : ao BR + a1 Bpr + a, Brt(t)

where:

Bp is the network routing bias previously discussed.

Bp is a set of bias values reflecting the faults in the network.

Bri(t) is a set of bias values representing the congestion of messages in the network.

a¡ i e {0,7,2} is a coefficient used to weight the different components

The determination of the B. term is based on an iterative learning algorithm similar to the
delta rule used in artificial neural networks [58]. During learning each processor updates its fault
bias terms based on the values of neighbouring processors. The transfer of bias values can be ac-
complished by either passing the values in packets or through the use of special interconnects be-
tween processors. Altematively, the bias value may be calculated offline and loaded into the proc-
essors prior to network operation. Each method works equally well as only nearest neighbour in-
formation needs to be exchanged. The updating of bias values is baséd upon the-following
equations:

BiF(rt): 3'io{t1/ t ã' ia{t,)t

ã'iorql : Bin(rr - r) + o'ru (BkF(rl 1) - nir1t, - r¡)

where

/, is the time during training of fault bias.
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k is the index of a neighbouring processor

cr. is a learning rate. 0 (0 . ( 1.

^;B 'p(t1)are the new non normalized fault bias values.

Bifftù is the new fault bias values, normalized such that p¡ + pl + pu + pr: 1.

Initial condition for the learning algorithm are as follows:

Bt.:
(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25) if i is a faulty processor

(0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0) if i is a functional processor

Although faulty processol's are unable to transfer their bias values, since each processol.
knows which of its neìghbours are faulty it does not need to obtain values fi-om the faulty pro."rro,.
and can use the initial conditions for the faulty processor.

We assumed the fault biases are leamed prior to network operation and the values remain
constant during normal network operation. It is possible to use theìame approach to dynamically
adjust the bias values to adapt to failures in processols occun'ing during ciiåuit operation. Mecha-
nisms to redirect packets already in the network to replacement processors would have to be im-
plemented which is beyond the scope of this study.

The bias adjustment for congestion Bris used to change bias values around areas where
packets are currently congested (trapped). This value unlike the B o and Bi, has a weight decay

term. This value gives the BrG) a very short life span and congestion bias values will tend to zero
as congestion clears. The bias adjustment for congestion is calculated as follows.

B;Ø = ai r{r - t) + A, ei r{t) - e ni r{r - 1)

L Bi 
7ft) = u t.Zk B 

atork

where

cr ,. is a learning rate

B au, is a bias vector representing blocked processors.

e is a weight decay term.

4"5 Simulation
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4.5. I SÍmulation R esults

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of adjusting the bias values as indicated in the previous
section, we present the results of simulations of message-passing networks. Each of the three bias
terms (B 

o, B n, and B r) are adjusted independently to show its relation to network performance.

A.S.2Constant Bias Simulation

In the first simulation a network of 625 (25 by 25 arcay) processors was simulated with 100
messages being delivered between randomly selected processoïs. The 8,, value is adjusted such
that forward bias term assumes values between 0.7 and 1.0. The results of these simulations are
shown in Figure 22.For each of the three yield rates simulated, an optimal forward bias value þ)
of 0.90, 0.94 and 0.96 is found for yield rates of 0.85, 0.90, and 0.95 respectively. For each of these
cases a forward bias of 1.0 corresponding to shortest path routing with no backtracking left unde-
livered messages and hence infinite network latency. This graph rho*s that for differeniyield rates
there is an optimum value of the forward bias.

Bo = (0.85,0.06,0.03,0.06)

*o,at a2= 0.8,0. 1,0.1

0r=o'3

0 r= o'3

e:0.5

Figure 22 Network Latency vs Bias
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4.S.3Anomalous Transport

Figure 23 shows the distribution of delivery times for packets in two similar networks, dif-
fering only in yield rates. In the case of the network with yield o1957o the distribution appears to
be Gaussian as expected. For the case where the yield rate is 80o/o the distribution is cléarly non
Gaussian and is consistent with the transport times associated with anomalous transport as dis-
cussed in section 3.

A comparison of netwolk latency versus yield is shown in Figure 18. Also shown is the
conductivity of the network. As expected the network latency is inversely proportional to the con-
ductivity. Although packets are still able to reach their destination, th. 

"*þ."t.d 
delivery time of

the packet is significantly degraded as yield decreases.

Figure 23 Anomalous Transport

4.S.4&daptive Bias

The following shows the relative performance improvement of the adaptive bias technique applied
to the two cases shown in Figure 20(a) and 0). A 25by 25 processot arl;ay was used forboth cases.

This results are based on statistics generated from 1000 simulations for both algorithms.
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Constant
Bias

Modif,ed
Bias

Case(a) 405 Jfl

Case(b) 487 380

Tirble 2: SimulatÌon Times

The following values were used in the simulations:

4.6 Virtual Cut-Through R.outing

The nondeterministic adaptive routing algorithm can be easily extended to work as a virtual
cut through routing algorithm.

Unfortunately, this non deterministic routing technique is not extendable to wormhole rout-
ing algorithms. As we will see in Chapter 5, wormhole routing is very susceptible to deadlock when
cyclic dependencies exist in the channels of a network. To avoid deadlock, messages must not al-
locate channels which form a cycle. The very nature of the nondeterminstic routing algorithm
which allows all channels to be used at any node by any message, will certainly allow clcles to
exist. In fact as a simple example, a message may bounce back and forth between two adjacent
processors a couple of times. This is clearly a cyclic condition, and will create deadlock in worm-
hole routing.

Figure 24 Store and Forward vs
Virtual Cut-Through

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 t.os
Yield
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Figure 24 shows a simulation of network latency versus yield for both the nondeterministic
adaptive routing algorithm in the store and forward mode and in the virtual cut-through mode. For
yield values close to 1007o, we find that the virtual cut-through method is clearly superior to the
store and forward method. However, the disparity between the two methods is less significant as
the yield rate drops. This is to be expected, as the more that a message is blocked, the closer the
network latency of the two methods will be to each other. As messages encounter faulty elements,
and especially as messages traverse through bridges and articulation points in the network, there
will be congestion in these spots. When a message is blocked, it is bufiered as in the store and for-
ward routing algorithm and the performance shourd be comparable.

uu 150 200 250
Number of Messages in Network

Figure 25 Performance Comparison Based on Load

A similar type of comparison is shown in Figure 25.lnthis simulation the network latency
is shown as a function of the number of messages in the network. In this simulation, a constant
yield rate of 95Vo is maintained, and the network latency for various amounts of traffic are shown
for the two routing algorithms. Similar to the results in Figure 24, we see that the network latency
is superior in the virtual cut-through algorithm for low traffic simulations, but the disparity disap-
pears in higher traffic cases.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter we examined the use of percolation theory in the analysis of processor array
networks. It found that percolation theory can be used to place bounds on ûrã performance charac-
teristics of these networks. Specifically we found that fortwo dimensional mesh architectures, we
must have a yield rate higher than60Vo (the percolation threshold) in order to maintain connectivity
between functional processors. In addition, the conductivity of the network was found to be a use-
ful tool in judging the ability of a network to perrnit message flow.

Also in this chapter we explored the use of a nondeterministic routing algorithm to route in
the highly defective environment. The algorithm closely related to the biased tundo* walker can
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successfully route messages between source and destination processors (assuming they are con-
nected), however the network latency was found to be unacceptable in low yield rate cases. Mod-
ifications were introduced to the algorithm to attempt to improve performance, by making the al-
gorithm quasi-local, and utilizing algorithms to adjust the routing biases based on network conges-
tions and faults.

Although we found that it is possible to implement routing algorithms for the highly disor-
dered environment of WSI, if we wish to implement our goal of a general purpose parallél process-
ing environment on a wafer, we will need to improve communications between processors. The
bounds placed us by percolation theory show that we will have to consider alternative approaches.
In later sections we will look at applying reconfiguration techniques in order to improvã^the char-
acteristics of the network.
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CF{APT'ruR 5: Keconffiguned

I{etworkstr

In the previous chapter we discussed routing in a disordered network where both faulty processing
elements and interconnects exist. Although we introduced an algorithm which was able to route
messages between connected processing elements in the network, the performance of the networks
was not sufficient for most applications. In this section we will examine networks in which recon-
figuration has been employed to increase the conductivity of the network. We utilize a reconfigu-
ration scheme which gives us nearly 100 percent harvest of functional processors, but does not pie-
serve the mesh topology. In this section we will look at the case where only processors are tautty.
Interconnect failures will be handled in subsequent chapter.s.

Also, in the previous chapter we considered only store-and-forward and virtual cut-through
routing algorithms. The highly disordered nature of the faulty array necessitated the use of non-
deterministic routing algorithms which werc able to successfully route between all processors
which were in the spanning cluster of the network. In this section we will attempt to develop worm-
hole routing algorithms for.faulty arrays.

5.1 Wormhole Routing

Wormhole routing attempts to improve network performance by eliminating the buffering
of complete messages at each node as they traverse the network. The nondeterministic routin!
technique of the previous chapter is not easily adapted to wormhole routing techniques due to prob:
lems of deadlock which can occur when messages form a cycle. In the stóre-and-forward and vir-
tual cut-through techniques, deadlock only occurs when all buffers in the network are full; a mes-
sage could always be routed to any adjacent processing element if its buffer was not at capacity. A
different scenario arises in wormhole routing where each message allocates a set of channels while
it moves through the network. Once a channel is allocated to a message, it can only route flits from
that message until the entire message has progressed through the channel. It is this allocation of
multiple channels which gives rise to deadlock conditions.

With store-and-forward routing techniques we were able to assume that anetwork was con-
structed by using either a single bi-directional connection or two unidirectional connections be-
tween adjacent processing elements. With wormhole routing, wo are restricted to networks in
which only unidirectional connections are used.

It has been shown that the Channel Dependency Graph (CDG)[191 can be used to deter-
mine deadlock configurations in wormhole routing algorithms. The CDG is adirected graph where
each node represents one channel in the graph. A directed edge exists between two nodês,lf a mes-

1 . Material from this chapter and chapter 6 has been accepted at the 1995 IEEE International Conference on
WSI.
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sage can be routed from the channel represented by the first node into the channel represented by
the second node. If the CDG is acyclic, then the routing algorithm is guaranteed to be deadlock
free. If a cycle (a path following the edges of the graph and both stafting and terminating at the any
node) exists then the routing algorithm is subject to deadlock. Figure 26(a) shows the eight unidi-
rectional connections associated with each processing element. Assuming that each inpul channel
(b'd,f,h) can route a message to each output channel (a,c,e,g), the CDG for a single nõd" is illus-
trated in Figure 26(b).It can easily be seen that if each processing element implements all possible
routing relations (input - output combinations) then cycles will exist beiween neigh-bouring
processing elements.

Figure 26 Channel dependency of a processing Element

The CDG of a network with respect to a routing algorithm can tell us if a deadlock condi-
tion can exist in the network, although a cyclic CDG doesnot guarantee that a routing algorithm
will produce a deadlock configuration. In t19l it was shown that any oblivious routing algorithm
will be subject to deadlock if there exists a cycle in its CDG. This condition does not hold true for
adaptive routing algorithmst2lll3Ll.In this chapter we will only be concerned with oblivious rout-
ing algorithms, and hence we will be subject to deadlock whenever a cycle exists in the CDG.

5.2 Turn Model

In this section we will briefly give an overview of the turn model [29] which can be used
in the analysis of wormhole routing algorithms. The model allows an easy method to determine if
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any cycles exists in the channel dependency graph (CDG), and hence whether the algorithm is
deadlock free or not. The basic concept in the Turn Model is to consider only the tums that a mes-
sage can make while traversing a network. A tum refers to when a message flows from one channel
(connection) to another channel which is oriented in a different direction. For example if a message
enters a processing element from a channel connected to the bottom, and exits on a channel on the
right, the message is said to have made a turn. There are eight ninety degree possible turns which
can be modelled. In addition, there are also four zero degree and four one hundred and eighty de-
gree turns which are possible in a two dimensional mesh. In Figure 27, the eight possible ninety
degree turns are shown, and a set of labels (both numeric and character) are shown. It should be
noticed that each of the 16 possible turns (of all degrees) corresponds to one of the arcs in the CDG
model for a processing element shown in Figure 26.

The numeric labels are assigned such that a single bit reflects each of the four tums in an
allowed direction. Turns are classifîed into two directions: Clockwise and Counter Clockwise.
Each combination of three turns taken from the same direction will form an equivalent turn in the
opposite direction. The numeric labels were chosen so that the equivalence operation can be per-
formed by an logical complement of numeric label. The character labels for each turn consisti of
two letters, the first letter representing the original direction, chosen from the set (U: Up, D: Down,
R: Right, and L: left). The second letter represents the new direction after the tum.

DR RU UL

0100 i000 0001

Clockwise /ì^---¿^--^r^ r,- .

flW" ffiR\B*iã 
'v 

Êl Å 
Counter Clockwise

#-* 
--'"Þ #&*fl- il *Æ re

8 Possible 90 Degree Turns

UR RD DL LU LD

Turn Labels

0010 0001 0010

Numberic Labels

Figure 27 Turn Model

1000 0100

The main power of the Turn model is its ability to easily put a set of constraints on allowed
turns that a routing algorithm may take, while remaining deadlock free.If we consider all the turns
that a routing algorithm makes, if no cycles are formed (either clockwise or counter clockwise),
then the routing algorithm is deadlock free. The converse if not true; however, it is possible to have
a heterogeneous routing algorithm which utilizes all possible turns. The allowed tums must be
placed so that no cycles form in the CDG.

In order to ensure no cycles are present in the network, we must not only be concerned with
cycles which form in each of the two directions, but cycles which can form from combining turns
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from each direction. Each three tums in
direction. One such relation is shown in

one direction will have
Figure 28.

an equivalent turn in the opposite
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Figure 28 Turn Equivalence
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5.3 lVormhole RoutÍng without R.econfiguration

In this chapter we will be attempting to develop a wormhole routing algorithm which can
be used in a reconfigured network. In the previous chapter we had developed a store and forward
routing algorithm for networks with both faulty processing and interconnect elements but we wish
to decrease the network latency. The non deteministic algorithm of the previous chapter will of
course work in a reconfigured network, but we wish to restrict ourselves to algorithms which will
route using close to minimal paths.

Before discussing the reconfiguration of processor arrays, we wish to show that it would be
impossible to implement a wonnhole routing algorithm in a unreconfigured aftay. This is impor-
tant as it will give some insight as to what characteristics of a reconfigured network must exisi for
wormhole routing to be implemented.

Theorem I
Any fault free mesh (m,n > 1) with a homogeneous routing function utilizing more than six
distinct ninety degree turns will contain a cycle in its CDG.

ProofofTheorem 1

We will show that any homogeneous routing function utilizing seven ninety degree tums
will contain at least one cycle. Since we have 7 turns, and there are only four distinct turns
in each direction, we must have four turns in one direction, and three furns in the other di-
rection.

This theorem can now be proved by simply considering any four connected processors as
shown in Figure 29(a). We know that any four distinct cycles in the same direction will
make a cycles. Since there are only two possible directions (clockwise and counter clock-
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wise), we know that if seven distinct ninety degree tums are utilized, then either there are

Figure 29 Cycle in Mesh

four distinct 90 degree turns in the clockwise direction and three in the counter clockwise
direction, or there are three distinct 90 degree turns in the clockwise direction and four in
the counter clockwise direction. In either case there are at least four distinct turns in one
direction, and hence there must be a cycle in either the clockwise or counter clockwise di-
rection. In the figure we show the case where there is a clockwise cycle. Since there are
always four connected processing elements as shown in a mesh with m,n > l, we know
there is always a cycle. The CDG for the connected processing elements is shown in Figure
2e(b).

e

Although a fault free mesh must always contain a cycle if it utilizes more than six ninety
degree turns, the converse is not true. It is possible for the presence of faults to remove the cycles.
As an example consider the small network shown in Figure 29.lnthis example, if all processing
elements are allowed to use all eight ninety degree turns, the presence of faulis and the borders of
the network limit the actual turns which can be used. Cases like these are the exception. In this case.
the faults and borders of the network have transformed the routing algorithm from a homogeneous
one to a heterogeneous one.

(b)(a)
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Figure 30 8 turns no cycle

Theorern 2

No local homogeneous deadlock free wormhole routing algorithm is complete and fault tol-
erant for a single processor fault in a2-D mesh network..

ProofofTheorem 2

We know from Theoreml that at most 6 tums can be allowed in any deadlock free homo-
geneous routing algorithm. With more than 6 tulns, therc must be at least one cycle.

If we show that no local homogeneous algorithm using 6 turns can route deadlock free in a
mesh with a single fault, then no algorithms using less than 6 tums can route deadlock free,
since these will be subsets of the 6 turn algorithm.

LetAbeafourbitlabelforaclockwiseturn,andletBbea4bitlabelforacounterclock-
wise turn. We use the labelling shown in Figure 27. A will represent the tum in the clock-
wise cycle which is not allowed by the routing algorithm, and likewise B will represent the
turn in the counter clockwise cycle which is not allowed by the routing algorithm.

It is important to note that A*8. The equivalent turn to the three turns in the clockwise
cycle (Ã) is A. Thus A must be allowed to turn in the counter clockwise cycle. Therefore
A * B. We also know A * 0000, since this does not represent a valid turn.

Let RgV/ represent the tums allowed in the clockwise cycle. RCw: Ã
Let R6çy¿ represent the turns allowed in the counter clockwise cycle. Rccw : B.
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Consider the network show in Figure 3 i. Four possible locations of a fault are shown. Each

Figure 31 Example Network

of these faults reprcsents one of the many places where a fault may occur (we are not im-
plying that the four faults are in the network simultaneously, but showing four possible lo-
cations for a fault)). If we wish to route a message from the processing element marked S
to any of the comer processing elements in the network, the four indicated tums must be
present in the routing function. Each turn must be there since that turn represents the only
way for a message to reach the corner processing element. Consider the caie where the des-
tination is in the upper right corner of the network, and the fault may be directly below it.
In this case it must be possible to route to this processing element from the left adjacent
processing element. This means that it must be possible for a message to be routed to the
top row. A message can only be routed to the top row from below (there are no other con-
nections). There are only two ways for a message to be routed from a lower row to the cor-
ner: A message can only be routed to the top row and then towards the corner by either mak-
ing a IIR turn or a combination UL and 180 degree turn. The later case is equivalent to a
UR turn. This means that the turn 1000 (UR) in the clockwise direction must be allowed.

Rçyy and 1000: 1000

similarly we can show that the tums RD, DL, and LU, all must be in the allowed turns.

Rç1y and (UR or RD or DL or LU) : UR or RD or DL or LU

URorRDorDLorLU:1111

R-.r: OOOO

A:O
Since A can not be equal to 0, no turn in the clockwise direction can be excluded from the
allowed tum list. similarly no counter clockwise tum can be excluded.

Since the algorithm is homogeneous, we know that the presence of the four turns, which
form a clockwise cycle, indicates the algorithm is subject to deadlock. A similar argumenr
may be made for the counter clockwise direction.
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Theorem 3

A non-local deadlock-free routing algorithm exists for all processors in a strongly connect-
ed component of the network

ProofofTheorem 3

We will prove this theorem by showing a technique to find a non-local heterogeneous rout-
ing algorithm which will route between all processing elements in a strongly connected
component. Our routing algorithm will be based on a tree obtained by a depth first search
of the strongly connected component.

We will use the following algolithm to calculate the routing table. This algorithm is a
slightly modified version of the Depth First Search (DFS)[18]. This algorithm will produce
a two dimensional table route_table which will hold the channel to be routed. The indexes
correspond to the source and destination processing element respectively.

DFS_SCC(G)
FOR EACH P1 e P DO

status[P¡ì : untouched

FOR EACH P¡ e P DO
route_rabtetpil [pj] : NIL

DFS_VrSrT(P)
DFS_VrSrT(Pe)

if (status[Pe] : found) return;

status[Pa] : found

FOR EACH P3 e Al tPAl DO
IF status[Ps] : untouched

FOR EACH Pi e P, status[Pi] : found DO
route_table[Ps] [Pt] : channel(Pe,Pe)

FOR EACH P1 e P, status[P¡] : untouched DO
route_tablelPn] [Pi] : channel(P4,Ps)

DFS_VTSIT(PB)

We will now show that this algorithm will produce a routing algorithm without cycles. The
DFS algorithm will produce a spanning úee of the network. We have shown an example
tree in Figure 32, alrtd a linearized version of the tree. Notice that the non leaf nodes are du-
plicated in Figure 32(c). The nodes of this graph represents processors, and the edges chan-
nels.'We can create a CDG from this graph. If we do not allow leaf nodes to be intermediate
points in the paths of messages, the CDG will be acyclic, and therefore the routing algo-
rithm will be deadlock free.
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Figure 32 Linearized Tree

K

Although this theorem gives us a method to implement a deadlock free routing algorithm
this is not an efficient way to implement a routing algorithm as it only uses a small subset of avail-
able connections for routing. The subgraph used by the routing algorithm is a tree and as such has
a bisection width of 1. This theorem tells us that it is always possible to implement a deadlock free
routing algorithm on a network which is strongly connected. If a network is not strongly connected,
there exists at least one processing element which is not reachable from other processing elements,
and hence no algorithm will exist. If we wish to consider only local routing algorithms, it is not
always possible to find such a routing algorithm (we will prove this later in this chapter).

Local heterogeneous deadlock free wormhole routing algorithms exist which will route all
permutations in a 2-D mesh network with a single faulty processor. We will notprove this, but will
offer an example algorithm later in this chapter which demonstrates this. It is important to note is
that Heterogeneous routing algorithms are more powerful than homogeneous routing algorithms.
This can be easily verified, as homogenous routing algorithns are a subset of heterogeneous rout-
ing algorithms.
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Figure 33 Routing around Faults

The difficulty of routing around a single fault is illustrated in Figure 33. In Figure 33(a) and
(b) we show the paths a message travelling along the horizontal axis might take to bypass a fault.
For each direction the message is travelling there are two paths which the message can use to by-
pass the fault. In Figure 33(c) and (d) we show the turns associated with the bypass paths. It can be
seen the both paths use the same four tums. It can also be seen that the four turns associated with
(a) in addition to the four turns associated with (b) will utilize all eight turìs, and thus create a dead-
locked routing algorithm.

In spite of this difficulty, routing algorithms have been developed which will route in the
presence of a single fault[3O]. This is accomplished by avoiding the situation shown in Figure 33,
where a message travels along the axis to its destination. Instead a message will attempt to route
towards its destination, but will avoid the axis of the destination as long as possible. These types
of algorithms will works for single faults, but offer no advantage for multiple faults. Since we are
concerned with routing in the presence of multiple faults, we will not use this technique but inves-
tigate alternative techniques.

5.4 2-D Diogenes Reconfiguration

Diogenes reconfîguration[71] was originally proposed as a reconfiguration methodology to
reconfigure faulty 2 dimensional arrays into a fault free 1 dimensional linear array. Reconfigura-
tion is accomplished by utilizing bypass interconnects and switches which may be set to bypass
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and isolate faulty elements. Figure 34 shows the reconfigured (horizontally) one dimensional ar-
ray, and the corresponding logical linear array. Figure 35 shows the one dimensional Bypass inter-
connect.

(a) (b)

Figure 34 One Dimensional Diogenes

The advantages of the Diogenes approach include:

l. All functional processors are used in the reconfigured network.

2. The bypass interconnect scheme is simple and requires minimal overhead.

Diogenes reconfiguration suffers three important limitations:

1. Faults can not occur in the interconnect. Any fault in the interconnect (either in the normal or
the bypass connections can potentially prevent successful reconfiguration.

2. Produces a linear array out of a two dimensional arcay. This techniques is only useful if a one
dimensional structure is required.

3. The delay between adjacent operational processors in the reconfigured array is unbounded.

Buffer
Switch

Processing
Element

Figure 35 Positive X direction
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As we are interested in asynchronous systems, the unbounded delay between adjacent
processing elements in the reconfigured arcay will not stop operation of the network, however, it
may slow down operation of the channel to the point where it is unrealistic to use the channel. This
will cause the channel to either be busy for extended periods of time (and cause congestion) or be
so slow that the channel can be considered faulty. In either case we will be looking at adaptive rout-
ing algorithms which can avoid congested channels, and will look at reconfiguration of faulty
channels in the next chapter. Since we are interested in two dimensional networks, and wish to in-
corporate fault tolerance in interconnects, the simple 1 dimensional Diogenes approach will not be
sufficient.

Diogenes can be extended to two dimensional anays by performing one dimensional recon-
figuration in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This is shown in Figure 36.

(a)

Figure 36: Two dimensional Diogenes

In the two dimensional reconfiguration, it is not necessary to connect alternating rows and
columns, although the extra connectivity can be exploited. The two dimensional reconfiguration
has the following properties:

1. All functional processing elements are utilized.
2. The reconfigured topology is irregular.
3. In the presence of faulty connections, one or more processing elements may be isolated from

the rest of the network.

(b)
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If a connection is faulty, we simply remove it from the network. V/ithout faults in the con-
nections, we could always route message between any pair of processors by following the linear
anay (either horizontally or vertically) between the processors. With faults in the connections be-
tween processors, our network becomes much more disordered, and maybe even disjoint.

We would normally assume that we have a unit delay between adjacent processing ele-
ments, and we measure the distance between adjacent processing elements as one. In the case of a
reconfigured network, the distance and the delay between processors is not so clear. We have pre-
viously defined three distance measures: dn¡¡, d' and dp. In the case of a reconfigured network,

the dn¡n measure is reduced.

We need to define a new representation for a path. Whereas the definition for Qo was the

sequence of processors through which a message transversed, we will also find it convenient to
have a definition of a path which also includes the faulty processing elements which are bypassed
by the bypass connections after reconfiguration.

A path between two processors P5 and Pp is represented by Qo*.

Let Qp* represent a path between two processing elements. We represent Q by the sequence

of processing elements through which the path traverses and the faulty processing elements
which are bypassed by bypass connections.

Qp* : P¡,P2,P3,...,P¡,

Buffer
Switch

The delay in a reconfigured network is more difficult to model at an abstract level. Without
knowing exact implementation details about the network an accurate model of delay is not possi-
ble. In this thesis we will assume that the delay of a path is proportional to the number of opera-
tional processing elements in the path, delay(Q) * lQpl-1, in a similar manner to the delay associ-

Processing
Element

D,
Y

Figure 37 Delays in Connections
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ated with the delay in a non reconfigured path. This requires that the delay of each bypass inter-
connect be negligible compared to the delay associated with each processing element. We justify
this assumption by assuming we are using a buffer in the bypass interconnect and modelling the
delay as follows:

delay(Q) ". lPa-1l(Do + D*p * Dr) + lPpl(Dwb + Ds + 4Dr)

where

D*o and D*5 are the wire delays associated with interprocessor and bypass connections

respectively. Dp is the delay associated with the switching and buffering circuits in the

processing element. D, is the delay associated with the switches in the interconnect. Ds is
the delay associated with the buffer in the bypass connection.

Po : {pil pi e Qp* and p¡ e P6 }. This is the set of functional processors along the path Q.

PB : {nil pi e Qp* and pi . Pr}. This is the set of faulty processors along the path Q.

We can assume that the delay from a functional processing element is much greater than the delay
from the simple switch and the small interconnect wire between adjacent processing elements,
since the buffering and switching circuits will be fairly complex. For a bypass connection, it is safe
to assume that the wire delay will be the significant factor, compared to the small delay from the
buffer and switches. Thus:

Dp >> D*o and Dp tt D,

Dwb )> Dg ærd D*¡ >> DS

delaY(Q) = lPs-1lDp +lPplD*6

delay(Q) * lQp*l-1, assuming Dp = D*b

delay(Q) ". lQpl-l, assuming Dp >> D*u

If we compale the delay of the processing element with the delay of a bypass connection,
we will notice that in both cases, an almost equal amount of wire is required (both have to route
information from one side of the processing element to the opposite), and thus any delay associated
with wire length will affect both routes equally. The processing element will have to have control
circuitry and buffers along on the internal path, thus it is safe to assume that Do ) Dwb. If wire de-

lays are the prominent source of delay, then clearly Dn = D*5, otherwise Dp >> D*¡.

This model of the delay gives us a delay associated with a reconfigured connection propor-
tional to the number of bypassed faulty processing elements. Although delay is unbounded (our
current fault assumptions allow an unlimited number of consecutive faulty processing elements)
the delay will not affect operation or petformance of the network, since all interprocessor commu-
nication is asynchronous.

Theorem 4
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Consider two processing elements ps and pd such that they are both in the same column.

Then d,,¡n(ps,p¿) < d.(pr,po).

ProofofTheorem 4

We consider the shortest path Qp from pr(x'y) to p¿(x¿,y). This is the path which follows

the x axis from source to destination.

V/e will assume without loss of generality that x, ( x¿.

We define two sets of processors Po and Pp which are the processing elements located in

between the source and destination processing elements including and not including faulty
processing elements respectively.

Let Po: {p¡(xi,y)l x, ( xi < x¿}

Let PB: {pi(xi,y)l pi e Qp, x, ( xi < x¿}

We know that all processing elements in PB are in Pç¿, PB cPo

We also know that any elements in Po and Pp are not in PB

(Pcr n Pp) nPg = @

Therefore

lPpl + lPo n PFI : lP* |

lPBl < lPo I

dlÏ,in(ps,p¿) s dr(pr,po)

t

The importance of this theorem is that it shows that it is not possible to use local informa-
tion to find the optimal (shortest) path between source and destination. Since the only information
available at any processor is the location of the current processing element, and the location of the
destination, and since the shortest path may be independent of this information, it is not always pos-

sible to find the shortest path.

Corollary 2.1

No greedy local routing algorithm will be optimal

Although the Diogenes reconfiguration will allow us to use all functional processors in the
network, it is still possible that the network will contain processor subsets which are not able to
communicate with each other. Each of these subsets will be strongly connected As an example,
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consider the network shown in Figure 38. A processing element exists which is isolated from all

Figure 38 : Isolated Processing Element

other processing elements in the network, although this plocessing element is still useable, as it has
connections to extelnal connections. Had we utilized connections on the edge of the network to
maintain a linear array in both the horizontal and vertical directions, this processing element would
have been connected to the other processing elements, and we would have obtained 100 per cent
harvest of processors.

Theorem 5

As the network size increases, the probability that all functional processing elements are
strongly connected will approach 1

Proofof Theorem 5

Consider two processors P4(xa,ye) and Pe(xe,ye), such that x6 t xg and y6 t yg.

Let p. be the probability that P4 and Ps are strongly connected.

Let po be the probability that any processing element is operational. This is equivalent to

the yield rate.

We know that P4 and PB ¿ue connected if either Pc(*n,ys) or Pp(xs,ya) is operational,

since all operational processing elements in a common row or column are strongly connect-

ed. The probability for this is 1- 2po * poz.

Likewise Pa and Ps are connected if any two processing elements P1(x¡,ys¡ and P¡(xr,ye),

0 < k < rr, xk *x4, x¡ *xs ãre both operational. The probability for this is 1- (1-po2)*-2.

Likewise Pa and Ps are connected if any two processing elements P1(x4,yt) and P¡(xn,yt),

0 < k < n, yk t yR, yr t ls are both operational. The probability for this is l- (l-po2)"-2.

Thus p. > (r-po2)^-2 + çr-po2)n-Z.

An inequality is used since this term does not represent all possible ways that P4 and Pg

(b)(a)
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can be connected (the term l- 2po+ po2 has aheady be ignored).

The limit of p. as either m or n approaches * is 1.

m

We know that it is always possible to implement a deadlock free routing algorithm on any
strongly connected component in a network. This theorem shows use that as the network size in-
creases, all the processors will become strongly connected.

5.5 Wormhole Routing .Atgonithrns

One of the major drawbacks of the nondeterministic routing algorithm discussed in Chapter
4 was its performance. Although able to route in an extremely hostile environment of tautty
processing elements and interconnects with no reconfiguration, packets travelling large distances
may spend most of there time traversing paths which may not lead to the intended destination. With
the diogenes reconfigured network discussed in the previous section, much more order exists in the
network, and thus we should be able route more efficiently from source to destination. In this sec-
tion we will introduce a wormhole routing algorithm for the reconfigured network. Wormhole
routing was not possible in the non-reconfigured mesh.

In order to implement a wotmhole routing algorithm for the Diogenes reconfigured net-
work, we most develop an algorithm which avoids deadlock.

One important property of a 2-D Diogenes rcconfigured network is that any routing algo-
rithm developed for unreconfigured networks can be used on a reconfigured network.

Theorem 6

Any path Q, which exists between two processing elements P5(x5,y5) and p¡(xp.yp) in a
faulty mesh will also exist in the reconfigured mesh.

FroofofTheorem 6

Consider any path Qp generated by a routing algorithm.

Qp: Pt,Pz,P3,...,Pn such that Pr : Ps and Pn : po

since the path Qp will route in a faulty mesh, we know that p1,p2,pJ,...,p¡r € po.

'We also know that since d(P¡,P1¡1) : 1, 0 ( i < n-1, that these two processors will also be
connected by a normal connection.

Thus we know that any path which exists in the faulty mesh, will also exist in the reconfig-
ured mesh.

Another interesting aspect of implementing routing algorithms in the reconfigured network

I
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is that we can implement a different strategy in routing. In fault free meshes, it is normally desira-
ble not to route along the axis as in XY routing. As we saw earlier, this type of routing will have
problems even in the presence of a single fault. However, in the reconfigured network, we know
that all functional processors in a row or column can always route to each other. Thus the basic
strategy of our routing will change. Before, the goal was to get to the destination avoiding the row
and column of the destination; now, our goal will be to reach the row or column of the destination.

S.S.lHomogeneous XY routing

It is fairly straightforward to implement a routing algorithm for the reconfigured network.
In this section we will discuss a modified version of the XY routing algorithm[23]t631 which has

been adapted to route in the prcsence of faults in the reconfigured network.

*Þ 
fl* *-H

(a) (b)

Figure 39 Diogenes Routing and Turns

We will now introduce the modified XY routing algorithm for the Diogenes reconfigured
network. Recall that in the XY routing algorithm, a message is first routed along the x row until it
reaches the y column which contains the destination processing element. The algorithm then routes
the message along the y column to its destination. In the new algorithm, we have three phases of
operation:

1. X Routing Phase. In this phase, a message is routed from the source processing element

along the row until it reaches the column containing the destination processing element. If
the processing element in this row which is also in the column of the destination processing

element is faulty, we route to the first functional processor to the right of the faulty proces-

sor. Then we are in the column containing the destination processing element; the algo-

rithm proceeds to the Y Routing Phase. Otherwise the algorithm proceeds to the Route to

Y Phase.

2. Route to Y Phase. In this phase, we need to find a path to the column containing the desti-
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nation. The algorithm simply proceeds along the cunent column one hop towards the des-

tination processing element, and then the algorithms reverts back to the X Routing Phase.

3. Y Routing Phase.In this phase the message is now in the column containing the destination

processor. The message can be routed along the column towards the destination.

In Figure 39, we show how the routing algorithm will route around a single fault, and the

associated turns with the aleorithm.

Theorem 7

The Modified XY routing algorithm is deadlock free

ProofofTheorem 7

We will use the tum model to model allowed turns a message can make, and we will use

the results of l29l to show that these turns make a deadlock free routing algorithm. We uti-
lize the following statements proved inlZ9l:

1. Six turns is the maximum allowed number of tums in deadlock free routing for singlely

connected meshes. Not all sets of six turns arc acyclic.

2. Three distinct turns in the same direction (clockwise or counter clockwise) can be modelled

as one turn in the opposite direction.

3. The set of turns does not form a cvcle if neither the clockwise or counter clockwise turns

forms a cycle.

4. We must consider not only whether the turns make a cycle, but also whether the equivalent

turns of combinations of allowed turns, with allowed turns make cycles in the CDG.

Figure 39 (b) shows the six allowed tums that a message can make. As long as no cycles

can be formed with these turìs, we know that the CDG will be acyclic, and the algorithm
deadlock free.

Since the set of six turns meet all of the criteria above, the algorithm is deadlock free.

E

Theorem I
The routing algorithm will successfully route in any net\ryork containing a single fault not
on the right border (x:m-1) of the network.

ProofofTheorem 8

Let pr(x'yr) be the source processing element, and let pd(xd,yd) be the destination. Further-

more let p* be the processing element with a fault.

We know that p* is not on the border of the network. Specifically
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p*(xi,yj) has coordinates such that i + m-1

if x¡ * x, and y¿;Êyi

The algorithm will route the same as XY routing, and will not traverse the faulty
processing element p*.

Qp: Ps(xs,Ys),Pi(xs+t,ys),...,pt(xa,ys),pl(xd,yr*r),...,pr(x¿,Y¿) xr(x4 and yr< y¿

Qp: Pr(xs,Ys),Pt(xs-l,ys),...,pt(x¿,yr),pt(x¿,ys+t),...,Ps(x¿,Yo) xr)X¿ and yr< y¿

Qp: Ps(xs,Ys),Pt(xs+l,ys),...,pk(x¿,Ys),Pt(x¿,Ys-t),...,ps(xd,yd) xr(x¿ and yr> y¿

Qp: Pr(x'Ys),Pt(xs-t,ys),...,pt(x¿,ys),pt(x¿,ys-1),..',ps(xd,yd) Xs)x6 and ys> Y¿

p* ø Qp and for all p¡ e Qp, p¡ e G

ifxl=x¿andys+yj

Qp: Pr(xyYs),p1(xr*1,Yr),...,pt(x¿,Yr),P¡(x¿,ys+t),..,Pq(x¿,Y¡-t),P.(xa,Y¡-t),..,Pr(xa,Ya)

xr(x6 and yr< y¿

Qp: Pr(x'ys),Pr(xs-r,Yr),.'.,pt(x¿,yr),pl(xo,ys+t),...,P0(xa,Y¡-t),P.(x¿,Y¡+t),..,Pr(xo,Yo)

Xr)x¿ and yr< y¿

Qp: Pr(xrYs),P1(xr*t,ys),...,pt(x¿,ys),pl(x¿,ys-t),...,Pq(xo,Y¡+t),Pr(xo,Y¡-r),..,Pr(x¿,Y¿)

xr(x6 and yr> y6

Qp: Ps(xs,yr),Pt(xs-t,ys),...,pt(x¿,Ys),Pl(xd,Ys-t),...,Pq(xa,Y¡+t),Pr(xo,Y¡-t),..,Ps(x¿,Y¿)

xr)X¿ and yr> Y¿

p* É Qo and for all p1 e Qp, p¡ e G

ifxi*x¿andys=yi

Qp: Pr(xyYr),Pt(xr*1,ys),...,pq(xi-t,Ys),Pr(xt+t,Ys),...,Pt(x¿,Ys),pl(x¿,ys+1),...,ps(xd,yd)

xr(X¿ and yr< y¿

Qp: P5(xs,ys),pt(xs-t,yJ,...,pq(xi+l,Ys),Pr(xi-r,YJ,...,Pt(xd,ys),pl(xd,Ys+r),...,Ps(x¿,Y¿)

xs)X¿ and yr< y6

Qp: Pr(xvYJ,Pr(xs+r,ys),...,pq(xi-t,Ys),Pr(xi+r,Ys),...,Pt(x¿,Ys),Pt(x¿,Yr-t¡,...,pr(xd,Yd)

Xr(X¿ and yr> y6

Qp: Ps(xs,yr),pt(xr-t,ys),...,pq(xi+r,YJ,Pr(xi-t,Ys),...,Pt(xd,ys),pt(xd,yr-1),...,ps(x¿,Y¿)

7l

xr)x¿ and ys> y¿



p* ø Qp and for all p¡ e Qp, p1 e G

ifxt=x¿andys=y¡

Qp : pr(xyyr), Pl(xs+t,Ys),...,Pt(x¿-t,Yr), pt(x¿*t,ys), pl(x¿+l,ys+1), p1(x¿a1,!s¡1),...,

pr(x¿,y¿) xr(x¿ and yr< y¿

Qp: Ps(xyys),pt(xs-t,Ys),"',pt(x¿+1,Ys),Pt(x¿+t,Ys+t)Pl(x¿,]s¡1),...,pr(*¿,y¿)

Xr)x¿ and yr< y¿

Qp : pr(xs,yr), Pl(xs+t,Ys),...,p¡(x¿-1,Yr), pt(x¿*r,ys), pl(xoa1,]s-1), pl(x¿,.1,]s-t),...,

Pt(x¿,Y¿)

Xr(X6 and yr> y¿

Qp : Ps(xs,ys),pl (xs-t,ys),...,pt(xo-i,yr),pl(x¿-r,ys-l),pl(xd,Ys-t),...,Ps(x¿,ya)

xr)X¿ and yr> y¿

p* ø Qp and for all p¡ e Qp, p; e G

Since this covers all possible cases, the algorithm will successful route in the presence of a
single fault.

g

We placed a restriction on the algorithm that the fault can not be on the right edge of net-
work. An example of why this restriction is placed on the network can be seen in the proof of the
previous theorem. Consider the case where x¡ = xs, yo = y¡, xr(x¿, and yr< y¿. The paú Qp will be

Qp: Ps(xs,Yr), Pr(xr*1,ys),...,pk(x¿-1,]s), Pt(x¿+t,Yr), Pl(xd+l,Ys+t), Pt(x¿+t,]s11),..., ps(xd,yd). If the

fault is located on the right edge, the coordinate will be p*(x,r'ys) and x,,' : X¿, and thus the path

can be written as: Qp : pr(xyy), p1(xra1,!s),..., pt(x*-t,yr), pk(xm+1,ys), pt(xm+t,ys+t),

Pl(xm,Ys+t),..., ps(x¿,!¿). It is important to note that p¡(x-*t,ys+t) is not a processor in the network,
thus this algorithm will not work for a fault on the right edge. This limitation comes from the ob-
servation that any messages travelling towards the right edge (xrcx¿) will have to use the bypass

connection around the faulty processor if the fault occurs such that the coordinates of the faulty
processing element is p^(x'y¿). In this case we must be able to route to p*(x¿+t,ys).

Theorem 9

The routing algorithm is not complete if a fault exists on the right column of the network

ProofofTheorem 9

If we examine the path generated between source and destination processing elements in a
reconfigured network with a single fault on the right edge of the network in the same row
as the source processing element (p*(x*,yr))

Qp : pr(xyYs), Pr(xs+t,Ys),...,p¡(x¿-1,]J, pt(x¿*r,Yr), pl(x¿*1,]s.¡1), p1(x¿¡1,!sa1),...,
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pr(x¿,y¿) Xr(x¿ and Yr< Y¿

But x¿ : Xm, x¿ç1 É(Po r Pt). Since the algorithm needs to route a message through a

processing element not in the network. It can not work with a fault on the right edge.

K

We must address the problem of not allowing faults to occur in the final column of the net-

work, for as the network size increases, it will become more likely that a fault will exists on the

edge (in factitwill be almost inevitable). It has also been generally accepted that more faults occur

on the edge of networks. Some possible approaches to handling faults at the boundary include:

l. Spare Processors at the boundary. It may be possible to have some spare processors at the

boundary of a network. Reconfiguration could be applied to eliminate faults on the border.

The disadv antage of this approach is that it requires redundant spare processors which will
not nomally be utilized.

2. It may be possible to eliminate the effect of faults at the border of a network by removing

some functional processors from the network. Since faults will only affect messages des-

tined for processors on the border, removal of some processing elements as valid destina-

tions (but still able to route) at the border of the network will improve performance. This

will be at the expense of harvest.

3. We will explore the use of additional connections in the next chapter which will be useful

in increasing fault tolerance at the boundary.

Although the above techniques could be used to achieve fault tolerance on the border of a
network, we will still have difficulties when multiple faults occur near the edge of a network. In
general faults will have a much more significant effect when near the edge since there are less con-

nections there, and thus less paths available to bypass faulty elements. This was noted in Chapter

4 when we noticed most routing delays were due to faults at the edge. In the next chapter we will
be exploring the performance of these networks in the presence of multiple faults and interconnec-

tion failures. Since we will be extending the routing algorithms to multiple faults, we will be offer-
ing improved fault tolerance at the network boundaries.

5.5.2Hetro-XY Routing

In the previous section we examined a homogeneous routing algorithm. Although capable

of routing any permutation in the presence of a single fault as long as the fault was not on the right

border of the network, it does not provide good multiple fault coverage. This was an improvement

over the other routing algorithm which was susceptible to faults anywhere on the border. In this

section we show it is possible to construct a heterogeneous routing algorithm for reconfigured net-

works which can tolerate any single fault.

Consider the network shown in Figure 40. In this network we have shown a routing func-
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tion which can route between any two processing elements in the network. This routing algorithm
can be thought of as treating the two dimensional anay as a linear aÍray, and using a simple one
dimensional routing algorithm to create a deadlock free routing algorithm. This particulár algo-
rithm would not be feasible to implement, as it would require some messages to travel a distance
of n*m to travel from one corner to the other. It should also be noted that most of the vertical con-
nections are not utilized.

Figure 40 Heterogeneous Routing

While the above algorithm would be silly to implement it does offer insight into how to crc-
ate a heterogeneous routing algorithm for a mesh. Notice that each of the eight possible ninety de-
gree tums are implemented in the routing algorithm and yet it is deadlock fi.ee. The reason for this
can be explained by considering that a message can travel on either of the two curves shown in
Figure 40, but not on both. Each curve contains two tums from each cycle (clockwise and counter
clockwise). Note that we could also add a one hundred and eighty degree turn at the upper right
corner, and we would still have no cvcles.

In order to improve the latency of this routing algorithm, we need to utilize the vertical con-
nections which mostly are not used. To do this we add more tums to the routing algorithm, as we
need a method for messages to change from the shown curves to the vertical connections. This can
be accomplished by allowing the same turns on processing elements in the centre of the network,
as those on the edge processing elements of the same row. This gives us two different routing func-
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tions dependent upon which row (even or odd) the processing element is in. These tums can be

Èî3ï
rBÞ r **.lå"*J H

Even Rows i-i
180 Degree Turn

Odd Rows

Figure 41 Turns in Even and Odd Row

seen in Figure 41. Zero degree tums arc all allowed, and one hundred and eighty degree tums are
permitted.

The routing function for this algorithm Rueo is defined as follows:

Rnpo:CXPXM-+C

Let \ be the input channel

Let cg be the output channel

Let p1(x1,y¡) be the cunent processing element

Let pp(xp,yn) be the destination of message M

route_rheo(cl,pi,pt)

IF (yo > yi) THEN
cO : route_y(cl,pi,pO)

IF (cs = NIL) THEN
IF ((yo is ODD) AND (xp > xi)) OR ((yp is EVEN) AND (xo < x1)) THEN

cO : route_y_over(c¡,p1,pp)

ELSE
C6 : routo_x(cl,pi,pO)

ELSE
cO: route_x(cl,pi,pp)

IF (c6 = NIL) THEN
IF ((y¡ is ODD) AND (xo > x)) OR ((yr is EVEN) AND (xo < xi)) TFIEN

CO : route_x_over(c¡,p¡,pp)

ELSE
CO : route_y(cl,pi,pO)

ffir*
+* Try
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route_x(cI,pi,po)

dx: xo - xi
IF (dx : 0) THEN

c6: NIL
RETURN

IF (dx > 0) THEN
co:cr
p2: destination(co)

dx2: xD - x2

IF (dx2 < 0) THEN
cs: NIL
RETURN

ELSE
co: cb

Pz: destination(cs)

dx2: xD - x2

IF (dx2 > 0) THEN
cs: NIL
RETURN

IF NOT allowedfc1,csJ THEN
cs: NIL

RETURN
route_x_over(c1,p1,pp)

dx: xo - xt

IF (dx:0) THEN
c6: NIL
RETURN

IF (dx > 0) THEN
co:cf

ELSE
co:cb

IF NOT allowed[c¡,c6J THEN
cs: NIL

RETURN

Theorem 10

The routing algorithm is complete in the presence of a single fault, not on the border of the
mesh.

ProofofTheorem 10

Consider a fault at processing element p¡'(x¡,yp), where pp is not on the border of the net-
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work. 0 < *p < M- I and 0 < yr' < N- 1, where N and M are the size of the x and y dimensions.

We know from a previous theorem that if the source and destination are in the same row or
column, then the routing algorithm can route between them, regardless of the number of
faults. We will now consider the case where the source and destination are not in the same
row or column.

We know that in the fault free case the following paths will be taken in routing from source
processing element ps(xs,ys) to destination pp(xp,yp) such that x5 + x¡ and ys r yo.

x¡)x5andyp>y5

Qp : ps(xs,ys), pa(xs,ys+i),...,pu(xs,yp),p"(x5*1,y¡),...,po(xo,yo)

x¡(x5andy¡>y5

Qp : ps(xs,yS), pu(xs,ys+ 1),...,pu(xs,yp),p.(xs- 1,yo),...,pp(xo,yo)

xD>xsandypcy5

Qp : ps(xs,ys), po(xs+ 1,ys),...,pb(xo,ys),pc(xp,ys- 1),...,po(xo,yo)

xp(x5andy¡<y5

Qp : ps(xs,ys), pa(xs- 1,ys),...,pb(xp,y5),ps(xp,ys- 1),...,pn(xo,yo)

If we know consider the path taken in the presence of fault pp. We know that the fault can
only affect the path taken if:

xF: xS and yp: y¡ for yo > yS

or

xF: xD and yp: y5 for yo < yS

Therefore we consider the following cases:

X¡ ) x5, YO > yS, xp: xS and yF: yO (yp is an even row)

Qp pr(x5,y5),pu(x5,y5+1),...,pu(xs,yp-1),p.(xs,yp+1),p¿(x5+1,y¡1),...,
p"(xp,y¡+ 1 ), pp(xp,y¡)

xp ) x5, Yo > YS, xF: xS and yr': yo (yn is an odd row)

Qp: ps(xs,ys),pa(xs,yS+1),...,pb(xs,yp-1),p¿(x5+1,yp-1),...,ps(xp,yp-1),po(x¡,yp)

xp ( x5, yO ) yS,xF: xS and yp: yp (yp is an even row)

Qp: ps(xs,ys),pa(xs,ys+1),...,pu(xs,yr'-1),p¿(x5-1,yp-1),...,ps(xp,]¡-1),pn(xo,yo)

xp ( x5, y¡ ) ys, xF: xs and yp: yo (yo is an odd row)

Qp ps(xs,ys),pu(x5,y5+ 1),...,pu(xs,yp- 1),p.(x5,yrr 1),p¿(xs- 1,yp+1),...,
p"(x¡,yp+ 1 ), po(xp,yn)
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xp ) x5, Yt < YS, xF: xD and yF: Ys (yo is an even row)

Qp pr(xg,y5),pu(x5+1,y5),...,pu(xp'- 1,ys),p.(xr+ 1,y5),p¿(xn+ 1,y5- 1),...,
p.(xp+ 1,y¡), po(x¡,yn)

Xp ) Xg, yo < yS, xn: xS and yp: yo (yp is an odd row)

Qp: ps(xs,ys),pu(x5+1,ys),...,pb(xF-1,ys),pc(xp-1,y5-1),...,ps(xp-l,yn), p¡(xn,yo)

Xp ( xg, Yo < YS, xp: xS and yp: yo Op is an even row)

Qp ps(xs,ys),pu(x5l l,ys),...,pu(xF+ 1,ys),pc(xp.+ 1 ,ys- 1),...,p"(xp+ i,yp),
po(xo,yp)

Xp ( X5, yo < yS, xF: xS and yp: yo (yp is an odd row)

Qp ps(xs,ys),po(xs- 1,ys),...,p5(xp+ 1,ys),p.(xp- 1,ys),p¿(xp- l,yS- 1),..., p.(xn-
l,yn), p¡(xp,yo)

It can be seen that for all these paths, each processing element is in the netwolk, and is not
faulty. Since each path is valid, the routing algorithm can route around a single fault not on
the border of the network.

K

Theorem 11

The routing algorithm is deadlock free.

ProofofTheorem 11

A wormhole routing algorithm can be shown to be deadlock free is we can find a ordering
for connections in the network such that any path through the network will use strictly de-
creasing (or increasing) channel numbers[ 1 9].

We will use the numbering for channels shown in Figure 42. Notice that the channel num-
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bers are different for even and odd rows. The channels are numbers so that the routins func-

hg

Figure 42 Channel Numbering

tion simply can select any output channel with a number less the input channel. The channel
numbers a...p are defined as follows for a M by N array:

a(X,Y) : f(X- 1 ,Y) : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2(X+(Y+ i XM+2))

b(X,Y) :2(X+r) + 2(Y+1)(M+2)

c(X,Y):2(X+1) + 2(Y+1)(M+2) +l: b(X,y) + i
d(X,Y): o(X,Y-l) :4(M+2)(N+2) - 2(((M+z)-(X+1)) + y(M+2)) + 1

e(X,Y) : b(X+ 1 ,Y) : 2(X+2) + 2(Y+ 1)(M+2)

f(X,Y) : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2((X+ 1 )+(Y+ 1 )(M+2))

g(X,Y) : a(M+2)(N+2) -2((X+1)+(Y+1)(M+2)) + 1: f(X,y) + 1

h(X,Y) : k(X,Y+ 1 ) : 2((M+ 1 )-(X- 1 ))+2 (Y +2)(M+2)+ I

i(X,Y) : n(X-l,Y) :2((M+1)-X) + 2(Y+1XM+2)

j(X,Y) : 4{M+2)(N+2) -2(((M+ 1 )-(X+ 1 )) + (y+ 1 )(M+2))

k(X,Y) : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2(((M+ 1 )-(X+ 1 )) + (y+ 1 ) (M +2)) : j (X,y)+ 1

l(X,Y) : g(X,Y-l) : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2((X+1)+(Y)(M+2)) + |

m(X,Y): j(X+l) : (M+2)(N+2) -2(((M+1)-(X+2)) + (y+tXM+2))

n(X,Y) : 2((N+1)-(X+1)) + 2(Y+1)(M+2)

o(X,Y) : 2((N+1)-(X+1)) + 2(Y+1)(M+2) + 1: n(X,y)+1

p(X,Y) : k(X,Y+ 1 ) : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2(((M+ 1 )-(X+ I )) + (y+2)(M+2))

An example of channel numbering for a three by three mesh is shown in Figure 43(a). It is
possible to come up with othernumbers, including ones which will keep all numbers in the
range 1..MN, and also ones which will number channels with non unique numbers. An ex-
ample of this shown in Figure 43þ).

Even Row
(X,Y)

Odd Row
(X,Y)
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(a)

Figure 43 Channel Numbering

Now, we need to show that each of the allowed turns rcpresents moving from a channel
with a higher number to a channel with a lower number.

Consider the following values:

u : 4(M+2XN+2) - 2(M+N(M+2))

þ :2M + 2N(M+2)

We can show that:

a : 4(M+2XN+2) - 2(M+N(M+2)) : B + 4MN + 4M : 8N

cr > p, since M,N > 0

Consider the Even Row allowed turns:

LD: e>c

e: c*1

RU:a>g

a:g+ 1

UL:d>b

d : 4(M+2XN+2) - 2(((N+2)-(X+1)) + Y(M+2)) + 1 > cr

b:2(X+1) + 2(Y+1)(M+2) <þ

Therefore d > b, since cr > p.

UR:d>f

d: 4(M+2)(N+2) - 2(((M+2)-(X+1)) + y(M+2)) + 1

(b)
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f : 4(M+2)(N+2) -2((X+ 1 )+(Y+ I )(M+2))

(N+2)-(X+1)<M+ 1

(X+1) < M+l

(Y+1XM+2) > Y(M+2)

Therefore d > f, since X,Y,M,N > 0.

DL:h>b

h : 2((M+ I )-(X- 1))+2(Y+2XM+2)+ 1

b:2(X+1) + 2(Y+1)(M+2)

((M+1)-(x-1)) > (x+1)

(Y+2XM+2) > (Y+1)(M+2)

Therefore h > b, since X,Y,M,N > 0.

RD:a>c

a>c[

ccB

Therefore ã) c, since cr > p.

Consider the Even Row forbidden tums:

DR: f> h

f > cr

h<p
Therefore f > h, since a > p.

LU:g>e

g>ct

s<F
Therefore I ) o, since cr > p.

Similarly the Odd Row allowed tuins can be shown to meet the following criteria:

DR:p>n

UL:l>j
DL:m>k

LU:m>o

RD:i>k

UR:l>n
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And the Odd Row forbidden turns:

RU:o>i

DL:j>p
As well as the zero degree turns:

a>f,e>b,h>c,d>g
Since we have shown that it is possible to construct an ordering of channels, the algorithm
is guaranteed to be deadlock free.

&

Once again this routing algorithm has the limitation of not being able to route in the pr.es-
ence of single faults on the boundary of the network. In addition to the techniques mentioneã for
the Modified XY routing algorithm, we could also utilize reconfiguration of the extemal connec-
tions to improve fault tolerance of the network. For example consider the network shown in Figure

(a) (b)

Figure 44 External Reconfiguration

44.Wirh the addition of reconfigured links shown in Figure 44(b) rtis possible ro achieve fault tol-
erance for single faults on the border of the network.

5.6 Simulation Results

In this section we will examine some simulation results of the routing algorithms developed
in this chapter. All the plots in this section are based on a25 by 25 processor ar-ray. This size was
selected as it represents a reasonable estimation of network size, and allows simulation in reason-
able time.

5.6.LModified XY R.outing

Figure 45 shows the probability of the simple XY routing algorithm being able to route for
various yield rates.The curve labelled connections shows the percentage of paths between proces-
sors which successfully route messages. The second curve shows the percentage of processors who
can successfirlly route to all other processors in the network. Despite the high path success rate, a
large number of processors are not able to route to each other for high yield rates.
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A similar curve is shown for the Modified XY routing algorithm in Figure 46. This routing
algorithm offers clearly improved performance over the simple XY routing algorithm.

Yield
Figure 45 XY Routing Atgorithm Characteristics

:
:

:
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Figure 46 Modified Xy Characteristics

5.6.2Heterogeneous Routing Algorithm

Figure 47 and Figure 48 show a comparison between the modified XY routing algorithm
and the HetroXY routing algorithm. The modified XY routing algorithm offers slighttyletter fault
tolerance than the HetroXY routing algorithm. This is primarily due to better fault tolerance at the
border of the network. The Modified XY routing algorithm is highly susceptible to faults on the
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right border of the network, whereas the HetroXY routing algorithm is susceptible to faults on all
borders on the network.

0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
Yield

Figure 47 Paths in HetroXY

0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
yietd

Figure 48 Processor harvest HetroXY

Figure 49 shows a plot of the average path length taken between processors which can suc-
cessfully route to each other.In is interesting to note that the average path length decreases and the
number of faults increases. This is due to the reconfiguration which will lower the diameter of the
network as reconfiguration occurs. As more faults are bypassed, the separation between processors
will on average decrease.
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Figure 49 Average Path Length

5,7 Extensions to Hex Arravs

Although our interests in this thesis are in mesh connected networks, the rcsults are extend-
able to other networks. In this section we will briefly look at extending the routing algorithms to
processor alrays with six (hexagonal arrays) and eight nearest neighbours. These networks will re-
quire more complex routing algorithms and larger routing hardware to support the increased degree
of the network, but can utilize the increased connectivity to improve network performance and
fault tolerance.

Figure 50 shows a sample hexagonal network.

Figure 50 Hexagonal Array
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Yield
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An altemative representation of the network in Figure 50 is shown in Figure 51. When

Figure 51 Hexagonal Array

shown this way we see that we can still utilize the Cartesian coordinate system for the addresses of
the processors in the network. We now define the extended set of connections for a network to be
the set of connections in the network, not in a mesh connected network.

Definition 14: Let C be the set of connections in a mesh connected network.
Let C¡ be the set of connections in a network with the same processors as
a mesh connected networks, and a superset of connections. We also define
C* to be the set C¡-C. Then we define the C. to be the extended set of C.

Theorem 12

Let c1 be an element of the extended set of connections for a network (c¡ e C") and let c¡ be
a member of the mesh set of connections for a network (c¡ e C). A routing algorithm Rx
which uses channels C u C* is deadlock free and contains the relation:

(c¡,c¡) eR"

if
I Qp(destination(c¡), desrination(c¡)) such thar ep e C

FroofofTheorem 12

We will prove this theorem by assuming that the connection cl is in the deadlock-free rout-

ing algorithm R". V/e will show that it is possible to establish an ordering on the channels
in the network such that each valid path follows channels of strictly descending order.

We know that routing function R which operates on the mesh is deadlock-free. Hence it is
possible to obtain a numbering of channels in C such that messages only take channels of
smaller values than previously taken. V/e will denote this numbering by the function
CN6(c¡). Likewise we will use a numbering on channels in the extended network CNs(c.)
wherec"eCuC*.

We will also represent each channel from the extended set by two channels sequentially
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placed (see Figure 52). We will refer to the two segments of ci âs ci1 and ci2. This allows

Figure 52 Channel Splitting

us to assign a unique channel number to each side of the channel c1. We will maintain that
ci1) ci2 so that the channel can always route messages.

Let CNs(c.):2 * CN4(c¡) for all c; e C.

We know that if R is complete for the faulrfree case, we know there is at least one path
from any two processors in the network. Therefore there is at least one path û'om source(c¡)

to the destination(c¡) which utilizes only channels in C. Let the set Qp* denote the set of
paths from source(ci) to the destination(c¡) which utilizes only channels in C.

Let c¡ be the channel with the maximum CN4 value for all channels in Qp*. Likewise let
c1be the channel with the maximum CN4 with destination processor destination(c¡).

Let CNs(c¡ ù :2 x CNa(c¡) + 1

and let CNs(c¡) :2 * CNA(cr) + 1

Since we have obtained a char¡rel numbering in which messages only traverse channels
with descending values, we have shown the routing algorithm Rx to be deadlock free. We
know that a message on channel c¡ can select c1 if there exists a path from c; to destina-

tion(c1) and (c¡,header(Qp)) e R where Qp is a path from (destination(c¡) to destination(c1)).

T

Corollary 2.2

If R is connected, then each extended output connection is selectable from at least one input
connection.

Theorem L3

Let ci be an element of the extended set of corurections for a network (c¡ e Cx) and let c¡ be

a member of the mesh set of connections for a network (c¡ e C). The following relation is
allowed by the deadlock-free routing function Rx:

(c1,c¡) eR*
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if
V c5 e Cpp, (c5,c¡) e R

where

Cop: {c5 | V pa € pa, ((source(c1),pu),(pu,destination(c¡)) e R}

ProofofTheorem 13

V/e will use the same channel value numberins used in Theoreml2.

Let CNs(ciù : Z x CNa(c¡) + 1

and let CNs(c¡):2 * CNn(c1) + 1

Cpp is the set of channels which are directly dependent upon c¡, which is the set of channels

which can eventually route to charunel c;. Since all these channels will have channel number

values greater than c¡, the theorem holds.

n

5.8 Surnmary

In this chapter we discussed the concept of two dimensional Diogenes reconfiguration on
a two dimensional mesh. It was shown that this reconfiguration increased the connectivity of the
networks such that improved fault tolerant louting algorithms could be implemented. Although the
reconfiguration algorithm produces a disordered network, we were able to exploit the property of
the network that all processing elements in the same row or column are connected by any routing
algorithm.

Two routing algorithms were presented which attempt to exploit the connectivity of the net-
work. The Modified XY routing algorithm is ahomogeneous routing algorithm which uses the by-
pass connections to route around faults in the eastbound direction. This algorithm is shown to be
fault tolerant for all sinsle faults not on the boundarv of the network.

A heterogeneous routing algorithm was also presented which is based on a zig zag routing
scheme through a network. By modifying the routing algorithm for alternative rows, a routing al-
gorithm was found which offered better fault coverage, although still only offering single fault tol-
erance for faults not on the border of the network.

Modifications to the routing algorithms so that the algorithms could route in hexagonal net-
works was also discussed and it was shown that the extended connections mav be utilized in con-
nected routing algorithms,
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CHA.PTER.6: Adaptåve R.outing and

Defective Interconnectsl

The routing algorithms developed in the previous chapter were developed to route in the
presence of faults, however they were not adaptive. In this chapter will extend the result of the pre-
vious chapter and introduce adaptive routing algorithms for Diogenes reconfigured networks.

In the previous chapter we had also discussed routing in a network which contained only
faulty processing elements. All intelconnects were considered to be operational. This is one of the
most common fault models used in modelling networks, but it is not realistic for very large net-
works. Traditionally interconnect faults have been ignored, since the size and complexity of these
are normally much less than that of the processing elements. In a WSI environment however where
we are dealing with a large network, one we wish to scale to arbitrary size, it is not realistic to ig-
norc interconnect faults.

In this chapter we will focus on developing reconfiguration methodologies and routing al-
gorithms for network which contain both faulty processing and connection elements. The ability
to route in the presence of faulty connections is also closely related to a routing algorithm's ability
to route in the presence of congestion. In this section we will examine the problem of adaptive rout-
ing, and develop new network structures, reconfiguration, and routing algorithms.

6.tr [nterconnect Failures

Theorem 14

No local deadlock free wormhole routing algorithm exists for single connected mesh net-
works with a single faulty interconnect.

ProofofTheorem 14

Let us assume that we have a routing algorithm R which is local, complete, deadlock free
and fault tolerant for all single connection faults.

Consider a processor in a mesh, with connections labelled as in Figure 53. We refer to con-
nection a on processor i as a1.

Consider two processors Pi and P¡ in a network which are not adjacent (there are no con-

nections between them). If there are only two sets of connections connected to these proc-
essors (as in corner processors), then we know that any message destined from P¡ to P¡ can

use either of the output connections from Pi. If it could not, then the routing algorithm R

would not be complete and fault tolerant as a single connection fault would make the algo-

1. Material from chapter 5 and this chapter has been accepted at the 1995 IEEE International conference on
WSI
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rithm incomplete. For example, a processor in the upper left corner of the mesh will only
have c, d, e, and f connections. Only two of these are output connections (c and e). Any
message destined from this processor to another must be able to utilize either connection c

or e, or else a single fault on either c or e will make the routing algorithm incomplete. Like-
wise any message destined for this processor must be able to use either of the input connec-
tions.

We also know that any deadlock free routing algorithm will only route along connections
of strictly descending (or ascending) order. This implies that the values of the output con-
nections of Pl must be larger than the input connections of P¡. The inverse also applies.

Figure 53 Connection Labels

Since we have four corner processors in a mesh, we have four processors with only two sets

of connections. We refer to these four processors as A, B, C, and D (going clockwise from
upper left). We know that

C4,o4 > bg,dg,b6,hg,fp,hp

Ílg,Cg > d4,f4,bç,hg,fp,hp

gC,aC ) d4,f4,bg,dg,fp,hp

eD,gD > d4,f4,bg,dg,bç,hg

There are two general solutions to these equations:

One solution is where all output connections are greater than input connections:

C4,o4,âg,Cg,gç,âç,ep,gp ) d6,f4,bg,dg,bç,hç,fp,hp

and in one solution three of the processors have output connections with greater values
than input, and the other solution has input connections greater than output. We assume
processor D has input connections greater than output without loss of generality:

c4,e4,âg,cg,gC,&C > fO,hO ) eD,gD > d4,f4,bg,dg,bç,h6

In either caso we have atleast three processors whose output connections have greater val-
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ues than input connections. This means that these processors can not receive messages not
destined for them, since they can not route from input connections to output connections.

Now consider the two processors connected to corner processor A. Both of these processors

are along the edge of the network, and hence have three sets of connections. But we know
that it can not route messages to the corner processor A, since it is not capable of forwarding
messages. Since this only leaves two set of connections for it to use, it can be analysed the

same as the corner processors, and hence it is not capable of forwarding messages. Since

neither of the processors adjacent to A can forward messages, A can not route messages to

processors not adjacent to it, and hence the algorithm is incomplete. This is a conÍadiction
and thus proves the theorem.

M

The importance of the previous theorem is that it tells us that interconnect failures make

things exû'emely difficult (if not impossible).

Redundancy is another possibility to handle connection faults. As with processor faults we
wish to avoid the use of stand-by spares for connections for the following reasons:

1. Redundancy is wasteful unless the spares can be utilized even when there are not replacing

faulty elements.

2. Depending upon the nature and location of a fault on a connection, reconfiguration may not

be possible. For example a switch is always needed to select between a connection and its

spare. A fault in this switch (still part of the connection) will prevent both connections from

being utilized. As a result, it is possible that both a connection and its spare may be unusa-

ble.

Since it seems that we can not prevent or mask connection faults, we must develop algo-
rithms to function in their presence.

There is also a similarity between a connection fault and network traffic. We mentioned in
the previous chapter that we wish to implement adaptive routing, so that alternative paths may be

utilized in a network when channels are busy. If we view a faulty connection as one that is busy
for an infinite amount of time, we can see that by developing algorithms which are adaptive, we
may be able to tolerate some connection faults. The similarity is between connection faults and

busy connections is not perfect. The following difference should be carefully noted:

1. A busy connection will eventually become unbusy (available). Since we are implementing

deadlock free and livelock free routing algorithms, a message can not become stuck forev-

er. Thus a connection will always become available. However a faulty connection will re-

main faulty forever.

2. Most adaptive routing functions will select between available connections. If none are
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available, the message will wait until one of the connections becomes fi'ee. With connection
faults, none of the connections selectable by a routing function may be operational. This
means a message may be undeliverable.

Since we have already shown that it is not possible to tolerant arbitrary connection faults,
we will attempt to develop algorithms which will maximizetheprobability of being able to tolerate
faults. Since it is safe to assume the probability of a faulty connection is quite small compared to
the probability of a faulty processing element, this technique should prove successful.

6"2 Ðovble X or Y Connections

One common technique to increase the connectivity of a mesh network is to double the
number of connections in either the x or y directions for all nodes in the network. An example net-
work for this is shown in Figure 54. This is a network with 2 pairs of connections between adjacent
nodes in each row, and only a single pair of connection in the y direction.

(a)

Figure 54 Double X Connections

Although the extra connections in the x direction provide extra connectivity, and allow
greater flexibility and adaptability in routing, it is at an extra cost. An alternative to actually imple-
menting the extra connections is to simply multiplex two set of connections together in a single set
of connections. This allows two channels to exist, but requires only one connection. These tech-
niques, referred to as virtual channels, still require that buffers and queues be implemented for each
channel.

(b)
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In this thesis we will assume a one to one correspondence between channels and connec-

tions. We will not utilize the virtual channel concept as we will require the extla connectivity of
the physical connection to compensate for interconnect failures. Virtual connections would not of-
fer added connectivity, as two channels would be rendered inoperative by a single fault.

6"3 Ðouble XY Connections

It is possible to extend the concept of duplication of connections to both the x and y direc-

tions. An example network is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55 Double XY Connections

(b)

6.4 Connection Faults

We will make the following assumptions about connection faults:

Each connection fault is considered independent and only affects a single connection.

The number of connection faults will be significantly less than the number of processing

element faults. This assumption is based on the observation that the physical space required

for connections is significantly less than the physical space required for a processing ele-

ment. Also the number of devices in a interconnect (buffers) is also significantly less than

the number in a processing element.

1.

2.
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3. Delay faults are not considered. These are faults which do not affect the functional charac-
teristic of a connection, but simply the delay characteristics. Since we have assumed from
the beginning that the network is asynchronous, delay faults can be tolerated.

4. A fault in an intercorìnect will prevent any reconfiguration of that connection.

One of the immediate implications of allowing connection failures is that the network may
no longer be strongly connected.

6.5 Adaptive Routing

If we examine the shortest paths between two processors, we will in most cases find that
there exist multiple paths of equal minimal distance. Figure 56 shows examples of different paths
which may be taken from a source processor in the network to another processor whose x and y
coordinates are greater than the source. Similar paths are available for other orientations of source
and destinations. Since our routing functions use different behaviour at even and odd rows, we find
that we can adaptively route at alternative rows. For the case shown in Figure 56, we can imple-
ment a partially adaptive routing function for messages destined in the north east direction (posi-
tive x and y directions). Likewise, the routing function will be partially adaptive for all combina-
tions of source and destinations not on the same row or column. This offers a significant advantage
over traditional homogeneous routing algorìthms which will offer fully adaptive routing for two
orientations of source and destination, and non adaptive routing for the other two orientations.
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Figure 56 Adaptive Routing

We will also introduce a new routing algorithm at this time which is based on the hetero-
geneous routing algorithm presented previously. V/e will use this algorithm to create an adaptive
routing algorithm. This routing algorithm will attempt to follow the curves shown in Figure 40
(Chapter 5) until the message is in the same column as the destination. Once there, the message
will route directly to the destination.
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(c) (d)

Figure 57 Fault Tolerant Routing

The routing function for this algorithm RHpoz is defined as follows:

Rseoz:CXPXM-->C

Let c¡ be the input channel

Let cg be the output channel

Let p1(x;,!1) be the curtent processing element

Let p¡(x¡,yo) be the destination of message M
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route_rheo2(cI,pt,po)

IF (yr : y) THEN
cO : route_y(ct,pi,pO)

ELSE IF (xp: x1) THEN
cO : route_x(cI,pi,pn)

IF (yi is EVEN) THEN SWITCII(pt,po)
CASE(NORTH-EAST) co : route_x_over(c¡,p¡,p¡r)

C.4.SE(NORTH-\ryEST) co : route_y_over(cr,pi,po)

CASE(SOUTH-EAST) co : route_y_over(c1,p¡,pp)

CASE(SOUTH-\ryEST) co : route_x_over(c¡,p¡,p¡)
ELSE IF (yi is ODD) THEN SWITCH(pi,po)

CASE(NORTH-EAST) co : route_y_over(c¡,p1,pp)

CASE(NORTH-WEST) co : route_x_over(c¡,p¡,pp)

CASE(SOUTH-EAST) co : route_x_over(cr,pi,po)

eÃSE(S OUTH-WEST) co : roure_y_over(c1,p¡,pp)

The route_y_over and route_x_over functions are the same as those in the HetroXY routing
algorithm.

Two examples of the routing algorithm are shown in Figure 56(a) and (b) where the algo-
rithm is able to route around faults. Figure 56(c) and (d) show cases where the algorithm is not able
to route in the presence of faults.

The algorithm may be made adaptive by modifying the algorithm to take alternative paths
in certain locations.

rou te_rh eo 2 _adaptiv e(cl, pi, po)

cs: NIL
IF (y¡: y) THEN

CO : route_y(cI,pi,pn)

ELSE IF (xp: x1) THEN
CO : route_x(cl,pi,pO)

IF (yi is EVEN) THEN SWITCH(pi,po)
CASE(NORTH-EASÐ

cO : route_x_over(cl,pi,pO)

if (c6 : NIL) route_y_over(c1,p1,pp)

casE(NoRTH-WESr)
CO : route_y_over(c1,p1,pp)

cASE(SOUTH-EAST)
cO : route_y_over(c¡,p1,pp)

cAsE(souTH-\ /EST)

co : route_x_over(c1,pi,pp)
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if (cg : NIL) route_y_over(c¡,p¡,p¡)
ELSE lF (yi is ODD) THEN SWITCH(pi,pr)

cASE(NORTH-EAST)
co : route_y_over(c¡,pi,p¡)

cASE(NORTH-WEST)
CO : route_x_over(c¡,p1,pU)

if (c6 : NIL) route_y_over(c¡,p1,pp)

CASE(SOUTH-EASr)
Cg : route_x_over(cl,pi,pn)

if (ca : NIL) route_y_over(c¡,p¡,p¡)

cASE(SOUTH-WEST)
cO : route_y_over(c¡,p1,pp)

Figure 58 shows a comparison of this routing algorithm with the Modifïed XY routing al-
gorithm presented in chapter 5. The results are comparable.

6.6 CyclÍc R.outing

Although the absence of cycles in the CDG guarantees that a wormhole routing algorithm
is deadlock free, the presence of cycles does not always imply that a routing algorithm is subject
to deadlock conditions. Three routing algorithms have been reported which utilize cycles in the
CDG to increase the adaptiveness of a routing algorithm i20lt55ll6Sl. In this section we will in-
vestigate the properties of routing algorithms with cycles, establish a set of criteria in which these
cycles may be utilized, and attempt to exploit these properties to increase both the adaptiveness and
fault tolerance of a wormhole routing algorithm.

Definition 15: A routing function is said to be cyclic, if its channel dependen-
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Figure 58 Processor Harvest
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cy graph contains cycles.

In [20] it was reported that it was possible to construct a deadlock-free adaptive cyclic
wormhole routing algorithm in which there exists multiple connections between processing ele-
ments. The channels in the networks are divided into distinct sets (two or more). The sets are clas-
sified as being either type A or type B. A routing function is defined for each set of channels. The
routing function for the type A sets of channels may contain cycles, whereas the routing function
for type B sets (typically there is only one) must be complete and acyclic. Routing is performed in
a similar manner to any common routing algorithm for the topology along one of the sets of A
channels. If a message is blocked, it is routed along a set of type B channels. These routing algo-
rithms are deadlock-free.

Another cyclic routing algorithm was reported in [55]. The Message Flow Model (MFM)
introduced the concept of deadlock-immune channels and networks, and exploited it to also in-
crease the adaptiveness of a wormhole routing algorithm. It was also used very effectively for mul-
ticast routing. The MFM for unicast routing exploited the observation that certain channels could
be used in a cyclic manner, as long as messages were not blocked on these channels. The MFM
model was also applied to a network in which two disjoint sets of channels were available (the XY
routing algorithm).

A third technique which exploits the same idea (called dynamic transitions) is also reported
in [68]. Here they develop a new technique refened to as a Queue Dependency Graph, which can
be used in the analysis of cyclic routing to detelmine deadlock conditions. Routing algorithms were
developed for hypercubes, meshes, and shuffle exchange networks. A mesh algorithm was devel-
oped which uses 2 sets of channels in each direction between processing elements.

All three of these algorithms, although giving rise to different implementations, are based
on similar observations that in limited circumstances, with modified routing approaches, routing
in a deadlock-free manner with cyclic dependencies is possible. These algorithms were implement-
ed in a slightly "ad hoc" manner, by which existing algorithms were modified to exploit the cycles
where possible. In the remainder of this section we will attempt to develop a more complete theory
of cyclic routing, and also attempt to exploit it to increase both the adaptiveness and fault tolerance
of a network.

Both of the cyclic routing algorithms already investigated made use of a similar concept
called deadlock-immune which was introduced in [55]. The key concept to developing cyclic al-
gorithms is to recognize that the essential property of deadlock-free delivery of messages is to en-
sure that once a message allocates a channel, the message will also eventually release the channel.
A message only releases a channel when the last flit has traversed the channel, and this can only
occur when the message and all its flits are moving towards its destination, or being consumed at
its destination. We now define the concepts of a channel being deadlock-free and deadlock-im-
mune.

Definition 16: A channel c is said to be deadlock-free if any message which
is waiting for it will eventually allocate the channel, and also will eventually
free it.
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Definition 17: A channel c is said to be deadlock immune for a message M
if and only if once a message M allocates channel c, message M will even-
tually free channel c.

A channel c is also said to be deadlock immune for a message M if mes-
sage M will never allocate channel c.

A channel c is said to be deadlock immune if it is deadlock immune for all
messages M allowed by the routing function.

The essential difference between a channel being deadlock free and deadlock-immune is
whether a message waiting for a channel can cause deadlock. In a deadlock immune channel, any
message can allocate the channel, and it is guaranteed to release it eventually. Deadlock can occur
if a message is blocked waiting for the channel. In a deadlock free channel, any message can allo-
cate the channel, and any message can block waiting for the channel without creating a deadlock
configuration. We illustrate this idea with the network shown in Figure 59. Four processors are
shown (numbered I fo 4) and eight channels (labelled A to H). The network shown in Figure 59(a)
doesn't normally route message through the processing element in the upper left corner, as this
would make the CDG cyclic as shown in Figure 59(b). Consider a message with source processor
2, and destination processor 4. Normally the message would be routed through channel F to proc-
essor 3, and then through channel G to processor 4. This will not create deadlock as it uses channels
consistent with an acyclic CDG. The same message would not be allowed to travel through channel
A to processor 1, and then through channel B to processor 4, as the routing function does not allow
channel A to route to B. If we now consider the case where there is only one message in the net-
work, we can route through channels A and B to the destination.

Now consider the case where we try to use channel A and B, but with other traffic in the
network. Figure 59(c) shows the situation where a message a is attempting to traverse the path 2-
>l->4, and is blocked at processor i waiting for the channel B from 1->4 to become free. This
channel will never become free since the message b using path 1->4->3 is blocked by message c
using path 3->2->1, which is blocked by message a. This is a deadlock situation. Figure 59 shows
an example where message a was not blocked at channel B (1->4). Since this message will even-
tually be delivered (since processing element 4 is its destination, and there is no means to block
this message once a channel to processor 4 is allocated), it can never get in a deadlock situation;
the other message b will eventually also be delivered (since it is waiting for a, which will be deliv-
ered). This example shows that it is possible to route messages using cyclic routing functions; how-
ever, we have to be careful about preventing deadlock waiting situations. A message can use a
channel which creates a cycle but, if it does use it, it must be deadlock immune for that message,
and it must not wait for it.

We will now develop a sot of conditions which will be useful in creating routing functions
which contain cvcles.
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(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Figure 59 Cyclic Network

The following statements were shown in [55]:

i. A routing function is deadlock free if every channel is deadlock immune.

2. If the CDG for a routing function is acyclic, then every channel is deadlock immune.

It is also useful at this time to introduce a new classification for routing algorithms. We will refer
to a routing function as separable if it possible to divide the channels in a network into disjoint sets,
with a separate routing function for each set. A message routed using one routing function will
only be allowed to allocate channels from the set associated with its routing function. We also de-
fine at the same time, the concept of a routing subfunction[2O] which is the routing function for the
subsets of channels.

Definitíon 18: A routing subfunction R1 of a routing function R, is a routing
function which operates on a subset C1 of the set of channels C of a net-
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work. R1 will be a mapping defined as such:

ClXpcXpp-+C1

Definition 19: An extended routíng subfunction Rl- is a routing subfunction
operates on an extended set to the subset associated with R1.

CluC*XpcXpo +C1 uC*

where C,. is the set of cyclic channels which can be used.

Definition 2O: A set of channels C1 is said to associated with routing sub-
function R1 if C1 c C and C1 is the set of channels on which R1 routes.

Defínition 21: A routing algorithm is said to be separable if it is possible to
split the routing function into multiple routing subfunctions, each of which
operates with a disjoint subset of the channels in the network. A message
must be able to be routed (in a fault free network) solely using one of the
routing subfunctions. This implies that each subset of channels must span
the network.

Definitíon 22: A routing function which can not be separated is called non-
separable.

As an example of a non separable routing function consider the XY routing algorithm. It is
not possible to separate the algorithm so that it meets the criteria of the definition. A modified XY
routing algorithm with double Y connections is separable. It is possible to separate the routing al-
gorithm into two disjoint algorithms, one routing east bound messages, and one routing west bound
messages. North and south bound messages are handled by both. This can be seen in Figure 60.
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Figure 60 : Separation of X Double Y Routing Algorithm

One approach to introducing cycles into a routing algorithm, is to allow routing subfunc-
tions to utilize channels outside of their associated channel set. We will refer to this as borrowins
a channel. A channel will of course be borrowed from another channel subset.

Definition 23: A channel c is said to be borrowed by a routing subfunction
R1, if c Ê c1, where c1 ís the channel subset associated with R1.

If a channel is borrowed by routing subfunction R1 from another routing subfunction of R,
then we have to ensure two things. First we must make sure that the borrowing of the channel,
which may introduce cycles into the CDG, does not create a possible deadlock configuration. Sec-
ondly, we must also ensure that the borrowed channel may be used by the routing subfunction R;
in such away that it does not create deadlock situations within Ri.

Definition 24: A channel c is said to be able to be utilized by a routing sub-
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function Ri if it deadlock free for any messages routed by Ri.

It can be noted that if Ri is deadlock fiee, then all channels c1 e Ci are able to be utilized by
R1. We now define a property of a channel with respect to the extended routing subfunction which
allows some channels to be used only if the messages do not wait for the channel to become avail-
able. This means that the messages may use the channel only if it is available when selected by the
extended routing subfunction, otherwise it must use a channel which can be utilized, or wait on a
channel which can be utilized.

Definition 25: A channel c is said to be able to be utilized without waiting by
an extended routing subfunction R¡- if it is deadlock immune for any mes-
sages routed by R¡but is not able to be routed by R¡with creating a deadlock
configuration.

If we have a channel available to be utilized by a routing subfunction, we have to ensure
that it is desirable to use it. In other words, just because a channel is available to be used, does not
imply that it is worthwhile to use it. First we have to make sure that the utilization of this channel
by a routing subfunction doesn't create a deadlock configuration.

A set of special channels with respect to a message M, whose destination is po, is the set
of channels csl¡lt<, whose members are those channels with destination pp.

Definition 26: A channel c is said to be a sink for message M, if c e csruK,
where CslNr is define as {crl c, e C5¡¡¡ç}.

cs e C5¡¡¡¡ç iff destination(cr) = destination(M).

Theorem 15

Any channel c", which is a sink for a message M, may be utilized without waiting by any
extended routing subfunction R¡ for message M.

ProofofTheorem 15

Consider a message M whose destination is processing element pp, and whose head flit is
currently allocating channel c1, such that destination(c) : pc. We also assume that

Pc e A(po)

We know since both pç and p¡ are neighbours, that there exists a connection c' such that:

cz: (Pc,Pp)

Let us also assume that (ci,c7) is not in the routing function.

If channel c, which is a sink for message M, is free, and is allocated by message M, we
know that the message M will be consumed at the destination(cr) by the assumption stated
earlier for wormhole routing. Since this message will be consum ed, cris deadlock immune
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for message M, and may be utilized without deadlock, as long as message M does not wait
for the channel c".

K

Theorem 16

Consider a deadlock-free routing subfunction Ri and associated channel subset C1. If a mes-
sage M is currently allocating channel cu as its head channel, then an extended routing sub-
function routing can route to shared channel c5 without creating a deadlock configuration,
if the following conditions are met:

l. The message M does not wait for channel c5 to become free.

2. There exists a channel c5, c5 e C¡, and c5 e output_channel(destination(c5)) and co is not

directly dependent upon c5.

3. There exists a path from c5 to destination(M).

FroofofTheorem 16

We will show that Message M is deadlock immune for channel c5, and thus we know that
if condition i is also satisfied, then the channel can be used (without waiting) without caus-
ing deadlock.

Let us assume that message M has allocated channel c5. We will now show the message M
will eventually be consumed at destination(M). This will show us that channel c5 is dead-
lock-immune with respect to message M.
'We know from condition 2, that there exists an output channel c5 such that source(c¡) :
destination(cg). We also know that there exists a path from this channel c6 to the destina-
tion(M) using routing subfunction Ri. Since R¡ is deadlock free, we can route message M
through c5 to the destination(M) and that any message allocating c5 will eventually be con-
sumed. If c5 is cunently allocated, it will eventually become free since R¡ is deadlock im-
mune. Since message M, now allocating cg it will eventually allocate c6 and will eventually
be consumed at its destination. Thus channel c5 is deadlock immune for message M.

Since message M could be any message in the network, channel c5 is deadlock immune for
all messages.

Therefore channel c5 can be used as a shared channel, without creating deadlock.

T

Both of the reported cyclic routing algorithms were implemented on networks in which
separable routing functions were defined. We will show that it is possible to implement cyclic rout-
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ing also in non separable algorithms.

6.6.tr Channel-Set Dependency Graph

If we are utilizing separable routing functions, it has already been shown that it may possi
ble to improve the adaptability of such algorithms by introducing selected cycles into the CDG. In
this section we will develop a model of separable routing functions, and determine restrictions on
the location of cyclic channels.

Let us assume that it is possible to separate R into n distinct routing sub functions, R1, R2,...,
Rn

Let C be the set of channels on G, the network. We can divide the channels into n disjoint
sets of channels c1,c2,.,, cn, where c¡ is the channel subset associated with R¡.

C=CruC2u...uCn
C¡nC¡=OVije 1..n

We now define a channel set dependency graph. A dependency will exist between channel
sets if it is possible for routing sub functions associaûed with one set to borrow a channel from an-
other set.

Definition 27: The Channel Set Dependency Graph of a network with re-
spect to the subsets c1,c2,..., c,, is a graph where each channel subset cor-
responds to a vertex in the graph. A directed edge exists between two ver-
tices C¡ and C¡ (directed from C1 to C¡) if routing subfunction R' associated
with C¡ can borrow a channel from C¡.

Theorem 17

If a routing function R is deadlock free, and is separable, then all of its routing subfirnctions
are deadlock free.

ProofofTheorem 17

Consider any two channels c1 and c¡ such that c1,c¡ e Ct. If (c¡,c¡) e R¡, then (ci,c;) e R.
Similarly If (c;,c¡) É R¡, then (c¡c¡) ø R.

Similarly consider any two channels c1 and c- such that c1,c* e Ct. If (c1,c-) e R, then
(c¡,c¡) e R¡. Similarly If (ci,c¡) ø R, rhen (c1,c¡) ø Rr.

As a result the CDG of Rp will be a proper subset of the CDG of R. Since the CDG of R is
acyclic, the CDG of R¡ is also acyclic. Hence R¡ is deadlock free.

Since R¡ was chosen randomly, all subfunctions of R will be deadlock free.

I
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Theorem 18

If each of the routing subfunctions of a routing function R are deadlock free, and the CSDG
is acyclic, then the extended routing function R* is deadlock free.

ProofofTheorem 18

Consider a message M1 being routed using one of the routing subfunctions R¡ and a second
message M2 (M1 +I[;4.2) being routed using Rl (Rr * Rt). We will first show that it is pos-
sible to create a deadlock situation if there exists a cycles in the CSDG such that R¡ usos a

shared channel from C¡ and Rl uses a shared channel from C¡. Then we will show deadlock
can not occur if there is no cycles in the CSDG.

Let us assume that message M1 is currently allocating channel c¡ e C¡with its header flit.
Likewise let us assume that message M2 is allocating channel c¡ e C1 with its header flit.
Let us also assume that message M1 is allocating channel cu e C¡ with one of its data flits.
Likewise let us also assume that message M2 is allocating channel c5 e C¡ with one of its
data flits. If Message M1 waits for channel c5 while allocating channel cu, and message M2
waits for channel cu while allocating channel c6 deadlock will result. This can be seen in
Figure 61. The CSGD for this example can be seen in Figure 62 which is clearly cyclic.
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Figure 61 Deadlock from Cyclic CSDG

Figure 62 CSDG

We will now show that if the CSDG is acyclic, then the extended routing subfunctions will
all be deadlock free. Consider a message M1 using extended routing subfunction R¡ and
currently allocating channel c¡ e C¡with its header flit and allocating channel channels Cu
({cul cu ø Cr.} with some of its data flits.We will show that M1 is deadlock immune for any
paths to its destination using extended routing subfunction R¡.
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Let us also consider any path Qc which message M1 will take in reaching its destination
from its current channel. In order to ensure that M1 is deadlock immune, we need to show
that each channel in Qc will eventually become free.

Consider any channel cn. e in Qc. If c- is allocated by a messa1eWzusing extended rout-
ing subfunction R¡ (Rr É R¡) then we know that M1 will only be deadlock immune if M2 is
deadlock immune. Channel c- will be dependent upon the channel that message M2 is
waiting for (if it is blocked). If we define set C* as the set of indirect dependencies the set
of all channels which c* is dependent upon, it will be defined as follows:

C* : {c¡lc¡ e C¡ and c- is dependent upon c¡ in the CDG for R¡x} u

{c1lc1 e C¡ for C¡ such the C¡ is dependent upon C1 in the CSDG}

Since there exists no cn € C* which is indirectly dependent upon cm, then we know that M1
is deadlock immune. Since all messages can likewise be shown to be deadlock immune, we
know that the routing algorithm is deadlock free.

K

The previous two theorems establish a set of conditions on networks with separable routing
functions in which each of the routing subfunctions are deadlock free. In these cases it is relatively
easy to determine which cycles will not cause deadlock. It is also possible to implement routing
algorithms in which not all the routing subfunctions are deadlock free.

6.6.2Nonseparable Cyclic Routing

Up to now we have been concerned with the borrowing of channels between routing sub-
functions. If a routing algorithm is not separable, then it is not possible to separate it into distinct
channel sets and associated routing subfunctions. Non separable routing algorithm can be viewed
as routing firnctions which have only one routing subfunction. As we will see in this section, it is
also possible to implement deadlock fiee cyclic non separable routing algorithms. We will demon-
strate this concept with an example, consider a hypothetical routing algorithm which has a CDG
graph as shown in Figure 63. Since we know we can always sort the channels of a deadlock free
algorithm, it is always possible to lay out the channels in a horizontal row, and all dependencies
will be shown as travelling from left to right.
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Figure 63 CDG of non separable routing algorithm

We now have to consider whether it is possible for a routing algorithm to utilize a channel
which if utilized will create acycle in the CDG. To do this we will first introduce a concept to chan-
nel bomowing, except it refers to channels which are borrowed within a single routing subfunction.

Definition 28: A shared channel is a channel in a routing subfunction which
introduces a cycle into the CDG when utilized without waiting by a process-
ing element.

Theorem 19

A complete deadlock-free routing subfunction may utilize a shared channel c5 for a mes-
sage M if the last channel c¡ allocated by M has index lower the c5 index(cs) > index(c¡).

ProofofTheorem 19

This theorem can be proved by utilizing Theorem 16. The index is the value associated with
a channel, whereby deadlock free routing algorithms route by selecting channels with
strictly decreasing indexes.

We know if the index of the channel associated with c; is lower than the index associated
with c5 then c¡ is directly dependentupon cs. We also know that since the routing algorithm
is complete, that there exists a path between each pair of processors. Thus the conditions of
Theorem 16 are met, and the algorithm is deadlock free.

E

6.6.3SIow Routing

The theory developed in the previous sections for cyclic routing assumes that it is only pos-
sible to routed along shared channels when the channel is freed, and we are not allowed to wait on
the channel. We can extend the flexibility of cyclic routing by allowing waiting on shared channels,
but only for finite periods of time. We will refer to this as slow routing, as a message may wait for
a arbitrarily long (but not infinite) period of time.

One of the easiest ways to implement slow routing is to use a repeated routing function.
This will allow the routing function to be repeatedly applied until an available channel is found. It
has the advantage over a single application of the routing function in that shared channels may be
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attempted a few times before an available channel is found.

6.6.4lmplementing Routing Algorithms

It is relatively straightforward to apply the theory of cyclic routing functions and to imple-
ment a routing function suitable for WSI. We know that if we have a complete deadlock-free rout-
ing subfunction and we have other routing subfunctions (which may not be deadlock free or com-
plete), we can implement a complete deadlock-free adaptive routing algorithm by simply utilizing
the complete deadlock-free routing subfunction as the primary routing function, and adaptively us-
ing the other routing subfunctions when congestion occurs in the network. The important property
is that we only need one complete deadlock-free routing subfunction to base the algorithm on.

If we are implementing a routing algorithm for networks which contain multiple X and/or
multiple Y channels, the different sets of connections fom a natural boundary for separating rout-
ing subfunctions. Specifically, each set of X and Y channels can be used to implement a routing
subfunction. We just have to ensure than one of them is complete and deadlock-free.

6.7 Routing

We are still faced with the problem of trying to implement a complete routing algorithm for
a defective mesh. In chapter 4, we considered a non deterministic routing algorithm which would
eventually deliver all packets, but the time taken may be unbounded. In chapter 5 we looked at
wormhole routing, in which lower latency is possible; however, the network is much more suscep-
tible to deadlock. In this chapter we have added communication faults which further complicate
routing algorithms.

It can already be noted that in all routing algorithms developed for defective networks,
some penalty is paid for fault tolerant routing. Although algorithms exist which are minimal in the
presence of a small number of defects (routing on defective hypercubes with a smaller number of
faults than dimension), all routing algorithms will become non minimal when dealing with an un-
specified number of faults. Each time a non minimal routing algorithm routes a message, which is
not on the shortest path, it is allocating additional resources, which block other messages, and
hence slow down the network.

Definition 29: A processing element p¡(x¡,V¡) is said to be similarly oriented to
p¡(xi,y¡) with respect to p¡(xp,yo) if

xD- xi xD- xS xi- xs

6-l:6.nJ:m'
lo-l¡ !n-ls l¡-ls
V;TÅ: þ'":lJ: m

and
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Definition 30: A processing element p¡(x¡,V¡) is said to be traversable for
pi(x¡,yi) with respect to p¡(x¡,yo) if

Let Qa" be the set of off all paths from p¡ ro pj

Let Qs" be the set of off all paths from p¡ to po

Let C4 be the set of channels {ca} such that

destinarion(ce) : pj

c¿, e QR*

and let Cs be the set of channels {ca } such that

source(cs) : p¡

cg e Qg''

Then p¡(x.¡,y¡) is traversable if (ce,ce) e R for all c4 e

C4 and ca e Cg

Theorem 20

A minimal adaptive routing algorithm R is complete if for every two processing elements
pS(xS,yS) and p¡(xp,yO), pS * pD, there exists a processing element pf(xf,yr) which is

traversable with respect to p¡ which is similarly oriented and closer by one hop in one di-
rection to the destination.

ProofofTheorem 20

This theorem will show that any processor can always route to any other processor (assum-
ing they are both functional) as long as there exists a processing element which we can
route through to the destination, which is closer in one direction than the source.

We will without loss of generality assume that we wish to route closer in the Y direction.

Consider a source processing element ps(xs,ys) and a destination processing element

Po(xo,yo). We know that we can always route to a processing element pfl (xft,!71), such
that !11 : Yo + 1. We also know that (x¡-x11)/l(xp-x11)l : (x¡-xg)/l(xp-xg)1. By recursion,
we will always be able to route through a processing element Prru(xrru,yTN), N: lyo-ysl,

Yrru : yp. This processing element will also be traversable, and will be able to route to

Po(xo,yo).

6.7 .lBxample Algorithms

The simplest example of this concept is routing in the fault-free mesh using azig-zagalgo-
rithm. A message with source processing element ps(xs,yd and a destination processing element
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Po(xo,yo) will route towards the destination, avoiding the row and column of the destination
processing element. The algorithm will eventually route to pf(xf,yf), where lx1-x¡l : i, and lyT-
yol : 1. From here the algorithm will route to the destination.

For the reconfigured networks we are looking at, we will exploit the HetroXY2 routing al-
gorithm presented earlier in this chapter. This algorithm is capable of routing towards the destina-
tion processing element in the Y direction, and will be similarly oriented towards the destination
processing element if we introduce a coordinate transform on odd rows to reverse the X coordi-
nates. This algorithm will work as long as there is a path between alternating rows.

6.8 Reconfiguration arid R.outing {Jsing Línks

In the previous section we should note that it is possible to implement a complete routing
function, as long as we can find a traversable processing element closer in the Y direction. This
was based on the assumption that the network contained no connection faults. If we wish to con-
sider connections faults, we must be able to guarantee that we can always route between processors
in both the X and Y directions. In this section we will discuss the use of reconfieuration of channels
to bypass faulty connections.

Definition 31: A link is a set of channels which are configured to replace a
faulty connection.

Let C¡ be the set of connections in a link.

C¡: {c1, c2,..., c¡y}

source(c¡) : destination(ci-r) 2 < i < n.

Let q be the faulty connection which is replaced by link C¡.

source(c¡) : source(cr)

destination(cr) : destination(crr).

An example of reconfiguration links is shown in Figure 64.In this example a double X and
double Y connected network is implemented. The double connections are implemented using vir-
tual channels, so that all channels between adjacent processing elements are using the same phys-
ical connection. This implies that when a single fault occurs, multiple channels must be reconfig-
ured using links (shaded anows in Figure 64).

The following observations may be made:

1. Only one set of channels are reconfigured using links in Figure 64. This is because the sec-
ond set of channels is used as spares. We note that the links, which consist of three chan-
nels, utilize both X and Y direction channels. As a result of this reconfiguration, neighbour-
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ing processors have only one set of channels in the X or Y direction. As a result, there is no
need to reconfigure both sets.

2. When a channel is being used as part of a link, it is not allowed to be used as a regular chan-
nel simultaneously. This may create a deadlock situation.

3. Any message which enters the first channel of a link must exit the last channel of a link.

4. At least one set of channels per physical connection must not be used for link. This guar-
antees that we can implement a complete routing subfunction.

5. The channels not used as links, and not as the primaly set of channels per connections, may
be used adaptively by the extended routing subfunction in a cyclic manner.

Figure 64 Link Reconfiguration

We implemented a very simple algorithm for determining the link paths to reconfigure a
faulty connection. The set of shortest paths were found using a breadth-first search. A nondeter-
ministic greedy algorithm was then used to select one of the paths, and it was chosen for the link.
This algorithm is by no means optimal, but it works satisfactorily for the small distances involved
in the links. Because of the presence of faulty processors, and the disordered nature of the network,
more sûaightforward algorithms are difficult to implement.

Figure 65 shows a plot of the maximum number of links per connection required by link
reconfiguration of a 25 by 25 processor array with a single connection between adjacent proces-
sors. A network will require this number of virtual channels plus one (for the routing function). It
can be seen that for a low number of connection faults we would only require two virtual channels.
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For networks with a large number of connection faults, we may require 4 virtual channels. In the
case where we have no processor faults, we will require 3 virtual channels.

Figure 66 shows a plot for the same networks, except that we are plotting the average
number of link channels used per connection. It can be seen that typically each connection will be
utilizing approximately one link channel.

No Processor Faults
Proc Yield 80%
Proc Y¡eld 60%

0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
Connection Faults (%)

Figure 65 Links Per Connection

No Processor Fâults
Proc Y¡eld 80o/o
Proc Y¡eld 600/0

o.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
Connection Faults (7o)

Figure 66 Average Links per Connection
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6"9 Surnmary

In this chapter we performed the following:

1. Extended the results of the previous chapter for use with networks with multiple virtual
channels.

2. We looked at adaptive routing algorithms for Diogenes reconfigured networks.

3. Examined routing with cycles in the CDG. This allows for more effective adaptive routing
algorithms to be implemented.

4. We investigated using links to reconfigure networks with connection fauits.
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CË{AtrTER 7: Conclusåons

7"n Conclusions

In this thesis we have analysed the characteristics of WSI processor arrays from the per-
spective of disordered amays, and dave tried to exploit the physical characteristics of these net-
works in order to implement a general purpose processing environment. While we did not imple-
ment any systems, we did investigate an important aspect of these systems: communications be-
tween processors. We have focused our attention on the problem of implementing routing
algorithms which can successfully route in the presence of a large number of faulty elements. We
have introduced numerous routing algorithms, and have shown some of the characteristics of the
different approaches. While substantial progress has been made, there is still need for more re-
search in these aleas. What we have learned is that it can be done.

Percolation theory was found to be a useful tool in the analysis of processor array networks,
and is capable of giving us bounds on the physical properties of these networks. We found for mesh
architectures, that we need at least 600/o yield to achieve connectivity between functional proces-
sors, and nearly l00Vo yield to achieve sufficient conductivity to allow message flow. In addition
to these bounds, percolation theory gave us valuable insight into the physical characteristics of
these networks, and these characteristics were verif,red when a routing algorithm was implemented
for these networks.

We also developed a nondeterministic routing algorithm, which will route in the highly dis-
ordered networks of the WSI environment. This algorithm, based on biased random walkers, could
successfully route between any connected processors in the network, although the network latency
was unacceptable for yield rates near the percolation threshold. It was possible to improve this al-
gorithm by adjusting the weights, so that messages would flow away from faults and congestion.

'We 
learned from percolation theory thatanetwork with faults will not have sufficient con-

nectivity to achieve good message flows. With this in mind, we applied two dimensional Diogenes
reconfiguration to the network, which improved network connectivity, and allowed for more rea-
sonable network flow. The reconfiguration achieved almost 1007o harvest of functional processors,
but did not produce an ordered array.We developed routing algorithms for these types of networks,
based on the wormhole routing methodology.

In order to improve the routing algorithms we extended the algorithms so that they could
be adaptable. ln an attempt to achieve fault tolerance for connection faults in the network, we also
incorporated reconfigured links, and developed a method whereby these links configured from vir-
tual channels. The spare virtual channels can be used by cyclic routing techniques also investigated
in this thesis.

In the end, it was found feasible to implement routing in a highly defective environment
such as those found in V/SI svstems.
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7 "2 Fttture Work

This thesis by no means solves all of the problems associated with WSI, or even those as-
sociated with routing in defective processor arrays. Some of the future areas for work include:

1. Implementation of some of the Routing Algorithms.

2. Alternative Reconfiguration Schemes.

3. New Routing Algorithms.

In addition to the work presented here, some more research will need to be conducted on
issues relating to utilizing disordered processor networks. Research will need to investigate the fol-
lowing:

1. Mapping processes to reconfigured processor arrays.

2. Developing parallel algorithms for large networks.
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Appendüx A: Kohonen Wf,aps For
Spatial Ongawizatioxr

In addition to the problem of routing messages in a faulty environment, difficulties in other aspects
of utilizing a WSI environment for parallel processing are also of interest. One such problem is
process allocation, the determination of a mapping of parallel processes to actual processing ele-
ments. It is important to obtain such a mapping which conforms to the irregular topology on the
network in order to minimize network traffic and optimize performance. The Kohonen Self Organ-
izrngmap is an unsupervised neural network learning algorithm developed for speech recognition
problems. It is hoped that such non traditional techniques can be used in studies of problems in
WSI.

In this appendix, the Kohonen self-organizing map is briefly discussed, and an application

of it to a VLSI problem is presented. A discussion of parallel implementations of the algorithm spe-

cifically on mesh topologies is presented.

,4."1 Kohonen Self Organizing Map

ï
n
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u
t
S
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u
t

'tn --r Neuron
Figure 67 Kohonen Network
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The Kohonen self organizing map is an unsupervised learning algorithm for ANN initially devel-
oped for applications including speech and pattern recognitionl90], and content addressable mem-
ories[86][87]t881t891. Although the FPGA placement problem does not appear to be closely relat-
ed to the pattern recognition problem, the self organizing map produces a spatially ordered map of
its input signals. It is this spatial ordering which we will utilize in the placement algorithm.

The Kohonen map exhibits two essential effects which produce the spatial ordering[85].

" spatial concenttation of neural activity in a neighbourhood which best matches the input. This
is a product of the competitive nature of the learning algorithm.

' Weight adjustment of the neuron and its topological neighbourhood whose weights most close-
ly match the input vector and its topological neighbourhood.

In this section we will present abrief overview of the Kohonen self-organizingmap, includ-
ing the basic neural model for these networks, and the unsupervised learning algorithm.

4.2 Neural Model

The basic structure of the neural network used in Kohonen maps is show in Figure 67. A
two dimensional array of neurons are laid out in a rectangular fashion. Each neuron is connected
to the N input signals of the network. The input signals can be represented as an N-dimensional
vectol..

x = lxo,x r,...,xr,_rJ e giN

Each neuron in the network is connected to each of the input signals, and each comection
has a weight associated with it. The weights for each neuron i can also be represented as a vector.

m, = lm.0,m. r,..,, m. 
n_ r) e llN

We shall restrict the range of input and weight values to the interval [0, 1] . This will not af-
fect the results presented here.

,4..3 Learning AlgorÍthm

Learning refers to the determination of weight values on connections in aneural network. Although
it may be possible to analytically determine the optimal weights for a network, it is usually more
convenient to employ learning algorithms which allow networks to determine their weights based
on training sets of inpuloutput signals. Unsupervised learning differs from the supervised learning
algorithms traditionally employed in ANN in that no output values are specifîed in the training set.

The leaming of weights proceeds by repeatedly selecting an input vector from the training
set, and finding the best match between neuron weight vectors and the input vector (training vector
labelled x). The best match refers to the neuron O in the network such that:
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lx-mrl=min(lx-m.l)

where the Euclidean norm is typically used to measure distance.

Once the best match is found, the weights of the connections to the neuron and those of its
neighbours are adjusted according to the following:

m.(t+t): m.(t) + h,,(t) [x(t) _ m,(t))

h jie) : hoe) e- 
tr 

,'r .t 
t 

oQ)2

where lr - r I is a measure of the distance between neuron i and j (the best match). ho!) and

o(r) are functions decreasing with time.

4.4 Kohonen Map Flacement Algorithm

The popularity of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) has been dramatically increasing in
recent years. One family of these devices consisting of a large array of identical programmable
Lookup-Tables (LUTs) blocks connected by programmable interconnects enables these devices to
be programmed to implementboth combinational and sequential circuits. Although each FPGA de-
vice may contain a large number of LUTs, it is not always possible to utilize all of the available
resources for a particular design. In order to increase the utilization of available resources it is im-
portant to develop tools which can efficiently synthesize design specifications into a programmed
device. FPGA tools typically divide this process into three steps. First the design specification is
partitioned into simple functions, each of which is implementable by the LUTs in the device. Next
each function is assigned to a specific LUT in the FPGA device. Finally the interconnects between
functions are routed. In this chapter we focus on the placement problem of assigning functional
tasks to individual LUTs in the FPGA such that constraints based on area and performance are op-
timized.

Placement algorithms utilized in CAD tools for FPGAs have traditionally employed algo-
rithms originally developed for other technologies including Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) and In-
tegrated Circuit (IC) layouts. Although the placement problem for FPGA is closely related to rhose
of other technologies, the basic structure of FPGA is different from other technologies. FPGA are

implemented as a prefabricated array of programmable logic blocks and interconnects. The regular
structure of such devices make the use of alternative placement algorithms attractive. In this chap-
ter we present a placement algorithm developed for FPGAs based on the unsupervised learning al-
gorithms used in Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [90]. The Kohonen self organizing map[85] is
used to first map the connectivity of the design to a two dimensional regular mesh topology, and
then simple one and two dimensional compaction algorithms may be used to produce an area effi-
cient and highly routable mapping.

The Kohonen leaming algorithm discussed in the previous section has the special property
of producing spatially organized representations of the input training set. This process may also be
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thought of as dimensional reduction. The higher dimensional input vector set is reduced to a rep-
resentation in 2 dimensions (the dimension of the neuron array). In this section we discuss the ap-
plication of the Kohonen learning algorithm to the placement problem for FPGAs. The basic ap-
proach is to have the training data model the connectivity of the circuit to be placed. The corre-
sponding map produced by the Kohonen leaming algorithm may then be used to determine the
LUT to which functions are to be assisned.

,4,.5 Circuit Representation

Let M be the number of gates in the circuit to be placed. A gate refers to a function which
is to be implemented by a LUT. The circuit C may be represented as a graph G,

G: (V,E)

, : (vo, v,,..., vr_,)

where V,the vertices of the graph, is the set of gates in the circuit. E is the set of edges in
the graph. An edge exists between two vertices if there is a direct connection between the come-
sponding gates. An example is shown in Figure 68.

X0: (1,1/2,1/3,1/4, . . . . .)
xI: (1'/2,1",I/2,I/3,. . . . . )
X2: (1/3,I/2,L,1_/2, . . .. .)
x3: (1"/4,L,/3,L/2,1, . . . . . )

Figure 68 Circuit Representation

The set of training vectors 7", is a set of n-dimensional vectors:

T: (xr, xr,..., x*_r)

x r: (x,0, x 
ì 1,..., 

x 
iN -t)

such that

x,,: l'o

x..=\lld(v.,v) + 1 for i + j

where d(v.,v) is the distance between vertices v.andv..'t'J' i j
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,&.6 BasÍc Learning dlgorÍthrn

The basic Kohonen learning algorithm described in the previous section is usable with mi-
nor modifications. The basic layout of a Xilinx type FPGAtg2l is shown in Figure 69. The device
contains a square array of Combinational Logic Blocks (CLBs) surrounded by a ring of I/O Blocks
(IOBs). Each block in the FPGA device corresponds to a neuron in the Kohonen network.

In order to prevent gates requiring I/O blocks from being assigned to CLBs, and gates im-
plementing CLB function from being assigned to IOBs, the best match criteria is modified to dis-
tinguish between IOBs and CLBs. If a training vector corresponds to a gate requiring a IOB, only
the IOBs in the device are searched for the best available match. Likewise, only CLBs are searched
for the best match for training vectors coresponding to CLBs. The distinction does not affect the
selection of neighbourhoods around blocks.

Figure 69 Kohonen Placement

(b)(a)
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Figure 70 Kohonen Placement

An example of a placement of a simple regular circuit structure is shown in Figure 69. The
circuit being placed is a simple 5 by 5 mesh of gates, with all edge gates connected to outputs. This
example was chosen because it allows the behaviour of the algorithm to be clearly seen. Each black
square in the figure indicates that a gate has been assigned to that block. This means that the vector
associated with one of the gates has that block as its best match. It can be seen that the layout to-
pology matches the original topology.

4"7 Extended CircuÍt Representation

Although the layout in Figure 69 looks nice, it is not the optimal layout in terms of any measure of
placement quality. It is important to realize that the goal of the Kohonen algorithm is not specifi-
cally to optimize the placement according to some cost function, but instead to find a topological
map which conesponds to the training set. In order to produce a placement which minimizes the
area and wire cost, some modifications to the basic algorithm are required.

One of the first modification we explored was to change the circuit representation for cir-
cuit so that the dimensionality of the training set N is equal to the number of blocks in the FPGA
device, and not the number of gates in the circuit. The additional training vectors contain all zeros

except for a value of 1.0 in the ith position. This process is equivalent to adding dummy gates to

the netlist which are not connected to any other gates. These dummy gates would be removed at
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the end of the placement.

A..8 Two Fhase Flacement

Although the modification to the algorithm in the previous section does produce a better
placement than the original algorithm, it does suffer from a few practical problems. First of all it
dramatically degrades the performance of the algorithm by increasing the dimensionality of the

ploblem. Secondly, the basic algorithm does not offer any easy method to introduce external con-

straints in the placement such as routing priorities.

An alternative approach is to separate the placement procedure into two phases. In the first
phase, the basic Kohonen placement algorithm is used. In the second phase traditional one or two
dimensional compaction algorithms are used. An example using simulated annealing with a tem-

perature of zero for the second phase is shown in Figure 70. Alternative compaction algorithms
would be equally or better suited.

,4..9 Results

In this section we will prcsent some compadsons of the two phase Kohonen placement al-
gorithm. We will compare the algorithm to the simulated annealing algorithm. Our measure of per-

formance will be based on the time to perform placement, and a measule of the total distance of
wire required to connect the circuit.

200

o 150

100

50

Time

Figure 71 Comparison of Algorithms

Figure 71 shows a comparison of the cost of the placement versus time for both the two
phase Kohonen placement (solid line) and a simulated annealing placement (dashed line). The two
phase placement uses the Kohonen placement for the first 16 time units, and then uses a 0 temper-

ature simulated annealing placement for the remainder of the placement. It can be seen the Ko-
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honen phase of the algorithm does not attempt any minimization of the cost function, however,

once this phase is complete, rapid compaction is achievable.

The following is a comparison of the two algorithms for three different circuits.

Circuit

Mesh

Meshl'

ALU

Kohonen

Time

100

il0
250

Cost

52

68

120

Sim Anneal

Time

250

250

300

Cost

52

65

115

Mesh* refers to a mesh with wrap around in the horizontal direction.

.{"10 Farallel [rnplernentation of Kohonen Maps

It is very straight forward to implement the Kohonen algorithm on a serial processor. The state of
each neuron is stored in a large array and the algorithm proceeds by processing each neuron's ac-
tivity sequentially one after another. It can easily be seen that the algorithm has a time complexity
for each iteration of t) (À) where N is the number of neurons. The Kohonen algorithm is likely an

NP-complete problem due primarily to its similar nature to simulated annealing[83].

In this section I will briefly consider parallel implementations of Kohonen's learning algo-

rithm. I will first discuss an idealized implementation and then discuss some practical implemen-

tation of parallel versions. The actual implementation of the algorithm on a transputer configured

as a mesh will as be presented.

A.LL Parallel [Iardware for Kohonen's Algorithm

A constant time complexity per iteration parallel implementation is possible for Kohonen's

algorithm, however it requires hardware which may not be practical for actual implementation.

One such possible implementation is shown in Figure'72.1n this figure:

. X is the input vector selected from the training set.

" hoã parameter in the learning algorithm.

. o is a parameter in the learning algorithm.

. Q is a clock signal used to control when the minimum output is available.

. llx-Mll is the distance between input vectorX and weight vector M.
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. C is the coordinate of a neuron.

The network operates by passing the training vector X, simulation parameters ho and o to

each neuron processor. Each neuron compal'es this vector to its current weight vector and transmits
the distance between them and the coordinate of the neuron to the minimum circuit. The minimum
circuit calculates the minimum of all the llX-Mll and outputs the coordinate of the best match back
to all the neurons. Each neuron them updates its weights according to equation (5.5). This imple-
mentation requires a constant time minimum function which can be implemented using a CRCW
PRAM [84], as well a unlimited fan-out for both the minimum circuit and input driver. Such an

implementation would not be practical for implementation of large networks.

^"12 
Fractical Fanallel hnplementations

The primary difficulty with the implementation discussed in the previous section was that we were
using a constant time minimum function. The construction of such a circuit is not practical given
current technology for large N. We would also like to construct a circuit out of identical processing
elements. In this section we examine the use of tree structure of processors for use with the Ko-

¡x,]no, o-, ll

Figure 72 Neural Implementation
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honen learning algorithm.

In Figure 73 abinary tree configuration is shown. Each of the nodes in the network is an

identical processol'. We wish to implement a P neuron network on this network with N leaf nodes,

and we assume P > N. We assume that only leaf nodes simulate neuron activity.

Simulation of each iteration of the Kohonen learning algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. The root node is passed a vector from the training set and the current simulation parameters åo

and o.

2. Each branch node (non-leaf node) passes on the input vector and simulation parameters from its
parent to its children connections.

3. When a leaf node receives a training vector, it compares the vector to the weight vector of each
of neurons it is simulating.

4. The coordinate of the best match (minimum llx-Mll) and the distance from step 3 is sent to the
parent connection of each leaf node.

5. Each branch node receives two closest matches from its child connections, and passes on the
better match of these two to its parent.

6. The root node contains the best match of all neurons, and the coordinate of the neuron. This val-
ue is passed down to all the leaf-nodes in the network.

7. Each leaf node updates all its neuron weights according to equations (5.a) and (5.5).

It is not hard to verify that this is t) (/og(1Ð) algorithm. It is possible to improve the effi-
ciency of this implementation by utilizing branch nodes for neuron simulation, and using a higher
degree tree structure. These changes will only offer a constant factor improvement in performance.

Figure 73 Tree Architecture
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4,13 Vtresh [mplementation

Although the tree structure discussed in the previous section offers a reasonable implemen-
tation, for large networks a mesh connected topology offers advantages of only nearest neighbour
connections, and constant wire lengths for interconnections. In this section I will discuss the im-
plementation of a Kohonen simulator on a transputer configured in a mesh topology.

Figure 74 Mesh Architecture for Parallel Implementation

The implementation discussed in this report was implemented on a 16 node transputer, us-

ing the Trollius software[91]. The transputer was configured into a mesh topology shown in Figure
74, although not all the connections in the mesh will be utilized.

The Trollius software allows one node in the network to be run on the host computer. This
node is identified in Figure 74by the roundnode and labelled OTB (for Outof The Box). This node
performs all the I/O operations and user intetface operations for the program. All mesh nodes (re-

ferred to as ITB for in the box), perform the actual simulation. A two dimensional mesh of proces-

sors is used for all neuron simulations.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

The OTB node reads all user inputs including training set and simulation parameters such as fr..

and o'.

Each node in the network initializes the state of the P/N neurons it is simulating.

The OTB node repeats the following loop until the simulation is complete:

1l.

2.

3.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

A vector from the training set is selected at random. This value is passed to the (0,0) node in the

mesh.

The OTB then waits until a message is received from node (0,0). The message will contain the

coordinate of the neuron with the closest match to the training vector.

A message is sent to node (0,0) with the coordinate of the best match, and appropriate simula-
tion values (åo and o).

simulation time variables and parameters are updated.

Process repeats.

Each ITB waits until a message is received from one of its neighbours. The action performed
depends upon the type of packet received:

COMPARE The packet contains a test vector from the training set. The packet is passed to the

node to the right of the cunent node, and to the node below the cunent node if the current node
is on the left edge of the mesh. The current node then compares the vector to the weights of all
neuron that it is simulating. If the node is on the right edge of the mesh, a MATCH packet con-
taining the closest match is sent to its left neighbour.

MATCH The packet contains the closest match found so far. If the match is better than that of
the current node, the best match value of the current node is update to that of the packet. If the

current node not a left edge node, the best match is passed to the left neighbour of the current
node. If the current node is on the left edge of the mesh and MATCH packets have been leceived
from both its right and bottom neighbours, the best match is passed to the cunent nodes top
neighbour. If the current node is (0,0), the best match is passed to the OTB.

UPDATE The packets contains the coordinate of the best match in the network and current sim-
ulation parameters. The packet is passed to the node to the right of the current node, and to the
node below the current node if the currentnode is on the left edge of the mesh. All neurons being
simulated by the cunent node have their weight adjusted according to equations (5.a) and (5.5).

TERMINATE The packet tells the process on the node to terminate after forwarding the packet
to its right neighbour and to its bottom neighbour (if node is one left edge of mesh).

Because each iteration of the algorithm requires a packet to be sent across the network three

times, each traversal requires Z^lU-t steps the algorithm is O(l^D.

No performance measures are given due to the difficulty in measuring time in a multiuser

environment and the limited number of processors available. Qualitative analysis of running the

program on different size meshes indicates that the algorithm is approximately t)(/ogÀtr).
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Appendtx ts: R.outíng for VIINs

8.1 Introduction

Many large systems including parallel processing systems and telecommunication net-

works often have a need to provide multiple simultaneous connectivity between a large number of
input and output terminals. As the number of terminals increase, it is usually not possible or nec-

essary to implement full connectivity between all terminals, as the number of connections and cost

grows exponentially. Typically such systems will utilize a interconnection methodology which
will provide multiple simultaneous connections between all terminals, but can not connection all
input output permutations simultaneously. Multistage Interconnect Networks (MINs) are one

means of implementing these networks providing connectivity between input and output terminals

utilizing multiple stages of simple switching elements.

The shuffle-exchange or Omega network is a commonly used network topology for com-
puter networks and interconnection networks. One of the attractive features of such networks is the

relatively easy routing between input and output terminals of the network l94ll95l. Normally the

size of such networks is restricted to the case where N (the number of input terminals) is a power
of two. With this assumption, a path from an arbitrary input terminal can be found to an albitrary
output terminal. The ease in calculation is a result of the observation that each shuffle permutation

can be represented as a circular left shift.

In most practical applications it is not cost effective to restrict the network size to be a pow-
er of two. If we wish to increase a relatively large network by a small number of tetminals, we may

be forced to double the size of the network, and have unused terminals at both inputs and outputs.
Padmanabhan [93] introduced even-sized shuffle-exchange networks in which the network size

simply has to be an even integer. It was shown that such networks possess relatively easy to calcu-
late control tags through the network, which do not require any significant increase in the complex-
ity of the routing algorithms. Performance in such networks was found to be comparable to that of
networks with size restricted to a power of two. These networks also offer some performance and

fault tolerant properties as the edge disjoint paths exists for many some of the input-output terminal
pairs.

Fault tolerance is an important aspect of the design of MIN. cost and reliability are two im-
portant issues in the design os any system. In the design of large systems such as MINs, fabrication
defects may be an important issue in the cost of such networks. All large systems will contain man-

ufacturing defects. It is cost effective to attempt to design systems which work in the presence of
faulty, instead of repairing defective systems. Reliability is also important in most applications,
and systems where faults do not cause catastrophic effects (such as system failure) are highly de-

sirable. For these reasons we wish to develop fault tolerant MINs.

In this appendix we further extend the result of Padmanabhan [93] by developing a bidirec-
tional network and routing algorithms for fault tolerant routing in these networks. In such a net-
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work it is possible to implement an adaptive fault tolerant routing algorithm which can bypass
faulty switching elements in these networks. Padmanabhan was concerned with interconnect net-
works which were circuit switched. Fault tolerance was achieved by utilizing disjoint paths be-
tween input and output terminals which exists for some permutations. Although a degree of fault
tolerance was obtained, this approach does not guarantee that a connection can be made even in
the presence of a single fault. If an alternative path exists between input and output terminal they
are disjoint. Our approach is to develop a routing algorithm which can utilize the connectivity of
the network and guarantee delivery of a message through the network in the presence of a fault.

The remainder of this appendix is organized as follows. Section two discusses properties
and configuration of even-sized shuffle-exchange networks and discusses the determination of
control tags to connect output to inputs. The next section discusses some applications of the new
control tags to fault tolerant routing in these networks. The final section summarizes results, and
discusses future work.

8.2 Even-Sized Shuffle-Exchange Networks

In this section we discuss the even-sized shuffle-exchange network originally presented by Pad-
manabhan[93], and extend the network so that it can route bidirectionally. We will develop control
tags which can route both forward and backwards in these networks. These control tags will be
used in the fault tolerant routing algorithm presented in the following section.

8.2. lShuffle-Exchange Networks

A N X N shuffle-exchange network is constructed by cascading layers of perfect shuffle
connections and exchange elements (see Figure l). A perfect shuffle on N' terminals (where N' is
even) interleaves the first N'/2 terminals with the last N'/2 tenninals in an analogous operation to
shuffling playing cards. This operation may be represented by the permutation æ on terminals
0,1,..., N'-1 as follows:

ß(i) :

Let I

In most shuffle exchange networks N' is restricted to values which are powers of two. This
simplifies the permutation operation so that it can be represented as a circular left shift. In this ap-
pendix we are concemed with the case where N' is not a power of two.

N':N+M. N:2n. 0<M<N

Although the ESSE network topology can be utilized for both direct and indirect networks,
MINs are normally constructed using circuit switched

Although the ESSE network can be utilized for both direct and indirect networks, in the de-

(zi*[a ])*"aN'
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o: {o.l (0<r<Ñ)}

Let an even-sized shuffle exchange network be represented by a tuple G:

G: (E,I,O)

where

E is the set of exchange elements

I is the set of input terminals

O is the set of output terminals

Nl
E : {e."10 <r< *, 0<c < [logN'l]' rLl 'z

er. is the exchange element at row r column c

I: {i-10<r<Ñ}r rl

We further label a line 1r. as the rth input to the cth shuffle exchange layer

A ESSE network is constructed of I log N'l consecutive stages of shuffle permutations and

Nr
; switching elements.
L

B.Z.2Forward Routing

Given a multistage shuffle-exchange network as described in the previous section we wish to be

able configure a path from an arbitrary input to an arbitrary output terminal (referred to as I and j
respectively). To accomplish this we need to utilize a control tag which configures the exchange

elements to create this path. Let a control tag ?' be represented as follows[93]:

T' :2ît'n+ 2n-1t'n-1 +... + 2t'r+t'O

where t'o is used to conffol the appropriate exchange element in the [N'l - k column. Alternative-

ly this can be viewed as the left most bit controls the left most exchange element along the path.

Each successive bit corresponds to each successive exchange elements along the path.

Padmanabhan [93] shows that control tags may be determined using the following equations:
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T'1 :(+2Mi) mod N'

T'Z: T'1 * N', iff T'i * N' < 2N

It was also shown by Padmanabhan [93] that if two control tags exist, that the paths used
by these tags are disjoint. Further more all but 2M input-output pairs have two paths between them.

The above equations allow us to route from any input terminal to any output terminal. It
may be necessary sometimes to route from internal nodes in the network to other internal nodes in
alater column (this will be required in the next section for fault tolerant routing). To accomplish
this we utilize the followins theorem

Theorem 21

A control tagT' which will route from line i : 1.,. to line j : lr',.+r,k columns to the right of
i (0<k<[logN'l ) can be calculated as follows:

T' : r'' - r2k +l '2 lt I r' >:2k-M
LN'I

T,: r,_r1k+l frtl)zklN, r,<2k_M
LN'J

Proofof Theorem 21

r' : (æk (t) + T") modN'

/ | ^r. | \

t' : f r2k+| ?' l*T"'lmodN'\ LNJ )

r,+ mN, : r2k* | tto l* T"
L N'I

T" : r'- r2k

I

where m : 
I

T' : r'- r2k m

t.
I

r2R

ñ
N'

+r

l¡l'

I
l

l
:l

r2k
NT

r2k
ñ

+

¿\
î\

2

r2K

t,lr,-t-
t¡

IrlI
Li

)l
kl

I

'll+I

N'

ffrr'>:2k-M

else

T,,: r,_r2k+l frUiz*-lN, r,<2k_M
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B.2.3Reverse Routing

Consider a control tag T' used to route a packet from terminal i to terminal j. If we wish to

return a packet from terminal j to terminal i, we can not use control tag T'. This can be seen in ex-

ample 1 in appendix A where in case 1 and 2 the same control tag (T' : 0) routes a packet from

terminals 1 and i6 (See appendix A). Clearly this tag can not be used to return a message. Because

of this characteristic (we say this not is not a Delta network), calculation of control tags in more

difficult in both the forward and reverse directions.In this section we will show how to calculate a

reverse control tag, which can route from output terminals to input terminals, and also control tags

which can route partially through a network in the reverse direction.

Given a multistage shuffle-exchange network identical to the one in the previous section we wish

to be able configure a path from an arbitrary output tetminal () to an arbitrary input terminal (i).

Let a control tag T" be represented as follows[93]:

T" : 2ft"n * 2n-lr"n_1 + ... + Zt"i * t"0

where t"o is used to control the appropriate exchange element in the [N'l * k column. Al-

ternatively this can be viewed as the left most bit controls the left most exchange element along the

path. Each successive bit corresponds to each successive exchange elements along the path.

Theorem 22

A control tag T" which will route from terminal j (1r,.*¿) to terminal i(lrc), k columns to the

left of j (k > 0) can be calculated as follows:

T" : | (r+ 1)2k I ir (N'+ r') - (r2k)modN,<2k
|rrlI

ProofofTheorem 22

Condition 1 : (N' + r') - (r}k)modN' < 2k

Condition 2: r') (i2k) modN' and r' < (r2k) modN' + 2k

Theorem 23

A control Tag T'' which will route from output terminal j to input terminal i can be calculated

as follows:

T,,, :2i-lZUi+j 
I,LN'I

T" : I 
.zk I if r'> (i2k) modN' and r'< (r2k) modN'+ 2k

LN'I
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and a second control tagT"", exists if (j + 2Mi) modN'+ N'< 2N,

Tr:Tr+1
ProofofTheorem 23

Proof of this theorcm follows from Theorem2, using k : [logN'l

ts.z.4Bidirectional R.outing

Given a multistage shuffle-exchange network as described in the previous section we wish to be
able configure a path from an arbitrary output terminal (j) to an arbitrary input terminal. To accom-
plish this we need to utilize a control tag which configures the exchange elements to create this
path. Let a control tagT' be represented as follows[93]:

7, : 22n+1t,,n + ,rrr, n+ ... + 2t,,0 + t, o

where t'o and t"¡ ilre used to control the appropriate exchange element in the N' | - Ir col-

umn. Altematively this can be viewed as the left most bit controls the left most exchange element
along the path. Each successive bit corresponds to each successive exchange elements along the
path. We are assuming that we are utilizing the simple exchange elements shown in Figure 76b.

8.3 Fault Tolerant Routing

In this section we discuss some applications of the previous section to interconnection net-
works, with emphasis on fault tolerance. One of the most useful properties of the even sized net-
works is that for small values of M (N' - ÀD we have a large number of edge disjoint paths between
input and output terminals. In a large network, in the presence of faults (in either the connections
or exchange elements) it is important to have this sort of mechanism to allow routing of messages
which can bypass faulty parts of network, and ensure reliable delivery of messages.

B.3.lFault Model

In this appendix we will assume that only a single fault can occur in the network at one
time.Based on this simple assumption we will develop routing algorithms which are capable of de-
livering faults in the presence of these faults. In this section we will describe the fault model we
are using for this work.

Vy'e assume that faults can only occur in switching elements. This assumption is justified
by two observations of interconnect networks. First that the complexity of the switching element
will be much greater than that of the interconnect, hence it is statistically more probably that a fault
will occur in a switching element. Secondly, if a fault occurs in an interconnect, it can be modelled
by a corresponding fault in an adjacent switching element which will produce the same behaviour.

A faulty switching element is assumed to be non operational and can not perform any op-
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erations including passing information through it.I47

It is assumed that mechanism exists to determine which switching elements are faulty. Each

switching element in the network, must be aware of the status of the switching elements it is con-
nected to.

One final restriction is placed on fault model. We assume that no faults can occur in either
the first or last stage of the network. If a fault exists in the first stage, the two input terminals con-
nected to the switching element will be isolated from the network. Similarly a fault occurring in
the final stage of the network will isolated two output terminals from the network. If we wished to
implement fault tolerance of faults in these stages, we could either multiplex input signals from
multiple different switching elements, or increase the network size N' by 2, and have a redundant
switching element in each stage.The isolated input or output terminals could then be ignored and
routing from these terminals could be done by the extra switching element.

The restrictions placed on the fault models may seem to be overly restrictive, but they are

in fact reasonable. Although the focus of this appendix is on single faults in the network, the result
should be extendable to multiple faults.

Let us assume that switching element er. is faulty. We now define I¡,I¡,O¡, and On as sub-

sets of I and O. I¡ is the set of Input terminals who can route a messages to e.".In is defined as the

set of input terminals who can not route messages to e.". Likewise O¡ is defined as the set of output

terminals which may have messages routed from e... Likewise On is the set of output terminals

which may not receive messages from e...

I : I, t-.t In

Irnln : 0

O: OrUOn

OrnOn:

We also know that

lltl : 2'* t

lorl : 
'lroeN'T-c

An example of I¡,I''O¡, and O' can be found in the appendix ExampleZ
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B.3.2Simple Bypass Mode

In the first routing algorithm developed, the goals was to find a routing algorithm which could find
an alternative path from source to destination, if the T't creates a path through the fault switching
element, and T'2 does not exists. In this section I discuss the simplest algorithm. If we know that

no direct path exists from input to output because of the presence of a fault, we must find a path

which takes a path greater than [logN""l. These algorithms will alt require that the network are

capable of bidirectional routing. These types of algorithms are non minimal.

In our fault tolerant algorithm, we define three modes of operation

10. Normal Mode: In this mode a packets is routed towards the final destination as if no fault
exists in the next work. Packets remaining in this mode until they encountel a faulty ex-

change element.

11. Bypass Mode: Once a packets attempts to be delivered to a faulty exchange element, it
changes to BYpass mode. In this mode, the packet will bypass the faulty element by tra-

versing a different path through the network. In this mode, the packet may or may not be

heading towards any specific destination.

12. Resume Mode: Once a packets in Bypass mode is delivered to an exchange element who

has a path to the original packets destination, a new control tag is determined (using either
Theorem i or Theorem 2).

The simplest bypass mode (although not the most efficient) can be used for networks where N' is
not a multiple of 4. In these networks.

13. If a packets is received from an output port of a switch element, it is sent out the other out-
put poft.

14. lf a packet is received from an input port, it is sent out the other input port.

An example of the path taken to deliver a message in the routing algorithm is shown in Fig-
ure 75.

The delivery time in the presence of a single fault and no other network traffic is bounded
by 2N'+2logN'

This network was simulated, and although a message was always capable of being deliv-
ered, the number of permutations which could be simultaneous routed is quite small when a mes-
sages needs to use bypass mode to route. This can be seen from the example in Figure 75. Only
switching elements (0,2) and (0,1) are not blocked in the third stage of the network by the current
message. It is possible for a single message to block all other permutations. Also the bidirectional
nature of this network, also make it much more susceptible to deadlock problems.
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Figure 77 Routing around a fault in Bypass mode

B.3.3Two Pass Routing

In the previous section we discussed routing for networks in which the input and output ter-

minals are independent (such as Processors connected to input terminals, memory connected to

output terminals). This this section we investigate routing in networks where the input and output

terminals are the same device, such as each terminal corresponds to a processor in a multiprocessor

network. An example configuration is shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78 MultiProcessor Network

Routing in this type of network can be accomplished by attempting to route messages the

same as in the fault free case. In the case where a message is unable to be delivered to its destina-

tion, only one path exists from source to destination, and it requires the fault switch, we route to an

altemative destination. The destination which receives the message must then route the message to

its final destination. To ensure that this algorithm will work, we must ensure that the destination

which the message is routed during the fast pass, is capable of routing to the final destination. Spe-

cifically this means that it must not need to route through the faulty switching element.

Let us assume that we want to route a message m, from input i to output j. In the presence

of a single fault in the network we can successfully route from i to j in one pass iff one of the fol-

lowing conditions is true:

I,eIn

I,eIrandOj-On

T'rexists

The routing algorithm based on this techniques attempts to route a message from i to j, using equa-

tions for T'1 and T'2...1f a message can not be routed using these equations, which implies that

I, e I, and O, e O, and T'2 does not exist.

We need to select a intermediate destination k, such that
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OoøOrandInøI,

these two conditions guarantee that the intermediate destination is reachable from the initial input,
and can route to the required output. There are other intermediate destinations which will work, but
they require the use of the second routing path from k to j.

Selection of the intermediate destination is straishtforward. We know that:

rr: {irl(0<i<N')and(i: I f l-:*) j:0..2'*r }
lz') 2" '

o¡{o¡ l(0 < i < N') and (i: r2lloet'l'l-'* j) j:0...2|-'oBN""l-r- I 
,

This algorithm has worst case routing time of 2XIlogN'-l + c where c is the time required for the

intermediate destination to redirect the message between passes.

Simulations of this network and routing algorithm showed that it could successfully route messag-

es in the presence of a single fault. Only a small number of messages actually needed two passes

to route through the network. This algorithm is extendable to multiple faults.

ts.3.488-ESSE Routing

In the previous section we discussed a networks where we could route in 2logN' time as-

suming that the input and output terminals ale not independent. Often this is not the case, such as

when we wish to use as MIN to connect multiple processors with multiple memory units[3], such

as shown in Fisure 78.

Figure 79 Multiprocessor Network

Although the routing techniques mentioned in the first two sections will route a message

from source to destination in the presence of a fault, they require complex routing algorithms, not
suitable for this type of environment. If we wish to allow a higher number of simultaneous connects

lnterconnect
Network
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through the network, we must supply additional hardware. In this section we present one such ex-

tended network based on the Benes network[2]. This is not the only type of network which will
utilize this concept, but it is discussed here as an example of one possible way to create a network

with extended number of stages.

The BB-ESSE (Back to Back Even Sized Shuffle Exchange) network is constructed by

placing two ESSE networks together, such the output terminals of both ale connected. Such a net-

work is shown in Figure 75.

It is quite easy to route in this network in the presence of a single fault. Routing is accom-

plished by simply selecting an intermediate node in the network which is reachable from the input

terminal (if fault is in forward ESSE network), otherwise select intermediate node which can route

to output terminal from intermediate node (if fault is in the reverse ESSE network)., create a control

tag which routes from source to the intermediate node and from intermediate node to output termi-

nal using the routing equations developed in section 2. This network can easily handle multiple

faults.

Simulations of this network showed that messages could always be delivered in the pres-

ence of faults, and a large number of permutations could be handled.

8.4 SumrnarY

In this appendix we have extended the work on routing in Even Sized Shuffle Exchange

networks. We first extended the network so that we could route in both forward and reverse direc-

tions, and showed how to calculate control tags to deliver messages

We also looked at various methods of incorporating fault tolerant routing techniques in

ESSE type networks. First we showed a simple method by which a path could be found from source

to destination terminals which bypasses fautty switching elements, Unfortunately this method was

found give unacceptable performance in terms of number of simultaneous permutations that can

be simultaneous handled. Alternative network structures were also discussed and simulation re-

sults showed better perfonnance.

This work should be extended to show multiple fault coverage, andpermutation accessibil-

Figure 80 A 10 by 10 BB-ESSE Network
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